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ACRONYM DEFINITION

ARC Atlanta Livable Centers Initiative

CAC Citizens Advisory Committee

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CUTR Center for Urban Transportation Research

EDC Economic Development Corporation

EDO Economic Development Organizations

FDOT Florida Department of Transportation

FGNW Florida's Great Northwest

FL, FLA Florida

GDP Gross Domestic Product

GFLA Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance

GHG Greenhouse Gas

ERO Economic Region of Opportunity

HH Household

JAXUSA Northeast Florida's Regional Economic Development Initiative

MAD Mean Absolute Deviation

MPO Metropolitan Planning Organization

MSA Metropolitan Statistical Area

NAICS North America Industry Classification System

NHS National Highway System

EDP Economic Development Partnership

NWS National Weather Service

RPC Regional Planning Council

SANDAG San Diego Smart Grow Incentive Program

SLOSH (model) Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes

TBARTA Tampa Bay Regional Transit Authority

TBRPC Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council

TMA Transportation Management Association

UZA Urbanized Area

A.1 Acronym Glossary
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Listening Session Notes
Introduction and Purpose
The objectives of the MPO Regional Coordination Structure Research and Best Practices for the Tampa Bay 
Region Study include: 

Understanding what improved coordination means in the current context of this region;
Developing scenarios for achieving better regional coordination, including full consolidation; and
Identifying options and barriers to implementation of transportation projects and plans.

This listening session will help get MPO-specific input, with the general discussion items and specific questions 
on the next page stemming from comments obtained at a workshop in May 2017. Ultimately, the study 
will recommend a preferred strategy for regional transportation planning, and outline basic steps for 
implementing that strategy.

General Discussion Topics
The following topics will be discussed by the project team, but participants will be encouraged to expand on 
other, related topics that are important to them and potentially impacted by the recommendations of this 
Study.

What are the driving forces behind improving regional coordination now, and how important are they to your 
MPO boards and constituents?

How well is your MPO achieving its objectives now, and describe interactions with neighboring MPOs. What 
are the recent actions taken to improve cooperation and coordination among MPOs in the Tampa Bay 
Region, and how successful have they been?

Describe the role(s) that your MPO plays in any or all of the following, and how increased consolidation of 
planning may influence each:
 3.1 Cross-jurisdictional project planning
 3.2 Transportation project design / engineering
 3.3 Transportation project Implementation
 3.4 Influencing land use / development decisions

Tell us about any other advantages, concerns, or concepts you have about increasing coordination and 
cooperation among the MPOs in the Tampa Bay Region. 
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Specific Questions and How They’ll Be Used
The following questions will help the study team obtain answers to specific questions. The information 
collected will be used to augment the open-ended conversations conducted during the listening sessions. 

Rank the following in order of most important (1) to least important (5) in terms of potential benefits of 
stronger regional collaboration.
___ Better allocation of existing revenues to transportation projects
___ Better chance to increase transportation revenue allotments to our Region
___ Opportunity to improve land use planning and transportation demand
___ Improve project prioritization for regional-scale projects
___ Speed delivery of regional roadway, transit, and bicycle-pedestrian projects.

Similarly, rank the following in order of most important (1) to least important (5) in terms of your concerns 
about stronger regional collaboration
___ Potential loss of project or planning revenues to my MPO area
___ Potential loss of self-determination for my MPO and its member agencies
___ Longer project delivery timeframes
___ Less revenues for smaller, local, or non-regional projects in my MPO area
___ Greater distance between the public’s priorities and project priorities

If the study recommends a specific, future structure that fosters increased cooperation or even full 
consolidation of today’s MPOs in the Region, how easy or hard will it be to overcome the following potential 
barriers to implementing recommendations?
 Easy Moderate Hard Potential Barrier
     Getting agreement internally on organizational structures
     Changing state statutes, if necessary
     Modifying state policies, if necessary
     Effectively engaging the public and partners
     Meeting current state and federal planning requirements

Feel free to express any other concepts or concerns in the space provided below, or email Michael Case 
(Michael.Case@tbarta.com).
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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Pasco Metropolitan Planning Organization
Craig T. Casper, Transportation Planning Manager, Pasco MPO
Camille Hernandez, Mayor, Dade City
Scott Lane, Stantec Consulting Services Inc.

What are the driving forces behind improving regional coordination now, and how important are they to your 
MPO boards and constituents?
There were not a lot of Pasco MPO representatives at the May 2017 workshop. Various locations inside 
the county have different levels of representation. The physical size of the place impacts who, and how 
diligently, participants attend called meetings.

The Citrus-Hernando MPO is very important to the Pasco MPO, but it’s because they are adjacent to Pasco 
County. Polk MPO also affects Pasco, e.g., with respect to tourism and some regional transportation projects. 
The interaction with the other, peripheral MPOs has been informal and project-driven. There is a space and a 
place for collaboration with all these MPOs and counties, particularly if planning for the long-term future.

The growth rates are part of what’s driving this study now. The other driver is wondering if we’re missing 
greater opportunities, but there is a desire for greater balance but also that Pasco won’t get their voices 
heard if they are attached to Pinellas and Hillsborough, which are very different than Pasco. The need for 
better collaboration is obvious, even from a trail connectivity perspective.

Doing a retrospective on how the MPOs expend their financial resources might be useful to help identify 
consistencies and differences, and how expenditures are changing over time.

How well is your MPO achieving its objectives now, and describe interactions with neighboring MPOs. What 
are the recent actions taken to improve cooperation and coordination among MPOs in the Tampa Bay 
Region, and how successful have they been?
There is a need for greater coordination, even beyond or expanding the roles and duties of the CCC and 
MPOAC. Better delineation of who is or should attend the CCC, and providing technology to listen in would 
be beneficial. 

The Pasco MPO has progressed over time, but there will always be constituents and their representatives that 
are interested and invested in their own projects in their own areas. The area has gotten better at creating 
a consistent voice and set of priorities over time, which is another major challenge. The growth has also 
created the need to identify different solutions that respect new, increased levels of traffic congestion. 
The Pasco MPO does a pretty good job at contemplating land use and impacts to transportation. There is a 
need for land use considerations and integration to go further. The amount of growth now and forecasted is 
very large. 
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Describe the role(s) that your MPO plays in any or all of the following...
The MPO has an expanded role now with bicycle (greenway) trails in terms of design and implementation. 
The level of post-planning MPO involvement depends on the project. The pace of infrastructure 
implementation is perceived as too slow, so the MPO is under more pressure to be more involved.  The city 
and county governments have sometimes differing perspectives, e.g., about developer requirements.
 
Rick, employee of San Antonio Cyclery: I used to ride all over the place; there isn’t a good way to get to the 
water [from San Antonio/Pasco] any longer. It became too dangerous to ride on the roads – I’m a single dad 
with a daughter that I have to think about. 
– paraphrased personal conversation, with permission, 11.16.2017

Sarasota-Manatee Metropolitan Planning Organization
Dave Hutchinson, Executive Director, Sarasota-Manatee MPO
Jeff Kramer, CUTR
Scott Lane, Stantec Consulting Services Inc.

What are the driving forces behind improving regional coordination now, and how important are they to your 
MPO boards and constituents?
Sarasota-Manatee is a two-county MPO with 11 municipalities, with the urbanized area boundary extending 
into Charlotte and Lee counties. The Tampa/St. Petersburg urbanized area does not dip into Manatee 
County yet, but may do so in 2020. Northport is the largest city in the MPO. The airport authority has one seat 
on the governing board; FDOT (by state statute) does not have a voting role on either technical or governing 
boards. One board seat rotates among three barrier island communities.

An interest in big, regional-scale projects by private sector actors is driving the examination of regional 
cooperation and consolidation now. Concerns include falling behind other regions of the state, lack of 
regional rail, and a recognition of a lack of cohesion. There has been a request by FDOT in past years 
to consider merging with the Charlotte-Punta Gorda MPO, or at least have an interlocal agreement to 
conduct joint planning exercises (e.g., long-range transportation plan, TIP, etc.). Joint priorities have been 
developed between the two MPOs (Sarasota-Manatee and Charlottes Punta Gorda) primarily when funding 
programming depended on it. There are serious concerns about how seats for smaller communities would be 
apportioned in a larger organization. 

The Sarasota-Manatee MPO worked with the TBARTA Master Plan, and generally cooperates with the MPO 
partners. There is a federal initiative to spread out traffic between airports to alleviate some congestion at 
airports. The port facility in Manatee County is a regional player, but is represented by (and dependent) on 
the County government. Another private sector regional player is Mosaic, a phosphate-mining company, 
also important in Polk County. 
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How well is your MPO achieving its objectives now, and describe interactions with neighboring MPOs. What 
are the recent actions taken to improve cooperation and coordination among MPOs in the Tampa Bay 
Region, and how successful have they been?
The MPO now is very happy with its progress towards achieving its goals. There are joint opportunities like 
the CCC that meets twice per year; with the staff meeting monthly. Outside these meetings there is already 
a lot of coordination that is project-driven; limitations imposed by schedules and resources do exist (e.g., 
with Hillsborough MPO). Another organization, CUTS (Coordinated Urban Transportation Studies) provides 
coordination opportunities for MPO staff (there are seven District 1 MPOs altogether) with quarterly meetings. 
Finally, there is an interlocal agreement with Charlotte-Punta Gorda MPO to outline coordination activities. 
Regional transit, Interstate, and trail networks are all projects that the MPO wants to engage.

Describe the role(s) that your MPO plays in any or all of the following….
Level of involvement MPO has with post planning (design, EIS, etc.) – MPO involves itself in design as it is able 
given budget and staff limitations, they are not engineers. They do encourage local public works staff to 
engage in the FDOT design process to bring local perspective. There is a statewide issue with raising revenue 
to invest in infrastructure, through impact fees or otherwise.

Level of involvement with economic development – MPO is involved to a limited extent with local economic 
development groups, such as local Economic Development Corporations and Chambers of Commerce. 
He does believe the MPO sees value in a more coordinated regional economic development approach for 
the broader region and would be willing to participate to the extent that their involvement would benefit 
Sarasota and Manatee as part of the broader region

Tell us about any other advantages, concerns, or concepts you have about increasing coordination and 
cooperation among the MPOs in the Tampa Bay Region. 
He made the observation that in the past, the state has offered additional funding to encourage regional 
cooperation (TRIP, SunTrail, etc.), but that the funding often becomes watered down over time. A consistent 
long-term commitment to regional investment would help, but is hard for MPOs to plan.

There is always a benefit to transportation locally when FDOT sees the benefit in regional coordination, 
and FDOT (D1 and D7) seems to be taking regional priorities more seriously than they have in the past. One 
concern might be what happens to the “fringe” MPOs if core MPOs merge? Ill funding be directed more to 
them? Will “fringe” MPOs be left out of “regional” benefit and opportunities.

Wonders how state would help fund a regional MPO. TBARTA is regional, created by legislature, but 
significantly underfunded by locals and the state, even though they have large scale requirements in state 
law. Would a regional MPO receive financial benefit and, maybe more importantly, more authority under 
state law? State at one point had significant financial support for RPCs in DRI process, then dramatically 
downscaled DRI process and defunded RPCs and support for regional decision making.
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The board agrees with the focus of the study being on the three core MPOs – feels that’s the more pressing 
issue than the broader region. However, he does think the lack of ability to draw in large federal or state 
funding for big transit projects is more a function of local funding commitment than to the decision-making 
structure. He has heard of ideas of expanding SIS funding eligibility to regional projects to support regionalism.
 
Polk Transportation Planning Organization
Nathaniel J. Birdsong, Jr., Mayor Pro-Tem, Winter Haven
Ronnie Blackshear, Director, Polk TPO 
Thomas Deardorff, Executive Director, Polk TPO
Ryan Kordek, Transportation Planning Administrator, Polk TPO
Scott Lane, Stantec Consulting Services Inc.

What are the driving forces behind improving regional coordination now, and how important are they to your 
MPO boards and constituents?
With Polk County being sandwiched between two major metropolitan areas there is a lot of interaction 
between the two, with Polk County seeing a lot of that travel moving through it. There has been a lot of 
frustration about regional rail projects not clicking, and that is part of what is driving the need for the MPO 
Regional Coordination Project from their perspective. The questions being asked by the TBARTA Board relate 
to how well regionalism is working here, and should the TPOs merge together.

How well is your MPO achieving its objectives now, and describe interactions with neighboring MPOs. What 
are the recent actions taken to improve cooperation and coordination among MPOs in the Tampa Bay 
Region, and how successful have they been?
There is a lot of regional coordination, and a lot time spent in meetings together. The big problem is 
where is the regional source of funding that will implement big, regional-scale projects. The MPO Regional 
Coordination Project is being driven by a lack of funding. Even today (at a long meeting conducted previous 
to the listening session), there is only one project being discussed regionally that involves Polk County. Over 
the years, there have been very few projects that have even been put forth that connect the region. To 
date, there has never been any discussion about merging MPOs together, and it is doubtful that a full merger 
would get any traction now. Many meetings only address [local] projects that could be addressed in a single 
MPO. 

Coordination that is happening now or has happened recently includes multi-District, multi-MPO efforts 
like a new toll road between Osceola and Polk County. The Central Florida MPO Alliance covers several 
counties, and nothing is brought to the whole board unless it impacts all the member agencies. There is 
annual meeting of agencies that discusses specifically regional transportation. An important aspect of 
regional coordination is the SIS Network that ties the FDOT Districts together with the MPOs for regional project 
development. There has been involvement by Polk TPO in regional platforms and exercises (e.g., myregion.
org for central Florida). 
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Regional coordination is the focus of a lot of time and effort now, but those efforts are often spent on less-
than-regional initiatives. The Polk TPO maintains an active interest in concept-level design for various projects. 
For example, a past adopted policy describes process reviews the preliminary design, allowing the TPO to 
come back into the design process for several projects. The TPO has gotten involved in high-level discussions 
about toll authorities. They have pursued TIGER grants, being a regional partner to other agencies without 
taking the lead. The TPO has been involved in high-level discussions on concurrency-related matters and 
land use policies. In many cases, when items are taken to the Technical Advisory Committee the Polk TPO 
often supports complementary land use policies and actions. The TPO is currently in the middle of updating 
traffic impact study procedures, part of a move to transition from a capacity-driven mindset to one that is 
more focused on complete streets. The Polk TPO has collaborated with the Hillsborough MPO to create a 
freight logistics zone through a plan that has been approved by both policy boards. The plan is positioned 
well, although they are awaiting funding to implement the project(s) included in it. 

Describe the role(s) that your MPO plays in any or all of the following….
As stated at the outset, the Polk TPO is really part of both the Tampa Bay and Orland metropolitan regions, 
and they wrestle with that split. It makes them unique in the I-4 and central Florida corridor. The Orlando 
metropolitan area seems to be more streamlined in terms of dealing with them on regional issues as 
compared to the Tampa Bay metropolitan area. When they deal with MetroPlan Orlando, they don’t think 
of separate counties, but deal directly with MetroPlan and its independent staff. Having one MPO in the 
Tampa Bay area will not solve all the coordination problems since there will continue to be independent 
spirits and viewpoints at work. 
 
Hillsborough MPO Metropolitan Planning for Transportation
Beth Alden, MPO Executive Director
Rich Clarendon, MPO Assistant Executive Director
Harry Cohen, Tampa City Council Member, MPO Policy Committee Vice Chair
Melissa Zornitta, Planning Commission Executive Director
Jeff Kramer, CUTR
Scott Lane, Stantec Consulting Services Inc.

What are the driving forces behind improving regional coordination now, and how important are they to your 
MPO boards and constituents?
We should be doing better than we are on regional collaboration. There is an appetite for new and 
different transportation options, but we can’t ask for assistance in pursuing new initiatives because there 
isn’t a consensus on the specific projects. If there was a greater degree of consensus then this Region would 
get more projects like other regions [that are structured differently].

There have been regional projects like Interstate projects, new connectors – but additional projects in the 
transit side of things would be useful. There is currently a good track happening now in light of the regional 
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transit study going on now, as long as one of the partners can accept not being in the front and not pull out 
of the agreement. 

If there was a regional MPO, would that regional perspective be held in place when one partner goes to 
Tallahassee to lobby for their projects or priorities? Consolidation sounds great and there are a lot of reasons 
to be for it. How does regional priorities become incentivized for individual mayors? There are counties 
that don’t understand why they should have lesser voting representation than a larger jurisdiction. There is 
also no unanimity of opinion on some of these topics, including public transportation and roadways and 
bicyclists. We may be hearing only from the extremes in the discussion, with a great number of people not 
sure what they think should be done, although they are resigned to driving around in their single-occupant 
vehicle. 

How well is your MPO achieving its objectives now, and describe interactions with neighboring MPOs. What 
are the recent actions taken to improve cooperation and coordination among MPOs in the Tampa Bay 
Region, and how successful have they been?
Successful collaborations include regional greenway projects that are now getting closer to fruition. 
The regional multi-use trails network has started to gain traction (e.g., the SUN Trail Program), not just in 
Hillsborough but in surrounding counties. It’s been a long effort and collaboration on that process. 

The Chairs Coordinating Committee is working, but only because TBARTA staff are doing twice as much 
work as they are getting paid to do. TBARTA has been contracted with to do other projects as well, 
e.g., regional public engagement plan. TBARTA may have been sensitive to considering pressures from 
funders, especially because they are lean on funding and reliant on disparate sources of financing. Staff 
Directors meet once a month and the board chairs meet twice each year. That conversation has been 
very extensive and thorough. Its hard for elected officials to be passionately in support of a project that 
their supporters did not vote them into office to support. Everyone sees their immediate need as the one 
that they have to solve. The geography is also very large that simply getting Hillsborough County to agree 
on common issues is often challenging. However, even though it will be hard to get people to agree on 
priorities – it still has to be done because people travel throughout the Region. One of the big strengths 
here in the Tampa Bay Region is that you can have whatever lifestyle you want, but that is also what makes 
unanimity so hard. 

If transit is the problem that we are trying to solve, then the system would typically start off with a 10- or 
20-mile-long segment, and therefore likely start and end in the same county. The business community has 
gotten frustrated with the lack of consensus and motion on the part of the county commissioners, but the 
regional approach will bring in more rural areas and produce even less agreement. Funds have to still be 
raised at the county, maybe the city level: there is no regional source of money. There are many competing 
interests for property tax dollars, like schools, stormwater management – there is no single source of funding 
for transportation projects. There is also a lack of understanding that federal and state grants need local 
matching funds. 
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Describe the role(s) that your MPO plays in any or all of the following...
The MPO has collaborated with the Planning Commission to draft local plans that reflect shared goals for 
land use and transportation; some of them have won APA awards. However, transportation funding has not 
been put in place to implement the transit components of these plans. 

Tell us about any other advantages, concerns, or concepts you have about increasing coordination and 
cooperation among the MPOs in the Tampa Bay Region. 
If the MPO is no longer co-housed with the Planning Commission, there would have to be additional staff 
in place to do some of the projects that the Planning Commission is required to do, like traffic forecasting 
or freight planning, for example. In other areas, there are things the Planning Commission staff already 
handles really well, such as contemplating how cross-access or higher densities of development can be 
built into the project. 

A lot of projects the MPO deals with are local (although local to a very large county), not regional. The 
state legislature had stripped concurrency with land use decisions from the RPCs, and there is little sign 
that there is any shift back towards a regional authority overseeing land use decisions. in Hillsborough, the 
development of a comprehensive plan starts with the Planning Commission, then individual (local) city 
councils and BOCC review and ultimately adopt it . In Pinellas, there is an additional, county-wide plan 
drafted by Forward Pinellas, with which local plans are judged to be in compliance or not. The Regional 
Planning Council doesn’t play much of a role in transportation – the MPO sends in their transportation plan 
to the RPC to assess if they are in agreement with the regional policy plan. The RPC also provides access to 
the REMI model, evacuation modeling, communicating changes to state law, and so forth. 

If MPOs were merged and hosted by the RPC, then the RPC would have to bring on staff capacity to do the 
MPO assignments. TBARTA might have been a good choice to host, except for the recent move to reposition 
that agency in a transit-focused role. The MPO now is hosted by the Planning Commission, which in turn is 
hosted by the County, and that arrangement allows them to provide benefits that attract quality personnel 
and talents that under a different structure would not have the resources necessary to attract those people, 
do the quality outreach that happens now, and so forth. Attention to those details needs to happen before 
embarking on a new structural organization.

There is not a good understanding about the level of resources allocable by the MPO, by some people. 
Current priorities have included system preservation, managing congestion, and enhancing choices. 
The small amount of money that the MPO receives has helped, among other things, keep our small (for 
a county of Hillsborough’s size) transit systems operating. The resources currently available are not even 
close to being able to address road widening needs, estimated to be over 780 miles. There is insufficient 
money to resurface roads, reduce crashes, and other basic needs. The reality of a regional MPO is that the 
MPO’s current resources would be directed towards one or more large, expensive highway projects. This is 
the reason that FDOT had previously supported consolidation of MPOs. If there had been a consolidated, 
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regional MPO then some projects such as TBX may have gone through more easily. A larger MPO would 
have a different focus than their individual members as they exist today.

Another question is where to draw planning area boundaries, if the MPOs merge. The Spring Hill UZA is 
halfway into Pasco County, and the Tampa Bay TMA and Lakeland UZA both cross the Hillsborough-Polk 
County Line today.  The amount of contiguous urbanized area will be even greater after the 2020 Census.  
This is characteristic across Florida, and large regional alliances such as the CCC are increasingly important 
in this circumstance.  It is unfortunate that we seem poised politically to dismantle the CCC just at the time 
when it is most needed.

Forward Pinellas MPO
Al Bartolotta, Planning Manager
Whit Blanton, Executive Director
Chelsea Favero, Planning Manager
Jim Kennedy, St. Petersburg Council Member, Forward Pinellas Board Member
Jeff Kramer, CUTR
Scott Lane, Stantec Consulting Services Inc.

What are the driving forces behind improving regional coordination now, and how important are they to your 
MPO boards and constituents?
The MPO started doing some regional actions with the Tampa Bay Transportation Management Area, 
evolving from an informal, getting-to-know-people organization to a more formal agency that creates an 
official listing of priorities. Now we have FDOT telling us that we have to get 25% of the capital and revenue 
match for the region to move forward on regional transit projects. Historically, there has been an impetus 
from the Governor’s office and legislators supporting regional coordination; what has emerged more recently 
is the thought that more transportation dollars could be brought to the area if its representatives spoke 
with one voice. If the region was further along on the path like Orlando on their transit program, then this 
discussion would not be happening now. There are some saying that there needs to be one person for a 
contact for all regional transportation decisions, but that is very simplistic viewpoint of the region. There is an 
acknowledgement that there is a three-county core that is part of six- or seven-county region. There are a lot 
of theories as to what should define the region, like the TV market or airport market capture area. The answer 
to what defines a region depends on where you stand in the region. 

How well is your MPO achieving its objectives now, and describe interactions with neighboring MPOs. What 
are the recent actions taken to improve cooperation and coordination among MPOs in the Tampa Bay 
Region, and how successful have they been?
How well we collaborate now depends in large part of the relationship with FDOT. In the past, the relationship 
has been very paternalistic and did not look to the MPO to provide meaningful input on regional priorities. 
However, each FDOT district is very different with respect to the degree that they collaborate on common 
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objectives. We can move mountains when that collaboration exists. The relationship between the MPOs in 
the past was limited due to parochial interests. Right now, we are a “1” or “2” on a scale of one to five in 
accomplishing regional objectives. MPOs do really good planning, on both sides of the Bay, including some 
regional plans. The former regime with FDOT, which is no longer present or in operation on this side of Tampa 
Bay, worked hard to undermine MPO decision-making – even in the middle of a meeting. Unless funding is 
changed, merging the MPOs won’t change the outcome. In Raleigh, it took a new democratic-controlled 
county commission to even get regional transit to a vote. The balanced point-of-view about what is needed 
in major metropolitan areas and local concerns is still a barrier. There are some of the beach communities 
that are represented by one person for nine municipalities but with a regional MPO they wouldn’t have a 
seat. 

Describe the role(s) that your MPO plays in any or all of the following...
The northern part of the county is very suburban, cul-de-sac communities in large part. With the creation of 
Forward Pinellas, which merged the countywide land use planning agency with the MPO, there has been a 
focus on creating land use patterns aligned with transit services. The MPO is nearly unique in that countywide 
land use and transportation are nearly merged; the transportation improvements program is more supportive 
of the land use plan. The process has given local municipalities a little more authority than in the past, 
potentially restricting innovation. The role of the PPC has changed since it became part of Forward Pinellas.  
Now, it encourages and supports innovative planning by the local governments as opposed to regulating 
them, which was its focus in the past. The PPC and MPO staff collaborate and charge their time to one entity 
or the other. The land use planning agency, now merged with the MPO under Forward Pinellas, has the same 
board and same agenda. Some items are transportation, some are land use, some are both. The MPO was 
commended for seven noteworthy practices in the most recent certification review, including the integration 
of land use and transportation. 

Tell us about any other advantages, concerns, or concepts you have about increasing coordination and 
cooperation among the MPOs in the Tampa Bay Region. 
One issue that the MPO has had is a lack of continuity (i.e., too many / too fast rotation of members) of 
some representatives on the MPO boards. Lately, there has been a lot of continuity on the Forward Pinellas 
board, but the make-up can change rather quickly, too. There are several seats with two-year terms that 
have to represent multiple cities, and they have exhibited frustration about just learning the terminology 
and processes before they are rotated off the board. There has not been a good way developed for 
representatives of multiple communities to communicate back and forth between the MPO and those 
communities – that is a problem that would likely be exacerbated under a regional MPO structure. Part 
of the learning curve of new members coming onto the board is how the funding works; members on the 
board for 3-4 years start to understand it. 

At one point, the leadership staff of the TMA were speaking with one voice on five specific projects, and 
were talking to elected officials about those priorities. However, sometimes they were focused on other 
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priorities, such as merging transit agencies – now there is a desire by some to see the MPOs merged, 
perhaps to limit multiple requests. However, those multiple requests come from counties or transit agencies, 
not the MPOs, which are forbidden to conduct or finance lobbying. Without a commitment of funding, 
merging the MPOs makes little sense. 
 
Citrus-Hernando MPO
Steven Diez, Transportation Planner III
Jeff Kramer, CUTR
Scott Lane, Stantec Consulting Services Inc.

What are the driving forces behind improving regional coordination now, and how important are they to your 
MPO boards and constituents?
The three MPOs are driving the merger of the MPOs and it is TBARTA’s mission to investigate the potential for 
merger. A focus for many people is regionalism, but from their point of view, they are a regional MPO. There 
are only peripheral connections to the Tampa Bay Region. The private sector is also pushing this effort since 
there is not a decision being made on key issues being made fast enough.

How well is your MPO achieving its objectives now, and describe interactions with neighboring MPOs. What 
are the recent actions taken to improve cooperation and coordination among MPOs in the Tampa Bay 
Region, and how successful have they been? 
The airport in Tampa is the one that would be used for most commercial flights. Freight movement in and out 
of the Tampa port is not relevant to the MPO except for movements through I-75. One highlight of regional 
cooperation is the regional trail network, including (but not limited to) the Sun Coast Parkway Trail. The state 
began looking at regional connections and additional work happened afterwards. The $25 million allocation 
from the state legislature made the project possible in the timeframe under which it was completed (the 
Good Neighbor Trail project, for example, took many years to complete using Enhancement/TAP funds). To 
get projects done faster, local and MPO governments go to the state legislature compared to federal (even 
FTA) processes that take much longer (five years or longer compared to one year).  

Local governments don’t always understand that major projects can take a long time and delay other 
projects. Structurally, the MPO is part of Hernando County, but the MPO Board does hiring and firing. There 
is not a contract for the Executive Director position; that has been considered but not acted upon in part 
due to union-related issues. Hernando County supports the MPO with space in a county building, legal 
support, etc. all outlined in a staff services agreement. The county has had a past where its relationship to 
the MPO has been too close and somewhat convoluted – the move out of the county building, paying rent, 
and merging with Citrus County have provided an additional degree of autonomy. The merger and other 
changes have not impacted relationships with other MPOs, perhaps a little more clout with FDOT District 7, 
with whom they have a good relationship.
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The merger of the Citrus TPO and the Hernando MPO has worked exceedingly well, in part because projects 
are focused on alternating counties to ensure fairness. When a city in Citrus County exceeded the 50,000 
population mark they had to form a MPO. The Hernando County MPO merged with Citrus County when the 
Governor denied permission for Citrus to form its own MPO (as well as the fact that both counties are part of 
the same FDOT District). Citrus County, however, is not part of TBARTA. 

Describe the role(s) that your MPO plays in any or all of the following...
One example of working with the planning department is with changes proposed to the airport that 
necessitated discussing impacts related to roadways and traffic demands. The merger of the two counties 
into one MPO has meant that the MPO is sometimes now left out of communications that before they might 
have been privy to in the past when staff were in the same office space.

Tell us about any other advantages, concerns, or concepts you have about increasing coordination and 
cooperation among the MPOs in the Tampa Bay Region. 
The MPO is not part of the TMA and they don’t want to be a part of the TMA because the dynamics are 
different there than here. There is generally a feeling of antipathy about the prospect of neighboring 
MPOs merging. There is no discussion about changing MPO boundaries, for example, including part of 
Pasco County in the Citrus-Hernando MPO. No one wants a study that rearranges the deck chairs on the 
Titanic, e.g., the structure changes but the results don’t change. [Additional discussion on the potential for 
presenting various options and the time frame for the study was conducted.]



Tampa’s Beaches (2017).
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Key Issues from Prior 
Collaborative Workshop
A brief review of the first Workshop outcomes, originally conducted in May 2017, and their 
relationship to the current study work plan.

Key Notes 
Highlights: Focus Issues Previously Identified
• Focus on regional projects and effective decision-making
• Don’t dilute local voices on local projects
• Incorporate multi-modal (walking, transit, and cycling) considerations
• Enhance financial capacity and efficacy
• Integrate economic performance, the public’s viewpoints, and other issues that are deeply influenced by 

transportation projects and policies

Highlights: How this Information will be Used
The information in this technical memorandum will be provided to the TBARTA project manager initially, then 
to the Study Management Team for review and comment. The updated technical memorandum will help 
focus the search on peer cases (Task 2) as well as what to consider when extracting information pertaining to 
the context of the core study area (Pinellas, Pasco, and Hillsborough MPO planning areas) and relationships 
to neighboring MPOs in Task 1.

prepared by: J. Scott Lane, Project Manager
Public Workshop #1 (05.12.2017) 
On May 12, 2017, the TBARTA MPOs Chairs Coordinating Committee (CCC) & the Tampa Bay Transportation 
Management Area (TMA) Leadership Group conducted a workshop led by Collaborative Labs. Elected 
officials, professional staff, and other interested stakeholders attended the meeting, which was open to the 
public.

The workshop was collaborative in that it organized attendees into small groups that provided specific 
feedback on goals, guiding principles, and the desired outcomes of a stronger, more collaborative planning 
structure. The meeting advertisement called out the following purposes for the workshop:
• Greater understanding of factors driving exploration of greater regional transportation coordination;
• Identification of the most important outcomes desired from potential greater regional transportation 

coordination; and
• Identification and consensus-testing of guiding principles to guide exploration of greater regional 

transportation coordination.1

Other issues addressed during the workshop included:
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• How regional coordination and planning success should be defined, what the (perceived) key issues to its 

implementation;
• What should be the core values and principles (e.g. environment, social equity, economic development, 

etc.) in the process, and the top priorities for Tampa Bay; and
• An “ideal” regional transportation organization would strengthen the links between economics and 

transportation; better achieve regional projects and lessen parochial positions; and engage the public to 
make them more aware and involved in connected regional issues (e.g., growth and transportation).

In effect, part of the purpose of this workshop was to help guide the scope of services that forms the work 
plan being undertaken in the current study. The summary that follows helps inform the current study by tying 
the comments received from the first workshop to the current study work plan, particularly Tasks 1 (context 
and issue definition) and 2 (development of peer case studies).

1 Excerpted from TBARTA website (http://tbarta.com/images/Calendar/CCC/StaffDirectorsnew/Regional%20
Transportation%20Le adership%20Workshop%20Packet%202017_05-12.pdf).
 
Areas of Study, Based on Workshop #1 
Balancing Regional Initiatives and Local Prioritization
Repeatedly, the issue of effectively identifying and supporting regional transportation priorities, particularly 
without sacrificing local control of (and resources for) local projects, was mentioned in the first workshop, and 
forms the foundation for (and potentially against) other guiding principles. Questions that could be explored 
include the following.
1. How have other MPOs/Regions solidified cooperation among various government members? Ideally, this 

question would explore areas that have moved from a more- to a less-fragmented structure in recent 
years, and would consider available geographic, socioeconomic, and demographic variables so that 
other MPOs/Regions can be appropriately relativized and weighted.

2. The tension between regional priorities and financing regional projects should be balanced against 
local priorities and objectives – is this objective accomplished strictly through voting procedures, sub-
area committees, benefit-sharing, or other processes implemented in the development of long-range 
transportation plans or other documents?

3. In MPOs/Regions where there is a higher level of collaboration and a regional planning vision, has there 
been a net positive experience? This question would stress success in financing and implementing new 
transportation projects and services, although exploring other definitions of success may be relevant for 
the Study Management Team to consider.

4. Part of this topic is also engaging the public effectively on projects and processes of different scales. 
Understanding how other places have achieved this objective is important, but so is gaining a better 
understanding of the three MPOs, coordination and collaboration across the region, and adequately 
address equity concerns indicated by the diversity of their respective constituents in Task 1 to better 
understand the scale and refine the scope of this concern.
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Land Use and Multi-Modal Considerations
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) were not originally set up to directly consider the interactions 
between land use / development and transportation performance. However, so many cross-cutting 
issues exist between patterns of development and transportation networks – trip lengths, trip frequencies, 
ridership on spatially fixed transit services, propensity for making walking / biking trips, to name a few – that 
interactions between them are taken for granted in everything from traffic impact studies to transit- oriented 
development plans. Several, specific comments from participants in the first workshop were related to diverse 
land use topics like affordable housing, gentrification effects, engaging economic agencies and community 
economic viability. Frustrating attempts to bring land use and transportation decision-making closer together 
is the fact that many land use decisions are made at local levels while transportation decisions are made 
under local, state, and federal policy and program processes and rules. Each actor in the decision-making 
process tends, naturally, to view decisions from their own perspective, potentially hampering collective 
decisions. Finally, Florida has a varying history over time of tying land use and transportation concerns 
together, and the resulting unique aspects of statutes and policies are important to highlight in the current 
project under Task 1. The following questions are a start at understanding this complex relationship, but it is 
suggested that both Task 1 and Task 2 be open to looking at this issue in a broader context, albeit with an 
eye towards identifying issues specific to the Region and solutions that could be applied.

1. The process needs to seek out MPOs that have engaged land use considerations in their planning work, 
such as access management, sustainability / resiliency, Transit Oriented Development (TOD), economic 
development, complete streets, parking maximums, design strategies, integration of planning goals in 
small area studies/corridor projects, and so forth.

2. Transit is perhaps the most important and relevant regional multi-modal element but planning for walking 
and biking networks, although catering to shorter trips and less regional in nature, provide critical access 
to transit and are an integral part of defining land uses that support certain types of development and 
community objectives.

3. Limitations in budget and staff resources usually translate into development being lightly considered 
in transportation recommendations during the development of long-range plans. However, important 
technical advances that have been made in the ability of communities to jointly undertake scenario 
planning exercises have made this practice more widespread. Task 2 should have a focus on gathering 
information about how MPOs engage the land use questions both at large and small, ongoing scales.

4. Knowing how MPOs support, encourage, or enforce local decision- making that reinforces preservation 
of transportation systems through “best practice” development considerations, as well as how they link 
transportation planning with economic development, are potentially another avenues for understanding 
this relationship in a way that could be undertaken at a regional level.

Organizational Structures
Understanding how to operationalize an effective decision-making structure that meets the preceding 
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objectives is necessary to this project. It is inherently insufficient to talk about an option moving forward 
without recommending specific procedural elements that can make the structure work (or not). The following 
topics are likely to be incorporated into the current study, and are important considerations in the peer 
studies in Task 2.
1. Premier among structural issues is that of voting and member agency representation (the two are 

inseparable, since “weighting” of different member agencies in the MPO can occur either by simply 
having more people at the table or more voting weight assigned to various members). The peer studies 
need to consider this process; however, past work by the study team suggests that MPOs tend to like 
their current arrangement, or at least tolerate it enough to avoid taking on the unsavory task of creating 
a new system. Important nuances to this understanding are quorum requirements, “on-demand” vote-
weighting practices, substitute member allowances, and in-person v. remote attendance policies.

2. Communication, including frequency and format, is crucial to effective decision-making, and the study 
team should be able to present good examples of communication between MPOs and jurisdictions 
leading up to and during policy and technical board meetings that must make and stand by decisions.

3. Project prioritization is nearly a stand-alone topic, but it is also highly reflective of both internal (MPO) 
and external (MPOs, advocacy, local units of government, state departments of transportation) 
communication practices.

4. Similarly, several commenters from the first workshop noted that equity concerns and engaging the 
public was very important, and understanding how the public generally and equity/environmental justice 
populations and key stakeholders specifically, participate in the MPO planning process. Any assessment 
should take into account distance barriers and is important to highlight in this study with respect to 
project identification/prioritization. Typical mechanisms include either stand-alone advisory committees 
(e.g., freight, active modes) or representation on the MPO technical committee. Specific subgroups 
of the public, such as low-income, minority, elderly, disabled, limited-English proficient, youth, and the 
media are also important to incorporate into the communication profiles of peers.

Additional Issues
While the previous topics were cited (broadly) often in the first workshop and are over-arching issues, the 
following are additional items that need to be incorporated into the findings with the caveats described.
• Project Financing. A premier issue for many, this topic will have to be understood in Task 1 as much or 

more as in Task 2, since restrictions on funding mechanisms are highly variable from state to state, and 
Florida specifically allocates $350k of Metropolitan Planning funds (23 USC §104(f)) annually to each MPO, 
which would be lost under a consolidation. However, commenters did note the importance of the issue, 
and cited mechanisms like tax increment financing and public-private financing during the first workshop. 
The depth to which this issue can be explored is limited due to its extent and complexity, but a good 
understanding of which MPO structures may support or hinder certain financing mechanisms is important.

• Technology. This topic was introduced indirectly in some comments from the first workshop, but is also 
clearly making major inroads to the professional sphere in transportation planning. Not exploring the ways 
that MPOs are incorporating the concepts of connected autonomous vehicles, individual application-
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driven services, and sharing of vehicles and rides would be a lost opportunity. A somewhat related topic 
is the use of data in decision-making, from remote meeting accommodations to technical analyses.

• Engaging Partners. Although touched on in the preceding topics sporadically, using the peer studies 
to understand how MPOs engage representatives from freight/shipping, aviation, school systems/
transportation, economic development agencies, health/wellness providers, and environmental steward 
organizations were mentioned in specific comments provided by participants in the first workshop.

• Measuring Success. The era of performance-based planning is in full swing, with federal requirements 
bolstering the need for collaborations between states and MPOs to determine how they measure 
performance. While the broad array of performance measures is beyond the scope or need of this 
project, understanding how the preceding topics like public engagement, financing, and land use- 
related measures should be extracted as they are available from the peer agencies (this is also an 
important item to characterize for the three MPOs in the core study area in Task 1).

 



Tampa’s Beaches (2017).
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Tampa Bay Area MPO Study
MPO Organizational Structure and Staffing in the Law
Federal
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) were mandated by the US Congress as part of the 1973 Highway 
Act for urban areas of at least 50,000 in population as defined by the US Census Bureau. MPOs were made 
responsible for managing a continuous, comprehensive and continuous (3-C) transportation planning 
process in those areas as a condition for the receipt of federal surface transportation funds, including the 
development of long range transportation plans (LRTPs) and transportation improvement programs (TIPs). The 
MPO, and its basic statutory guidelines and obligations has been preserved, though modified, in all relevant 
subsequent federal legislation, including the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act which was 
signed into law in December 2015.

Rules and regulations implementing sections of the FAST Act relating to metropolitan transportation planning 
(23 U.S.C. 134 and 49 U.S.C 5303) were adopted as final by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and 
the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and published in the Federal Register on Friday, May 27, 2016 (23 CFR 
Part 450 and 49 CFR Part 613).  

Federal regulations provide relatively limited guidance regarding MPO organizational and staffing issues, 
instead leaving many of these issues open to local jurisdictions and the states to resolve through formation 
agreements, apportionment plans, bylaws, and other similar documents.

Regulations addressing various aspects of MPO organizational structure and staffing include the following:

§ 450.308 Funding for transportation planning and unified planning work programs
Funding is a critical component of MPO organizational structures, although that fact may not be apparent 
on the surface. The primary source of funding for MPOs include federal planning funds (commonly referred 
to as PL funds) and federal transit planning funds (commonly referred to as 5305 funds). Additionally, MPOs 
can, at their discretion, supplement their planning budget with federal Surface Transportation Block Grant 
Program - Urban Allocation funds (commonly referred to as SU funds). Other federal funds can also be made 
available to MPOs at the discretion of the state.

All of these federal funding sources have one key element in common, the fact that they are reimbursement 
programs and are only available to MPOs after costs (rent, salaries, employee benefits, consultant fees, 
etc.) have been incurred and paid in full. This means that MPOs must have an organizational structure that 
provides a mechanism to pay for operating costs ahead of the federal reimbursement for eligible costs - 
often referred to as capital float. MPOs often solve the capital float problem through a hosting arrangement 
in which a host agency accepts responsibility for paying the operating expenses of the MPO upfront and is 
later paid back through the federal reimbursement. MPOs that are not hosted solve the capital float issue 
through other mechanisms, including charging dues and arranging for lines of credit with partner agencies 
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and even banks. 

The exact language in the federal regulations pertaining to MPO funding follows:

“(a) Funds provided under 23 U.S.C. 104(d), 49 U.S.C. 5305(d), and 49 U.S.C. 5307, are available to MPOs to 
accomplish activities described in this subpart. At the State’s option, funds provided under 23 U.S.C. 104(b)
(2) and 23 U.S.C. 505 may also be provided to MPOs for metropolitan transportation planning. At the option 
of the State and operators of public transportation, funds provided under 49 U.S.C. 5305(e) may also be 
provided to MPOs for activities that support metropolitan transportation planning. In addition, an MPO 
serving an urbanized area with a population over 200,000, as designated by the Bureau of the Census, may 
at its discretion use funds sub-allocated under 23 U.S.C. 133(d)(4) for metropolitan transportation planning 
activities.”

§ 450.310 Metropolitan planning organization designation and redesignation
Federal rules describe when and how an MPO should be designated or, if necessary, redesignated. An MPO 
is designated when an urbanized area reaches a population of more than 50,000 individuals (as determined 
by the Bureau of the Census). This is often referred to as original designation as it applies to MPOs being 
established for the first time.   An MPO is originally designated by agreement between the Governor and units 
of general purpose local government that together represent at least 75 percent of the affected population 
(including the largest incorporated city based on population).

Designation for an existing MPO shall remain in effect until an official redesignation has been made by 
agreement between the Governor and units of general purpose local government that together represent 
at least 75 percent of the existing metropolitan planning area population (including the largest incorporated 
city based on population). For the purposes of redesignation, units of general purpose local government 
are defined as elected officials from each unit of general purpose local government located within the 
metropolitan planning area of the existing MPO. Redesignation of an MPO is required whenever the existing 
MPO proposes to make a substantial change in the proportion of current voting members or in the decision-
making authority, responsibility or procedures of the MPO. Redesignation is not required when a new 
urbanized area is identified within an existing metropolitan planning area, when a new member is added to 
the MPO following an expansion of the metropolitan planning area, or when new members added in TMA 
areas representing public modal agencies, or for the periodic rotation of members representing units of 
general-purpose local government.

While federal rules strongly encourage that only one MPO be designated for each urbanized area or group 
of urbanized areas, they also recognize that under certain conditions of complexity and size that more than 
one MPO may serve a single urbanized area. In those cases, MPOs must establish official, written agreements 
that clearly identify areas of coordination and the division of transportation planning responsibilities among 
the MPOs.
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Urbanized areas over 200,000 in population must be designated as a Transportation Management Area 
(TMA) and, according to federal regulations, must be comprised of local elected officials, officials of 
public modal agencies (including providers of public transportation), and appropriate state officials. The 
representative of the public transportation provider may also be a representative of a local municipality and 
must be afforded the same responsibilities, actions, duties, voting rights, and any other authority provided 
other members of the MPO.

Federal regulations explicitly state that MPOs can use the staff resources of other agencies, non-profit 
organizations, or contractors to carry out selected elements of the metropolitan transportation planning 
process. Otherwise, federal regulations are silent on the subject of staffing.

The exact language in the federal regulations pertaining to MPO designation, redesignation, staffing and 
TMA membership follows:

“(a) ... an MPO shall be designated for each urbanized area with a population of more than 50,000 
individuals (as determined by the Bureau of the Census).”

“(b) MPO designation shall be made by agreement between the Governor and units of general purpose 
local government that together represent at least 75 percent of the affected population (including the 
largest incorporated city, based on population, as named by the Bureau of the Census) …”

“(c) The FHWA and the FTA shall identify as a TMA [Transportation Management Area] each urbanized area 
with a population of over 200,000 individuals, as defined by the Bureau of the Census…”

“(d) TMA structure:

(1) Not later than October 1, 2014, each metropolitan planning organization that serves a designated
TMA shall consist of: (i) Local elected officials; (ii) Officials of public agencies that administer or operate major 
modes of transportation in the metropolitan area, including representation by providers of
public transportation; and (iii) Appropriate State officials.”

(2) An MPO may be restructured to meet the requirements of this paragraph (d) without undertaking a 
redesignation.

(3) Representation. (i) Designation or selection of officials or representatives under paragraph (d)(1) of this 
section shall be determined by the MPO according to the bylaws or enabling statute of the organization. (ii) 
Subject to the bylaws or enabling statute of the MPO, a representative of a provider of public transportation 
may also serve as a representative of a local municipality. (iii) An official described in paragraph (d)(1)(ii) 
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shall have responsibilities, actions, duties, voting rights, and any other authority commensurate with other 
officials described in paragraph (d)(1) of this section.

(4) Nothing in this section shall be construed to interfere with the authority, under any State law in effect 
on December 18, 1991, of a public agency with multimodal transportation responsibilities— (i) To develop 
the plans and TIPs for adoption by an MPO; and (ii) To develop long-range capital plans, coordinate transit 
services and projects, and carry out other activities pursuant to State law.”

“(e) To the extent possible, only one MPO shall be designated for each urbanized area or group of 
contiguous urbanized areas. More than one MPO may be designated to serve an urbanized area only if the 
Governor(s) and the existing MPO, if applicable, determine that the size and complexity of the urbanized 
area make designation of more than one MPO appropriate. In those cases where two or more MPOs serve 
the same urbanized area, the MPOs shall establish official, written agreements that clearly identify areas of 
coordination and the division of transportation planning responsibilities among the MPOs.”

“(f) Nothing in this subpart shall be deemed to prohibit an MPO from using the staff resources of other 
agencies, non-profit organizations, or contractors to carry out selected elements of the metropolitan 
transportation planning process.”

“(g) An MPO designation shall remain in effect until an official redesignation has been made in accordance 
with this section.”

“(h) An existing MPO may be redesignated only by agreement between the Governor and units of general 
purpose local government that together represent at least 75 percent of the existing metropolitan planning 
area population (including the largest incorporated city, based on population, as named by the Bureau of 
the Census).”

“(i) For the purposes of redesignation, units of general purpose local government may be defined as elected 
officials from each unit of general purpose local government located within the metropolitan planning area 
served by the existing MPO.”

“(j) Redesignation of an MPO (in accordance with the provisions of this section) is required whenever the 
existing MPO proposes to make: (1) A substantial change in the proportion of voting members on the existing 
MPO representing the largest incorporated city, other units of general purpose local government served by 
the MPO, and the State(s); or (2) A substantial change in the decision making authority or responsibility of the 
MPO, or in decision-making procedures established under MPO bylaws.”

“(l) The following changes to an MPO do not require a redesignation (as long as they do not trigger a 
substantial change as described in paragraph (j) of this section): (1) The identification of a new urbanized 
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area (as determined by the Bureau of the Census) within an existing metropolitan planning area; (2) Adding 
members to the MPO that represent new units of general purpose local government resulting from expansion 
of the metropolitan planning area; (3) Adding members to satisfy the specific membership requirements 
described in paragraph (d) of this section for an MPO that serves a TMA; or (4) Periodic rotation of members 
representing units of general-purpose local government, as established under MPO bylaws.”

§ 450.312 Metropolitan planning area boundaries
The metropolitan planning area (MPA) boundaries for each designated MPO is established by agreement 
between the MPO and the Governor. The MPA is the area that the MPO is responsible for conducting the 
metropolitan planning and programming process and may cover part of an urbanized area, the entirety of 
an urbanized area or more than one urbanized area. Additionally, an MPA must cover the contiguous area 
expected to become urbanized within a 20-year forecast period and may not overlap with neighboring 
MPAs. MPOs must review their MPA boundary following each decennial census to determine if they meet the 
minimum statutory requirements for new and updated urbanized area(s) and be adjusted as necessary.

The size and complexity of the MPA boundary (or boundaries) has an impact on the organizational structure 
of an MPO, particularly when parts of a single urbanized area fall within the MPA of more than one MPO. 
In those cases, the MPOs must at a minimum establish written agreements that clearly identify areas of 
coordination and the division of transportation planning responsibilities. MPOs may adjust their existing 
boundaries so that an entire urbanized area lies within only one MPA, but boundary adjustments that change 
the composition of the MPO may require redesignation of one or more MPOs.

The exact language in the federal regulations pertaining to metropolitan planning boundaries follows:

“(a) The boundaries of a metropolitan planning area (MPA) shall be determined by agreement between the 
MPO and the Governor.” 

“(1) At a minimum, the MPA boundaries shall encompass the entire existing urbanized area (as defined by 
the Bureau of the Census) plus the contiguous area expected to become urbanized within a 20-year forecast 
period for the metropolitan transportation plan.”

“(2) The MPA boundaries may be further expanded to encompass the entire metropolitan statistical area or 
combined statistical area, as defined by the Office of Management and Budget.”

“(c) An MPA boundary may encompass more than one urbanized area.”

“(d) MPA boundaries may be established to coincide with the geography of regional economic 
development and growth forecasting areas.”
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“(e) Identification of new urbanized areas within an existing metropolitan planning area by the Bureau of the 
Census shall not require redesignation of the existing MPO.”

“(g) The MPA boundaries shall not overlap with each other.”

“(h) Where part of an urbanized area served by one MPO extends into an adjacent MPA, the MPOs shall, 
at a minimum, establish written agreements that clearly identify areas of coordination and the division of 
transportation planning responsibilities among and between the MPOs. Alternatively, the MPOs may adjust 
their existing boundaries so that the entire urbanized area lies within only one MPA. Boundary adjustments 
that change the composition of the MPO may require redesignation of one or more such MPOs.”

“(i) The MPO (in cooperation with the State and public transportation operator(s)) shall review the MPA 
boundaries after each Census to determine if existing MPA boundaries meet the minimum statutory 
requirements for new and updated urbanized area(s), and shall adjust them as necessary. As appropriate, 
additional adjustments should be made to reflect the most comprehensive boundary to foster an effective 
planning process that ensures connectivity between modes, improves access to modal systems, and 
promotes efficient overall transportation investment strategies.”

§ 450.314 Metropolitan planning agreements
Federal rules require that MPOs, the State and providers of public transportation cooperatively determine 
their mutual responsibilities for carrying out the metropolitan transportation planning process and document 
that process in a written agreement. In areas where more than one MPO has been designated to serve 
an urbanized area, an additional written agreement between the MPOs, the State, and the public 
transportation operator(s) must be executed describing how the metropolitan transportation planning 
processes will be coordinated to assure the development of consistent metropolitan transportation plans and 
TIPs across the MPA boundaries. Each MPO must develop an organizational and staffing structure to ensure 
that they are capable of meeting their responsibilities under the metropolitan planning agreement(s). 

The exact language in the federal regulations pertaining to metropolitan planning boundaries follows:

“(a) The MPO, the State(s), and the providers of public transportation shall cooperatively determine their 
mutual responsibilities in carrying out the metropolitan transportation planning process. These responsibilities 
shall be clearly identified in written agreements among the MPO, the State(s), and the providers of public 
transportation serving the MPA. To the extent possible, a single agreement between all responsible parties 
should be developed. The written agreement(s) shall include specific provisions for the development of 
financial plans that support the metropolitan transportation plan (see § 450.324) and the metropolitan TIP 
(see § 450.326), and development of the annual listing of obligated projects (see § 450.334).”

“(b) The MPO, the State(s), and the providers of public transportation should periodically review and update 
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the agreement, as appropriate, to reflect effective changes.”
“(e) If more than one MPO has been designated to serve an urbanized area, there shall be a written 
agreement among the MPOs, the State(s), and the public transportation operator(s) describing how 
the metropolitan transportation planning processes will be coordinated to assure the development of 
consistent metropolitan transportation plans and TIPs across the MPA boundaries, particularly in cases in 
which a proposed transportation investment extends across the boundaries of more than one MPA… The 
metropolitan transportation planning processes for affected MPOs should, to the maximum extent possible, 
reflect coordinated data collection, analysis, and planning assumptions across the MPAs. Alternatively, a 
single metropolitan transportation plan and/or TIP for the entire urbanized area may be developed jointly by 
the MPOs in cooperation with their respective planning partners. Coordination efforts and outcomes shall be 
documented in subsequent transmittals of the UPWP and other planning products, including the metropolitan 
transportation plan and TIP, to the State(s), the FHWA, and the FTA.”
“(g) If part of an urbanized area that has been designated as a TMA overlaps into an adjacent MPA serving 
an urbanized area that is not designated as a TMA, the adjacent urbanized area shall not be treated 
as a TMA. However, a written agreement shall be established between the MPOs with MPA boundaries 
including a portion of the TMA, which clearly identifies the roles and responsibilities of each MPO in meeting 
specific TMA requirements (e.g., congestion management process, Surface Transportation Program funds 
suballocated to the urbanized area over 200,000 population, and project
selection).”

“(h)(1) The MPO(s), State(s), and the providers of public transportation shall jointly agree upon and develop 
specific written provisions for cooperatively developing and sharing information related to transportation 
performance data, the selection of performance targets, the reporting of performance targets, the reporting 
of performance to be used in tracking progress toward attainment of critical outcomes for the region of 
the MPO (see § 450.306(d)), and the collection of data for the State asset management plan for the NHS 
for each of the following circumstances: (i) When one MPO serves an urbanized area, (ii) When more than 
one MPO serves an urbanized area, and (iii) When an urbanized area that has been designated as a TMA 
overlaps into an adjacent MPA serving an urbanized area that is not a TMA. (2) These provisions shall be 
documented either: (i) As part of the metropolitan planning agreements required under (a), (e), and (g) of 
this section, or (ii) Documented in some other means outside of the metropolitan planning agreements as 
determined cooperatively by the MPO(s), State(s), and providers of public transportation.”

State
Florida statutes governing MPO organizational structures and staffing are contained primarily in Chapter 
339.175. The Florida statutes often reiterate what is already stated in Federal law and rule, but sometimes 
provide more details, guidance, or limitations. Like Federal regulations, state statutes leave many issues 
associated with MPO staffing and leave many issues open for local jurisdictions and the states to resolve 
through formation agreements, apportionment plans, bylaws, and other similar documents.
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State statute addressing various aspects of MPO organizational structure and staffing include the following:
Designation (Chapter 339.175(2), F.S.)
State statute repeats the requirements in federal regulation regarding MPO designation and boundaries. 
However, state statute does not make reference to redesignation, leaving MPOs to rely on federal regulation 
for that process. State statute, while strongly suggesting that only one MPO be designated for each 
urbanized area or group of urbanized areas, clearly states that more than one MPO can be designated if 
the Governor and the existing MPO(s) determine that the size and complexity of the existing urbanized area 
makes the designation of more than one MPO appropriate.

In Florida, MPOs are created and operated under the provisions of state statute pursuant to an interlocal 
agreement entered into by the Florida Department of Transportation and the governmental entities 
designated by the Governor for membership on the MPO (as outlined in Federal regulation). State statute 
goes further to state that each MPO is to be considered separate from the state or the governing body 
of a local government that is represented on the governing board of the MPO or that is a signatory to the 
interlocal agreement creating the MPO and shall have such powers and privileges that are provided under 
state law. In other words, MPOs regardless of organizational arrangement for staffing and financial reasons is 
considered to separate from all other governmental bodies.

Florida statutes require the MPO governing body to designate, at a minimum, a chair, vice chair, and 
agency clerk. The chair and vice chair must be MPO board members, but the agency clerk can be an 
employee of the MPO or other natural person.

The exact language in state statute pertaining to MPO designation follows:

“(a)1. An M.P.O. shall be designated for each urbanized area of the state; however, this does not require 
that an individual M.P.O. be designated for each such area. Such designation shall be accomplished by 
agreement between the Governor and units of general-purpose local government representing at least 75 
percent of the population of the urbanized area; however, the unit of general-purpose local government 
that represents the central city or cities within the M.P.O. jurisdiction, as defined by the United States Bureau 
of the Census, must be a party to such agreement.
2. To the extent possible, only one M.P.O. shall be designated for each urbanized area or group of 
contiguous urbanized areas. More than one M.P.O. may be designated within an existing urbanized area 
only if the Governor and the existing M.P.O. determine that the size and complexity of the existing urbanized 
area makes the designation of more than one M.P.O. for the area appropriate.”

“(b) Each M.P.O. designated in a manner prescribed by Title 23 of the United States Code shall be created 
and operated under the provisions of this section pursuant to an interlocal agreement entered into pursuant 
to s. 163.01. The signatories to the interlocal agreement shall be the department and the governmental 
entities designated by the Governor for membership on the M.P.O. Each M.P.O. shall be considered separate 
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from the state or the governing body of a local government that is represented on the governing board of 
the M.P.O. or that is a signatory to the interlocal agreement creating the M.P.O. and shall have such powers 
and privileges that are provided under s. 163.01. If there is a conflict between this section and s. 163.01, this 
section prevails.”

“(c) The jurisdictional boundaries of an M.P.O. shall be determined by agreement between the Governor 
and the applicable M.P.O. The boundaries must include at least the metropolitan planning area, which is the 
existing urbanized area and the contiguous area expected to become urbanized within a 20-year forecast 
period, and may encompass the entire metropolitan statistical area or the consolidated metropolitan 
statistical area.”

“(e) The governing body of the M.P.O. shall designate, at a minimum, a chair, vice chair, and agency clerk. 
The chair and vice chair shall be selected from among the member delegates comprising the governing 
board. The agency clerk shall be charged with the responsibility of preparing meeting minutes and 
maintaining agency records. The clerk shall be a member of the M.P.O. governing board, an employee of 
the M.P.O., or other natural person.”

Voting Membership (Chapter 339.175(3), F.S.)
While federal regulations outline only very generally the composition of an MPO in a transportation 
management area (TMA) and are completely silent with regard to non-TMA MPOs, Florida state statutes 
provide extensive guidance, limitations and other criteria for MPO membership. Specific provisions of Florida 
statute relating to MPO membership include:
• MPO boards in Florida must be determined on an equitable geographic-population ratio basis
• MPO Boards must have at least 5, but no more than 25 apportioned members
• Voting members of the MPO must be elected officials of general-purpose local governments, excluding 

constitutional officers including sheriffs, tax collectors, supervisors of elections, property appraisers, clerks 
of the court, and similar types of officials. 

• A member of an MPO board may be an elected official from a general-purpose local government who 
represents a group of general-purpose local governments through an entity created by an MPO for that 
purpose. 

• An MPO may include a member of a statutorily authorized planning board, an official of an agency 
that operates or administers a major mode of transportation, or an official of Space Florida as a voting 
member of the MPO board. For MPOs in which transportation authorities or agencies are represented by 
elected officials from general-purpose local governments, the MPO must establish a process by which the 
collective interests of such authorities or agencies are expressed and conveyed.

• County commissioners must compose at least one-third of an MPO governing board membership. 
Exceptions include when all of the county commissioners in a single-county MPO are members and when 
an agency that operates or administers a major mode of transportation has been appointed to an MPO 
in which case county commissioners must be no less than 20 percent of the MPO membership.
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• A multicounty MPO may satisfy the county commissioner requirement by any combination of county 
commissioners from each of the counties constituting the MPO.

• The MPO may designate one or more “rotating” membership seats that alternate between designated 
municipalities within the metropolitan planning area which do not have members on the MPO.

State statute does provide exceptions to the MPO membership provisions under two specific scenarios. 
The first scenario is that a chartered county with over 1 million population may elect to reapportion the 
membership of an MPO whose jurisdiction is wholly within the county, subject to specific conditions. The 
second scenario applies to any county chartered under s. 6(e), Art. VIII of the State Constitution which may 
elect to have its county commission serve as the MPO, if the MPO jurisdiction is wholly contained within the 
county. In this scenario, the Governor must appoint four additional voting members to the MPO, one of 
whom must be an elected official representing a municipality within the county, one of whom must be an 
expressway authority member, one of whom must be a person who does not hold elected public office and 
who resides in the unincorporated portion of the county, and one of whom must be a school board member.

The exact language in state statute pertaining to MPO designation follows:

“(a) The voting membership of an M.P.O. shall consist of at least 5 but not more than 25 apportioned 
members, with the exact number determined on an equitable geographic-population ratio basis, based 
on an agreement among the affected units of general-purpose local government and the Governor, as 
required by federal regulations. In accordance with 23 U.S.C. s. 134, the Governor may also allow M.P.O. 
members who represent municipalities to alternate with representatives from other municipalities within the 
metropolitan planning area which do not have members on the M.P.O. With the exception of instances 
in which all of the county commissioners in a single-county M.P.O. are members of the M.P.O. governing 
board, county commissioners shall compose at least one-third of the M.P.O. governing board membership. 
A multicounty M.P.O. may satisfy this requirement by any combination of county commissioners from each 
of the counties constituting the M.P.O. Voting members shall be elected officials of general-purpose local 
governments, one of whom may represent a group of general-purpose local governments through an 
entity created by an M.P.O. for that purpose. An M.P.O. may include, as part of its apportioned voting 
members, a member of a statutorily authorized planning board, an official of an agency that operates or 
administers a major mode of transportation, or an official of Space Florida. As used in this section, the term 
“elected officials of a general-purpose local government” excludes constitutional officers, including sheriffs, 
tax collectors, supervisors of elections, property appraisers, clerks of the court, and similar types of officials. 
County commissioners shall compose not less than 20 percent of the M.P.O. membership if an official of an 
agency that operates or administers a major mode of transportation has been appointed to an M.P.O.”

“(b) In metropolitan areas in which authorities or other agencies have been or may be created by law to 
perform transportation functions and are or will be performing transportation functions that are not under 
the jurisdiction of a general-purpose local government represented on the M.P.O., such authorities or other 
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agencies may be provided voting membership on the M.P.O. In all other M.P.O.’s in which transportation 
authorities or agencies are to be represented by elected officials from general-purpose local governments, 
the M.P.O. shall establish a process by which the collective interests of such authorities or other agencies are 
expressed and conveyed.”

“(c) Any other provision of this section to the contrary notwithstanding, a chartered county with over 1 million 
population may elect to reapportion the membership of an M.P.O. whose jurisdiction is wholly within the 
county. The charter county may exercise the provisions of this paragraph if:
1. The M.P.O. approves the reapportionment plan by a three-fourths vote of its membership;
2. The M.P.O. and the charter county determine that the reapportionment plan is needed to fulfill specific 
goals and policies applicable to that metropolitan planning area; and
3. The charter county determines the reapportionment plan otherwise complies with all federal 
requirements pertaining to M.P.O. membership.
Any charter county that elects to exercise the provisions of this paragraph shall notify the Governor in 
writing.”

“(d) Any other provision of this section to the contrary notwithstanding, any county chartered under s. 6(e), 
Art. VIII of the State Constitution may elect to have its county commission serve as the M.P.O., if the M.P.O. 
jurisdiction is wholly contained within the county. Any charter county that elects to exercise the provisions of 
this paragraph shall so notify the Governor in writing. Upon receipt of such notification, the Governor must 
designate the county commission as the M.P.O. The Governor must appoint four additional voting members 
to the M.P.O., one of whom must be an elected official representing a municipality within the county, one of 
whom must be an expressway authority member, one of whom must be a person who does not hold elected 
public office and who resides in the unincorporated portion of the county, and one of whom must be a 
school board member.”
Apportionment (Chapter 339.175(4), F.S.)
Florida statutes reinforce and extend federal regulations as it relates to MPO apportionment. In addition 
to describing how and when an MPO in Florida should reconsider the apportionment of seats on the MPO, 
Florida statutes include additional language pertaining to alternates, nonvoting advisors, terms of service for 
board members, and member appointment methods.

Florida statutes state that the Governor and a majority of units of general-purpose local government serving 
on an MPO must cooperatively agree upon and prescribe who may serve as an alternate member of the 
MPO at the request a majority of the affected units of general-purpose local government comprising the 
MPO. The MPO must develop a method for appointing alternate members, who may vote at any MPO 
meeting that he or she attends in place of a regular member. 

Florida statutes also outline the requirements for MPO nonvoting advisors. Representatives of the Florida 
Department of Transportation must serve as nonvoting advisers to the MPO governing board. Representatives 
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of major military installations located within the jurisdictional boundaries of the MPO must be appointed as 
nonvoting advisors, if requested. To the maximum extent feasible, each MPO must seek to appoint nonvoting 
representatives of various multimodal forms of transportation not otherwise represented by voting members 
of the MPO. The MPO may appoint additional nonvoting advisors as deemed necessary.
All nonvoting advisers may attend and participate fully in MPO governing board meetings, but may not vote 
or be members of the MPO board.

The exact language in state statute pertaining to MPO apportionment follows:

“(a) Each M.P.O. shall review the composition of its membership in conjunction with the decennial census, as 
prepared by the United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, and with the agreement of 
the Governor and the affected general-purpose local government units that constitute the existing M.P.O., 
reapportion the membership as necessary to comply with subsection (3). At the request of a majority of the 
affected units of general-purpose local government comprising an M.P.O., the Governor and a majority 
of units of general-purpose local government serving on an M.P.O. shall cooperatively agree upon and 
prescribe who may serve as an alternate member and a method for appointing alternate members, who 
may vote at any M.P.O. meeting that he or she attends in place of a regular member. The method must 
be set forth as a part of the interlocal agreement describing the M.P.O. membership or in the operating 
procedures and bylaws of the M.P.O. The governmental entity so designated shall appoint the appropriate 
number of members to the M.P.O. from eligible officials. Representatives of the department shall serve as 
nonvoting advisers to the M.P.O. governing board. Additional nonvoting advisers may be appointed by the 
M.P.O. as deemed necessary; however, to the maximum extent feasible, each M.P.O. shall seek to appoint 
nonvoting representatives of various multimodal forms of transportation not otherwise represented by voting 
members of the M.P.O. An M.P.O. shall appoint nonvoting advisers representing major military installations 
located within the jurisdictional boundaries of the M.P.O. upon the request of the aforesaid major military 
installations and subject to the agreement of the M.P.O. All nonvoting advisers may attend and participate 
fully in governing board meetings but may not vote or be members of the governing board.”

“(b) Except for members who represent municipalities on the basis of alternating with representatives from 
other municipalities that do not have members on the M.P.O. as provided in paragraph (3)(a), the members 
of an M.P.O. shall serve 4-year terms. Members who represent municipalities on the basis of alternating 
with representatives from other municipalities that do not have members on the M.P.O. as provided in 
paragraph (3)(a) may serve terms of up to 4 years as further provided in the interlocal agreement described 
in paragraph (2)(b). The membership of a member who is a public official automatically terminates upon the 
member’s leaving his or her elective or appointive office for any reason, or may be terminated by a majority 
vote of the total membership of the entity’s governing board represented by the member. A vacancy shall 
be filled by the original appointing entity. A member may be reappointed for one or more additional 4-year 
terms.”
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“(c) If a governmental entity fails to fill an assigned appointment to an M.P.O. within 60 days after notification 
by the Governor of its duty to appoint, that appointment shall be made by the Governor from the eligible 
representatives of that governmental entity.”

Powers, Duties, and Responsibilities (Chapter 339.175(6), F.S.)
Florida statutes expand on federal regulations pertaining to MPO powers, duties, and responsibilities, often 
addressing areas that federal regulations do not.

While Federal regulations are silent with regard to MPO committees, Florida statutes require MPOs to appoint 
both a technical advisory committee and a citizens advisory committee. The membership and method 
of appointment are addressed in the statute as are the responsibilities of both committees. In general, 
both committees are expected to provide the MPO board with input from their unique perspectives as 
professionals and citizens that will inform the boards decision-making process. 

Where Federal regulations provide a general statement that MPOs provide for their own staffing, including 
using the staff resources of other agencies and organizations, state statute provides more detailed guidance 
relative to MPO staffing, particularly as it relates to the agency head. Each MPO must hire an executive or 
staff director who reports directly to the MPO governing board for all matters regarding the administration 
and operation of the MPO and any additional personnel as deemed necessary. However, the executive 
director (and any additional personnel) may be employed either by an MPO or by another governmental 
entity, such as a county, city, or regional planning council, through a staff services agreement. Florida statute 
further states that each MPO may enter into contracts with local or state agencies, private planning firms, 
private engineering firms, or other public or private entities to accomplish its transportation planning and 
programming duties and administrative functions, leaving flexible the manner in which MPOs retain staff 
support to accomplish the work tasks of the agency.

Florida statute addresses coordination between neighboring MPOs in a few different ways. Generally, state 
statute requires MPOs to develop coordination mechanisms with one another to expand and improve 
transportation within the state, particularly in areas where transportation projects may cross from the 
jurisdiction of one MPO into the jurisdiction of another MPO. However, statutes specifically recognize that 
the appropriate method of coordination between MPOs would vary depending upon the project involved 
and given local and regional needs. Consequently, statute leaves the specific methodology for achieving 
coordination up to the appropriate MPOs and political subdivisions as circumstances demand.

In the Tampa Bay area, state statute creates the Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority (TBARTA) 
Metropolitan Planning Organization Chairs Coordinating Committee (CCC). The TBARTA CCC is composed of 
the MPOs serving Citrus, Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, and Sarasota Counties. The 
CCC is required to, at a minimum: coordinate transportation projects deemed to be regionally significant, 
review the impact of regionally significant land use decisions on the region, and review all proposed 
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regionally significant transportation projects in the respective transportation improvement programs which 
affect more than one of the MPOs represented in the area. The TBARTA CCC is required by state statute to 
institute a conflict resolution process to address any conflict that may arise in the planning and programming 
of regionally significant projects.

In the rest of the state, Florida statutes allow any MPO to join with any other MPO or any individual political 
subdivision to create a separate legal or administrative entity to coordinate activities or to achieve any 
federal or state transportation planning or development goals or purposes consistent with federal or state law 
through the enactment of an interlocal agreement. The agreement should, at a minimum, provide:
• The purpose for which the entity was created
• The duration of the agreement and the entity
• How the agreement may be terminated, modified, or rescinded
• The precise organization of the entity, including who has voting rights on the governing board, whether 

alternative voting members are provided for, how voting members are appointed, and what the relative 
voting strength is for each constituent MPO or political subdivision.

• The manner in which the parties to the agreement will provide for the financial support of the entity and 
payment of costs and expenses of the entity

• The manner in which funds may be paid to and disbursed from the entity, and
• How members of the entity will resolve disagreements regarding interpretation of the interlocal 

agreement or disputes relating to the operation of the entity.
While Florida statutes outline these various mechanisms for inter-MPO coordination, they specifically state 
that nothing in statute requires MPOs to merge, combine, or otherwise join together as a single MPO.

The exact language in state statute pertaining to MPO powers, duties, and responsibilities follows:

“(d) Each M.P.O. shall appoint a technical advisory committee, the members of which shall serve at the 
pleasure of the M.P.O. The membership of the technical advisory committee must include, whenever 
possible, planners; engineers; representatives of local aviation authorities, port authorities, and public transit 
authorities or representatives of aviation departments, seaport departments, and public transit departments 
of municipal or county governments, as applicable; the school superintendent of each county within 
the jurisdiction of the M.P.O. or the superintendent’s designee; and other appropriate representatives of 
affected local governments. In addition to any other duties assigned to it by the M.P.O. or by state or federal 
law, the technical advisory committee is responsible for considering safe access to schools in its review of 
transportation project priorities, long-range transportation plans, and transportation improvement programs, 
and shall advise the M.P.O. on such matters. In addition, the technical advisory committee shall coordinate 
its actions with local school boards and other local programs and organizations within the metropolitan area 
which participate in school safety activities, such as locally established community traffic safety teams. Local 
school boards must provide the appropriate M.P.O. with information concerning future school sites and in the 
coordination of transportation service.”
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“(e)1. Each M.P.O. shall appoint a citizens’ advisory committee, the members of which serve at the pleasure 
of the M.P.O. The membership on the citizens’ advisory committee must reflect a broad cross-section of local 
residents with an interest in the development of an efficient, safe, and cost-effective transportation system. 
Minorities, the elderly, and the handicapped must be adequately represented.
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraph 1., an M.P.O. may, with the approval of the department 
and the applicable federal governmental agency, adopt an alternative program or mechanism to ensure 
citizen involvement in the transportation planning process.

“(g) Each M.P.O. shall have an executive or staff director who reports directly to the M.P.O. governing board 
for all matters regarding the administration and operation of the M.P.O. and any additional personnel as 
deemed necessary. The executive director and any additional personnel may be employed either by an 
M.P.O. or by another governmental entity, such as a county, city, or regional planning council, that has a 
staff services agreement signed and in effect with the M.P.O. Each M.P.O. may enter into contracts with 
local or state agencies, private planning firms, private engineering firms, or other public or private entities to 
accomplish its transportation planning and programming duties and administrative functions.”

“(i) The Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority Metropolitan Planning Organization Chairs Coordinating 
Committee is created within the Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority, composed of the M.P.O.’s 
serving Citrus, Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, and Sarasota Counties. The authority 
shall provide administrative support and direction to the committee. The committee must, at a minimum:
1. Coordinate transportation projects deemed to be regionally significant by the committee.
2. Review the impact of regionally significant land use decisions on the region.
3. Review all proposed regionally significant transportation projects in the respective transportation 
improvement programs which affect more than one of the M.P.O.’s represented on the committee.
4. Institute a conflict resolution process to address any conflict that may arise in the planning and 
programming of such regionally significant projects.”

“(j)1. The Legislature finds that the state’s rapid growth in recent decades has caused many urbanized areas 
subject to M.P.O. jurisdiction to become contiguous to each other. As a result, various transportation projects 
may cross from the jurisdiction of one M.P.O. into the jurisdiction of another M.P.O. To more fully accomplish 
the purposes for which M.P.O.’s have been mandated, M.P.O.’s shall develop coordination mechanisms 
with one another to expand and improve transportation within the state. The appropriate method of 
coordination between M.P.O.’s shall vary depending upon the project involved and given local and regional 
needs. Consequently, it is appropriate to set forth a flexible methodology that can be used by M.P.O.’s to 
coordinate with other M.P.O.’s and appropriate political subdivisions as circumstances demand.

2. Any M.P.O. may join with any other M.P.O. or any individual political subdivision to coordinate activities or 
to achieve any federal or state transportation planning or development goals or purposes consistent with 
federal or state law. When an M.P.O. determines that it is appropriate to join with another M.P.O. or any 
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political subdivision to coordinate activities, the M.P.O. or political subdivision shall enter into an interlocal 
agreement pursuant to s. 163.01, which, at a minimum, creates a separate legal or administrative entity to 
coordinate the transportation planning or development activities required to achieve the goal or purpose; 
provides the purpose for which the entity is created; provides the duration of the agreement and the 
entity and specifies how the agreement may be terminated, modified, or rescinded; describes the precise 
organization of the entity, including who has voting rights on the governing board, whether alternative voting 
members are provided for, how voting members are appointed, and what the relative voting strength is for 
each constituent M.P.O. or political subdivision; provides the manner in which the parties to the agreement 
will provide for the financial support of the entity and payment of costs and expenses of the entity; provides 
the manner in which funds may be paid to and disbursed from the entity; and provides how members of the 
entity will resolve disagreements regarding interpretation of the interlocal agreement or disputes relating to 
the operation of the entity. Such interlocal agreement shall become effective upon its recordation in the 
official public records of each county in which a member of the entity created by the interlocal agreement 
has a voting member. This paragraph does not require any M.P.O.’s to merge, combine, or otherwise join 
together as a single M.P.O.”

Special Act (Chapter 2012-245, Laws of Florida)
In an effort to more closely align land use and transportation planning and decision-making in Pinellas 
County, the MPO covering Pinellas County and the Pinellas Planning Council (the agency responsible for 
developing a countywide plan) were combined under a single, unified governing board through a special 
act of the Florida Legislature in 2012. As a result, the same policy body now makes countywide land-use 
and transportation policy and planning decisions. The legislature also empowered the agency to hire an 
Executive Director to guide the agency and to hire staff to perform both both land-use and transportation 
planning activities. Additionally, the legislation provided the new agency (Forward Pinellas) with the powers, 
duties, and authority necessary to undertake the joint mission envisioned by the Legislature.

The exact language in state statute pertaining to the Pinellas Planning Council as it relates to MPO 
organizational and staffing issues follows:

“Section 1. County planning council created.—There is created a countywide planning and coordinating 
council to be known as the “Pinellas Planning Council,” hereinafter referred to as the “council.” The 
council shall have common membership and function as a single, unified board with the Pinellas County 
Metropolitan Planning Organization (“MPO”).”

“Section 2. Purpose of council; legislative intent.—
(1) The Legislature recognizes the social and economic interdependence of the people residing within 
Pinellas County and the common interest they share in its future development. The Legislature recognizes 
the value of considering land use and transportation planning issues concurrently and of coordinating and 
implementing land use and transportation planning functions in an integrated manner. The Legislature also 
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recognizes that individual plans and decisions heretofore made by local governments within the county have 
affected the welfare of the entire county as well as neighboring jurisdictions, and, therefore, the Legislature 
intends that the purpose of this act is to provide for: (a) The formulation and execution by the council of the 
strategies necessary for the orderly growth, development, and environmental protection of Pinellas County 
as a whole, with the focus on those issues deemed to have an impact countywide. (b) The coordination by 
the council of planning and development in Pinellas County with regional planning objectives in the Tampa 
Bay area as developed by such entities as the MPO, the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council, the Tampa 
Bay Area Regional Transportation Authority (“TBARTA”), the Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (“PSTA”), the 
Department of Transportation (“DOT”), and the Department of Economic Opportunity (“DEO”).

(2) The Legislature further recognizes that the future of Pinellas County, its permanent residents, and the 
millions of tourists who annually visit the county is dependent upon the way the natural resources of land, air, 
and water are protected and impacted by the built environment and through the use and reuse of land to 
accommodate the urban development and redevelopment pattern, the transportation system that serves it, 
and other development activities that are guided by the countywide planning
function.

(3) The Legislature intends for the development of a broadly defined, policy-based countywide plan that will 
focus on countywide issues related to future land use, transportation, and intergovernmental coordination.

(4) The Legislature further intends that this act provide for the coordination by the council of the 
transportation planning functions undertaken by the MPO with the council’s land use planning functions, as 
expressed in this act, in a manner that more fully integrates these two functions in a complementary manner, 
as well as a means for the integration of the membership of the boards of the council and MPO, such that a 
single, unified board shall perform the functions of both the council and the MPO.”

“Section 4. Membership of council.—The council shall be composed of the voting membership of the Pinellas 
County Metropolitan Planning Organization. The terms of office and appointments to fill vacancies shall be 
consistent with Florida law governing the MPO.”

“Section 6. Powers and duties.—In the performance of its duties and in the execution of its functions under 
this act, the council has and shall exercise the following powers and duties:
(1) To maintain a permanent office at the place or places within Pinellas County as it may designate. 
Additional suboffices may be maintained at such place or places within Pinellas County as it may designate.
(2) To employ and to compensate such personnel, consultants, and technical and professional assistance as 
it may deem necessary...”

“Section 7. Countywide staff and committees.—
(1) Pursuant to section 6(2), the council shall appoint an independent executive director, who shall serve at 
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the pleasure of the council. The employment qualifications and standards for the position of executive
director shall be established by the council. The executive director may employ such other staff as may 
be needed and shall have the sole authority to manage the activities of the staff. Nothing in this act shall 
prevent the executive director and the staff from being classified or exempt employees of the Pinellas 
County Unified Personnel System...”

“Section 8. Budget, fiscal year, appropriations, contributions; annual audits and reports.—
(1) The executive director of the council shall annually prepare the budget of the council. The budget shall 
be kept within the limit of funds annually available to the council, and each item in the budget shall be fully 
explained. The council shall approve and adopt the annual millage rate and budget, and all deliberations 
on the millage rate and budget by the council shall be done at meetings open to the public. The fiscal year 
of the council shall be the same as the fiscal year of the Board of County Commissioners of Pinellas County. 
Notwithstanding the above, the Board of County Commissioners of Pinellas County shall have the right to 
review the millage rate and budget, raising or reducing either as it deems necessary. In its review of the 
millage rate and budget, the board of county commissioners shall ensure that the council is funded, at a 
minimum, at a level that supports the council’s powers and duties set forth in section 6...”

Issues of Federal and State Law for the Tampa Bay Area
As described in this section, Federal and State laws (and rules implementing the laws) address various 
aspects of MPO organizational and staffing issues. To be clear, the current arrangement of multiple MPOs in 
the Tampa Bay area (both the broader area and the three county area covering the Tampa-St. Petersburg-
Clearwater TMA) is in compliance with current federal and state laws. Almost any changes to improve inter-
MPO decision-making coordination, short of merging one or more MPOs, could be accomplished with no 
significant actions to be taken to make them compliant with current Federal or State law save for possibly 
making amendments in current interlocal agreements. For example, The TMA Leadership group was formed 
to improve coordinated decision-making in the three-county TMA area and required only a commitment of 
time and staff resources on the part of the three TMA area MPOs.

One potential change of organizational structure that would face issues under current federal and state 
law would be a change in staffing of one or more MPO that results in there being a single MPO staff 
supporting multiple MPO Boards. This would require changes in the current staff services agreements for all 
MPOs involved. Additionally, it would require the MPOs and the agency tasked with staffing to identify a 
funding mechanism to draw down available federal and state planning funds as they operate through a 
reimbursement process. Each MPO would have to retain their own Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) 
and budgets would need to be carefully monitored and spent only in support of the individual MPOs.

The other change of organizational structures that would face issues under current federal and state law 
would be the merger of one or more existing MPOs. The issues such a merger would face as it relates to 
federal and state law would include:
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• Capital Float - a funding mechanism would have to be identified for the new MPO to pay for operating 
costs ahead of the federal and state reimbursement for eligible costs. This can be solved by agreeing to 
a hosting arrangement with an agency that can provide the capital float or through other mechanisms, 
including charging dues and arranging for lines of credit.

• Redesignation - Federal rules state that a redesignation is required whenever an existing MPO proposes 
making a substantial change in the proportion of the current voting membership or in the decision-
making authority, responsibility or procedures of the MPO. Additionally, federal rules state that an MPO 
designation shall remain in effect until an official redesignation has been made. Therefore, the merger 
of one or more existing MPOs requires those MPOs to go through a redesignation process that requires 
the agreement of the Governor (represented by the Florida Department of Transportation under state 
statute) and units of general purpose local government that together represent at least 75 percent of 
the existing metropolitan planning area population, including the largest incorporated city based on 
population. It would require a legal interpretation of the federal rules to determine what actions would be 
required to demonstrate support for an MPO merger among the general purpose local governments that 
together represent at least 75 percent of the existing metropolitan planning area populations for each 
MPO. 

• Public Transportation Provider Representative(s) - Federal rule requires that a representative from a public 
service provider must serve on the MPO board with the same rights and responsibilities as any other 
member of the board. The mechanism for selecting the public transportation provider representative or 
representatives would have to be agreed upon by the members of the new MPO and spelled out in the 
formation documents of the MPO. Additionally, under state statute, the MPO must establish a process by 
which the collective interest of providers of public transportation are expressed or conveyed if they are 
represented by elected officials of general purpose local government. 

• MPO Staffing - Federal rules explicitly state that MPOs can use the staff resources of other agencies, 
non-profit organizations, or contractors to carry out selected elements of the metropolitan planning 
process. State statutes expand on the federal rules by requiring each MPO to hire an director who reports 
directly to the MPO governing board for all matters regarding the administration and operation of the 
MPO, but may be employed either by the MPO or by another governmental entity, such as a county, 
city, or regional planning council, through a staff services agreement. The membership of any newly 
formed MPO would have to hire an MPO director and arrange for all other staff support and associated 
requirements that that implies (office space, benefits, salary, equipment, etc.), including the issue of 
capital float.

• Metropolitan Planning Area Boundary - Federal law states that each designated MPO must establish 
the metropolitan planning area (MPA) boundary by agreement with the Governor. The MPA may cover 
part of an urbanized area, the entirety of an urbanized area, or more than one urbanized area – and 
the area expected to become urbanized within a 20-year forecast period. The three existing core MPOs 
in the Tampa Bay area cover the entirety of Hillsborough, Pasco and Pinellas Counties and all or part of 
three urbanized areas. The members of a new MPO and the Governor must identify and agree to new 
MPA boundaries in coordination with neighboring MPOs where urbanized areas and forecasted future 
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urbanized areas cross county boundaries. Once determined, planning responsibilities for any urbanized 
areas that cross MPA boundaries must be defined in an interlocal agreement between the responsible 
MPOs. 

• MPO Members - Florida statutes include a variety of specific conditions on MPO board membership that 
may be challenging for a new MPO formed by the merger of one or more MPOs to satisfy. Among these 
are:
 ○ a requirement that MPO boards be determined on an equitable geographic-population ratio basis, 

impacting the distribution of voting seats on the new MPO board.
 ○ A limit of 25 board members, meaning that some existing voting MPO boards members would be 

unable to retain their seats on the new MPO board (currently there are a total of 38 combined MPO 
seats for the three core Tampa Bay area MPOs - Forward Pinellas, Hillsborough MPO and Pasco County 
MPO). 

 ○ A requirement that at least one-third of MPO board members be county commissioners or 20 percent 
for MPOs where an agency that operates or administers a major mode of transportation has been 
appointed to the MPO, a condition satisfied by any combination of county commissioners from each 
of the counties constituting the MPO.

 ○ A requirement that officials of public agencies that administer or operate major modes of 
transportation in the metropolitan area, including representation by providers of

 ○ public transportation, be included as part of an MPO in a TMA area. 
 ○ Provisions allowing for “rotating” board seats and for a member to represent a group of general-

purpose local governments through an entity created by an MPO for that purpose which would allow 
the new MPO to provide a form of representation to local jurisdictions which lose or currently do not 
qualify for a voting seat on an existing MPO.

 ○ A provision that allows an MPO to include a member of a statutorily authorized planning board, a 
provision currently exercised by the Hillsborough MPO, but which may be difficult to maintain given 
other restrictions to MPO board membership.

• MPO Officers - Florida statutes require MPOs to select a Chair, a Vice-Chair and an agency clerk. Any 
new MPO would have to designate at least these three MPO officers to comply with state law.

• Alternate Members - Florida statutes require MPOs to devise a method for appointing alternate members 
to the MPO board. While, this may appear a straightforward matter, it is possible that a new MPO formed 
from the merger of more than one previously existing MPO could devise an alternate selection method 
that preserves the involvement of member jurisdictions whose role was altered or diminished as part of 
the merger. This could also be true for local jurisdictions that are not directly involved in existing MPO 
processes in the Tampa Bay area. 

• Nonvoting Advisors - Florida statutes outline the procedures MPOs must follow to appoint nonvoting 
advisors to the MPO board. MPOs must attempt to appoint representatives from the Florida Department 
of Transportation, local military installations, and multimodal transportation providers as nonvoting 
advisors to the MPO board, but may appoint additional nonvoting advisors as deemed necessary by the 
voting membership of the MPO. This is an opportunity for a newly formed MPO in the Tampa Bay area to 
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engage local jurisdictions, modal providers, military installations and other important stakeholders in the 
MPO process.

• Forward Pinellas - The Florida legislature, through a special act, unified the boards of the Pinellas Planning 
Council (PPP) and the MPO in Pinellas County. Additionally, the legislature empowered the agency 
to hire an executive director and staff to carry out the joint land-use and transportation planning and 
policy setting mission of the agency. The special act combining the PPP and the MPO would need to be 
amended if a new MPO in the Tampa Bay area were formed from the merger of Forward Pinellas and 
one or more existing MPO. 

Planning Funding in Florida
MPO activities and operations in Florida are funded from a combination of federal, state and local sources. 
The primary sources of recurring funding for MPOs include federal planning funds (PL), federal transit planning 
funds (FTA 5305) and state transit planning matching funds, state transportation disadvantaged funds (TD) 
and local funds (required as a match for federal transit planning funds and often used for other purposes).

PL funds are a standalone program under the federal FAST Act and distributed to states for redistribution to 
MPOs. Each state is responsible for establishing a PL distribution formula, in consultation with the MPOs of that 
state, and approved by the Federal Highway Administration Division Administrator. The current PL distribution 
formula in Florida was approved in June 2014. Under the current formula, each MPO in the state receives 
a base amount of $350,000 per year and a population distribution of the remaining PL funds (excludes off 
the top funding for the Florida MPO Advisory Council, the MPOAC Institute and statewide dues for national 
associations) based on each MPOs proportionate share of the states urbanized area population. The formula 
also states that MPOs that merge would retain the base allocations of the merging MPOs (for example, a 
new MPO formed by the merger of two existing MPOs would receive a base allocation of $700,000). This 
provision does not have a sunset clause, but could be changed as the formula is updated over time. The 
State has agreed to provide a “soft match” (toll credits) for the federal PL funds and, as such, local funds are 
not required to draw down this form of federal funding in Florida. 

FTA 5305 funds are also allocated to states under the FAST Act for distribution to MPOs. In Florida, each 
MPO receives a base amount of $30,000 per year, a population distribution based on their share of the 
state urbanized area population, a distribution based on their share of fixed-route transit revenue miles 
operated, and a distribution based on their share of fixed-route transit passenger trips. The State has agreed 
to provide half of the 20 percent match (10 percent) required to draw down this form of federal funding. The 
membership of the MPO is responsible for providing the remaining local match (10 percent).

State TD funds are provided to MPOs by the Florida Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged 
to assist the Commission to carry out their responsibilities to help meet the needs of transportation 
disadvantaged populations at the local level (persons who because of physical or mental disability, income 
status, or age are unable to transport themselves or to purchase transportation), including support for 
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local transportation disadvantaged coordinating boards. Funds are distributed by a formula established in 
state rule including a base amount that is divided equally among all counties in the state and allocated 
to the MPO based on the number of counties served (75 percent) and a share equal to the percentage of 
population each county has relative to the total state population (25 percent). State TD funds are provided 
as a reimbursement for eligible costs incurred and are not subject to a match by local funds.  

MPOs that are in TMA areas (urbanized areas with populations over 200,000) also have access to federal 
Surface Transportation Block Grant Program - Urban Allocation (SU) funds. SU funds are highly flexible and 
can be used for project development or planning purposes. TMA MPOs regularly supplement their planning 
budget with SU funds at varying amounts depending on that fiscal years anticipated work products and 
activities.

Sources of non-recurring funding include carry-forward federal PL and FTA funds that were deobligated in 
previous years, any one-time grant funds from federal and other sources, and any one-time allocations of 
other planning funds that may become available through unique circumstances.

Project Funding in Florida
The annual transportation programming process is complicated, involving a number of agencies and a wide 
variety of federal, state and local funding sources. The MPO Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) is 
most important for its role in allocating federal transportation funds. In short, a project must appear in the 
TIP to be eligible for federal funding. In Florida, the MPO programming process is closely coordinated with 
the state programming process. Florida MPOs submit a List of Priority Projects drawn from their long-range 
transportation plans to the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) in late summer/early fall. FDOT uses 
those priorities (along with those of non-metropolitan counties) to program state and federal funds (both 
from sources distributed by formula and from discretionary sources) on projects in the metropolitan area 
in their Tentative Five-Year Work Program. The MPO then coordinates the development of their TIP with the 
FDOT Work Program. Following coordination, both agencies adopt their respective programming documents. 
Additionally, the MPO coordinates with local modal agencies and jurisdictions to include locally funded 
surface transportation projects in the TIP for informational purposes. 

In those areas where MPOs have formed formal coalitions for regional transportation decision-making, 
those organizations also submit lists of prioritized projects for funding consideration during the programming 
process. These lists are for regionally significant projects and are important to more than one MPO in the area. 
In the broader Tampa Bay area, the TBARTA MPO Chairs Coordinating Committee (TBARTA CCC) submits 
regional priorities for an area covered by 6 MPOs (Forward Pinellas, Hernando/Citrus MPO, Hillsborough MPO, 
Sarasota-Manatee MPO, Pasco County MPO, and Polk TPO). The Tampa Bay Transportation Management 
Area (TMA) Leadership Group submits priorities for projects of significance in the Tampa-St. Petersburg-
Clearwater TMA which is an are covered by three MPOs (Forward Pinellas, Hillsborough MPO, and Pasco 
County MPO).
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Regional Context for Transportation Decision-Making
A number of agencies make transportation planning decisions in the broader Tampa Bay area including 
metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs), the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT, Cities and 
counties, and other special purpose model agencies. It can be confusing which agencies are involved in the 
decision-making process. The following is a list of agencies that make transportation decisions in the broader 
Tampa Bay area.

Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs)
There are six MPOs in the broader Tampa Bay are (Forward Pinellas, Hernando/Citrus MPO, Hillsborough MPO, 
Pasco County MPO, Polk Transportation Planning Organization or TPO, and the Sarasota-Manatee MPO). The 
core MPOs cover portions of the largest urbanized area in the region, the Tampa-St. Petersburg Urbanized 
Area (UZA), as defined by the US Bureau of the Census. The Hillsborough MPO also covers a very small portion 
of the Lakeland UZA. Tha Pasco County MPO also covers the Zephyrhills UZA and a sizable portion of the 
Spring Hill UZA. The other MPOs cover all or part of neighboring UZAs. Complete profiles of the three core 
MPOs are included later in this report.

MPOs are responsible for carrying out the federally required metropolitan transportation planning process, 
including development of a long-range transportation plan (LRTP) and a transportation improvement 
program (TIP). Under state law, MPOs are specifically responsible for managing “a continuing, cooperative, 
and comprehensive transportation planning process that … results in the development of plans and 
programs …“ and for being “... the forum for cooperative decision-making by officials of the affected 
governmental entities in the development of the plans and programs.” As such, MPOs make a wide variety 
of multi-modal transportation decisions in their respective metropolitan areas. MPOs in the broader Tampa 
Bay area coordinate their individual transportation decisions with their neighboring MPOs and participate 
in regional transportation decision-making processes through regional MPO coordination bodies (the 
Tampa Bay Transportation Management Area Leadership Group and the TBARTA MPOs Chairs Coordinating 
Committee).

Regional MPO Coordination Bodies
Tampa Bay Transportation Management Area Leadership Group (TMA)
The role of the TMA Leadership Group is to develop regional consensus priorities for the TMA, especially 
in the allocation of federal & state funds with a focus on major cross-county transportation markets and 
traffic movements, and on helping the Tampa Bay metropolitan area speak with one voice in discussions of 
regional transportation prioritization issues and financial resources. The TMA Leadership Group is comprised 
of three Governing Board members each from the Hillsborough MPO, the Pasco County MPO and Forward 
Pinellas as voting members, and non-voting advisors from FDOT and TBARTA. The staff support group is 
comprised of staff from these agencies and, as needed, the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council. The TMA 
Leadership Group acts in an advisory role to each of the three MPOs. Leadership members are responsible 
for conveying concerns of their respective MPOs to the TMA group, and for conveying TMA Leadership 
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Group discussion and recommendations back to the MPOs.

The Tampa Bay TMA encompasses a population of 2,441,770 people spanning the boundaries of three 
counties: Hillsborough, Pasco and Pinellas. Notable portions of Hillsborough and Pasco counties are located 
outside of the TMA boundary, while nearly all of Pinellas (92%) lies within. While federal guidelines state that, 
to the extent possible, only one MPO shall be designated for each urbanized area, more than one may be 
designated when the Governor and the existing MPO(s) determine that the size and complexity of the area 
makes designation of more than one MPO appropriate. The Tampa Bay TMA claims each MPO corresponds 
to its respective diverse and arguably complex portion of the urbanized area. Through the TMA-focused 
discussion forum, the three separate and independent MPOs recognize their transportation networks relate to 
one another and are closely linked.

TBARTA MPOs Chairs Coordinating Committee (TBARTA MPOs CCC)
The West Central Florida MPOs Chairs Coordinating Committee (CCC) was established in 1993 by statute to 
coordinate projects deemed regionally significant, review regionally significant land use decisions, review 
all proposed regionally significant projects affecting more than one MPO, and institute a conflict resolution 
process throughout the West Central Florida region. In 2007, the Tampa Bay Area Regional Transportation 
Authority (TBARTA) was created by statute to develop and implement a regional transportation Master Plan 
covering seven counties within the Tampa Bay region. Over the past several years, the CCC and TBARTA 
have integrated their planning for the region more closely, and effective July 1, 2016, the CCC was merged 
into TBARTA through language contained in House Bill 7061. The CCC is now referred to as the TBARTA MPOs 
CCC.

The TBARTA MPOs CCC Board includes voting members and non-voting members. The six voting members 
of the TBARTA MPOs CCC Board are the Chairs of the regions six MPOs (Forward Pinellas, Hernando/Citrus 
MPO, Hillsborough MPO, Pasco County MPO, Polk County TPO, and Sarasota-Manatee MPO). The non-voting 
members of the TBARTA MPOs CCC Board are the FDOT Secretaries from Districts 1 and 7, the Florida Turnpike 
Enterprise, TBARTA, and the Central Florida, Tampa Bay, and Southwest Florida Regional Planning Councils. 
Since 2010, the CCC has contracted TBARTA to provide organization and administrative services for the 
functions of the TBARTA MPOs CCC.

On July 15, 2016 the TBARTA MPOs CCC Board approved the Regional Priority Projects, Regional Multi-Use Trail 
Priority Projects, Transportation Regional Incentive Program (TRIP) Priority Projects, and the Regional Roadway 
Network. 

Following the 2016 merger, the TBARTA MPOs CCC Board, MPO Staff Directors Committee, Regional Multi-
Use Trails Committee, and Transportation Regional Incentive Program (TRIP) Working Group became a part 
of TBARTA and the region’s transportation planning efforts. The TBARTA Transit Management Committee 
(TMC) and Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC), along with the TBARTA MPOs CCC Committees, provide 
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the framework and forum for regional transportation planning and coordination. The Staff Directors from 
the region’s MPOs meet monthly to coordinate and implement regional policies, while setting agendas for 
TBARTA MPOs CCC meetings. 

The goal of the TBARTA MPOs CCC is to prioritize and find ways to address the transportation needs of West 
Central Florida through the support and cooperation of its member agencies, partner entities and advisory 
committees. The TBARTA MPOs CCC is responsible for the following activities: 
• Cost Affordable Regional Long Range Transportation Plan
• Regional Congestion Management System
• Air Quality Management System
• Regional Multi-Use Trails Element
• Major Investment Studies Coordination
• Regional Data Sharing and Mapping
• Regional Public Involvement Program

Other Regional Agencies
The Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority (TBARTA) was originally created July 1, 2007 by the Florida 
Legislature (Florida Statutes, Chapter 343.90-343.976) as the Tampa Bay Area Regional Transportation 
Authority to improve mobility and transportation options for passengers and freight throughout the West 
Central Florida region consisting of Citrus, Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco, Pinellas and Sarasota 
Counties. Effective July 1,  2017 (F.S., Ch. 343.92), the agency was renamed the Tampa Bay Area Regional 
Transit Authority serving Pinellas, Pasco, Hernando, Hillsborough and Manatee Counties. The legislation is a 
refocus of TBARTA’s purpose and designated service area, shifting from a 25-year long-range transportation 
master plan for seven counties to a 10-year regional transit development plan (TDP) for five counties. The 
plan must integrate the individual transit development plans of participant counties, and prioritize regionally 
significant transit projects and facilities for investment.

The legislation reduced the size of the governing board from 15 voting members to 13.  The new board 
consists of:
• Five County Commission appointees
• Four gubernatorial appointees, who must reside within the five counties of the Authority;
• The mayor of the largest city within the service area of each of Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority and 

Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority; and
• One member each from the HART and PSTA governing boards;

Secretaries from District 1 and 7 of the Florida Department of Transportation continue to serve as non- voting 
advisors.
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Additional changes and requirements included in the TBARTA legislation are as follows:
• Legal authority to receive and disburse federal funds to support an intercounty project or an intracounty 

capital project that exists in a single county within the designated region 
• Evaluation of the abolishment, continuance, modification, or establishment of authority committees by 

the new Board prior to the 2018 legislative session 
• A majority vote of each MPO serving the county or counties being served and the approval by an act 

of the Legislature prior to action regarding state funding of commuter rail, heavy rail transit, or light rail 
transit 

• Completion of an independent, third party feasibility study for any project of commuter rail, heavy rail 
transit, or light rail transit, and submission to the Governor, the Senate President, the House Speaker, and 
the board of county commissioners of Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco, and Pinellas Counties 
before proceeding with the development of the project and before any related contract is issued 

TBARTA previously merged with the Bay Area Commuter Services (BACS) in 2010 and now manages the 
program to provide commuting services.

Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council (TBRPC)
Established in 1962 as Florida’s first regional planning council, the TBRPC brings together governments to 
coordinate planning for the community’s future and provide an opportunity for developing shared solutions 
among the local government jurisdictions in the six-county Tampa Bay Region. The association is made 
of elected officials representing Citrus, Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco and Pinellas Counties 
along with 21 municipal members, 13 Governor appointees and four ex-officio members. Some of TBRPC’s 
specific duties include review of transportation plans, developing a strategic regional policy plan, hurricane 
evacuation and recovery planning, development of regional impact review, local comprehensive plan 
review, and economic analysis.  
Florida Department of Transportation, Districts 1 and 7 (FDOT)
The Florida Department of Transportation is an executive agency that reports directly to the Governor. 
FDOT’s primary responsibility is to coordinate the planning and development of a safe, viable and balanced 
statewide transportation system. It is decentralized by legislative mandate into seven districts and the 
Turnpike Enterprise. The Tampa Bay region is covered by FDOT Districts 1 (include Manatee, Polk and Sarasota 
Counties) and 7 (includes Citrus, Hernando, Hillsborough, Pasco and Pinellas). Each district works jointly 
with the MPOs in their region to develop, adopt and fund transportation projects through the 5-year work 
program. The districts also provides funds for modal agencies (transit, aviation, seaport, etc.), as well as half 
of the federal match for transit planning funds for MPOs. 

Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise (FTE)
Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise (FTE), formed in 2002, acts as a separate business unit  of the Florida Department 
of Transportation.  FTE is responsible for all operations on every FDOT-owned and operated toll road and 
bridge, including the Veterans Expressway and the Suncoast Parkway in the Tampa Bay region.
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Other Independent Modal Agencies in the Region
Hillsborough Area Transit Authority (HART)
The Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority (HART) was created in October of 1979 to plan, finance, 
acquire, construct, operate and maintain mass transit facilities and supply transportation assistance in 
Hillsborough County. HART is responsible for developing a 10-year regional transit development plan (TDP) for 
Hillsborough County. HART is a voting member of the Hillsborough MPO and TBARTA.

Manatee County Port Authority
The Manatee County Port Authority manages Port Manatee, a special independent district created by 
the Florida Legislature. The Authority sets policy and approves major expenditures for Port Manatee. It is 
composed of the seven members of the elected Manatee County Commission, but with distinctly separate 
officers and financial accountability. The Authority is responsible for developing a master plan for Port 
Manatee including connections to the surface transportation network.  

Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
The Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA) was created by the merger in 1984 of the St. Petersburg 
Municipal Transit System and the Central Pinellas Transit Authority. PSTA is the public transit provider in Pinellas 
County and is responsible for developing a 10-year regional transit development plan (TDP) for Pinellas 
County. PSTA is a voting member of Forward Pinellas and TBARTA.

Polk Transit
On June 27, 2007, the Florida Legislature created the Polk Transit (PT) which is an independent special district 
for purposes of providing mass transit services to the citizens of Polk County. PT is the umbrella policy body for 
the Lakeland Area Mass Transit District (operating as Citrus Connection), Winter Haven Area Transit, and Polk 
County Transit Services (operated through Polk County). PT is responsible for developing a 10-year regional 
transit development plan (TDP) for the areas it serves. The PT has a Board of Directors made up of nine voting 
members and one non-voting member that represent the citizens of Polk County and its municipalities. The PT 
is independent from the Board of County Commissioners and the municipalities within the county. 

Tampa Aviation Authority
The Aviation Authority at Tampa International Airport is an independent special district of the State of Florida 
established by the Florida Legislature in 1945. It is responsible for the management of Tampa International 
Airport and its tenants, as well as the three general aviation airports in Hillsborough County. It is responsible 
for developing a master plan for all airports under its jurisdiction, including connections to the surface 
transportation network. The Authority is a voting member of the Hillsborough MPO.

Sarasota-Manatee Airport Authority 
The Sarasota-Manatee Airport Authority was created as a public agency by the State of Florida to operate 
and manage the Sarasota Bradenton International Airport. The Airport Authority is tasked with the power to 
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acquire, construct, improve, finance, operate, and maintain the airport facilities for the primary purpose of 
meeting the air transportation needs of Sarasota and Manatee counties. The Authority is a voting member of 
the Sarasota-Manatee MPO.
Tampa Hillsborough County Expressway Authority (THEA)
THEA was established by the Florida Legislature in 1963 and given authority by legislation in 2014 to offer 
services to counties surrounding Hillsborough County. As an independent agency of the state, the Tampa 
Hillsborough Expressway (THEA) maintains and operates four facilities within Hillsborough County: the Lee 
Roy Selmon Expressway, the Brandon Parkway, Meridian Avenue and the Selmon Greenway. THEA develops 
plans for all facilities under its jurisdiction, including connections to the surface transportation network. THEA is 
a voting member of the Hillsborough MPO.

Tampa Port Authority
The Tampa Port Authority manages Port Tampa Bay, a special independent district created by the Florida 
Legislature. The authority sets policy and approves major expenditures for Port Tampa Bay, including planned 
connections to the surface transportation network. It is composed of seven members, with seat #1, #2 and 
#3 appointed by the Governor, seat #4 and #5 appointed by the Governor from the maritime industry, seat 
#6 held ex officio by a member of and appointed by the board of county commissioners, and seat #7 held 
ex officio by the Mayor of the City of Tampa. The Authority is a member of the HIllsborough MPO. 

Tampa Bay Area Cities and Counties
Cities and counties in the Tampa Bay area own and maintain their own transportation networks and make a 
variety of decisions related to their transportation facilities. Local funds to be spent on transportation projects 
within a city or county in the future are reflected in the city or county comprehensive plan while funds 
budgeted for expenditure within the next few years are reflected in the Capital Improvement Program (CIP). 
Additionally, many of the counties in the Tampa Bay area manage modal agencies that provide a variety of 
transportation services including bus transit, aviation, seaport shipping, and other commuter services.  

Core Tampa Bay Area MPO Profiles

Hillsborough MPO
www.hillsboroughmpo.org

Background
The history of the Hillsborough County MPO goes back more than 40 years. The Federal Aid Highway Act of 
1962 required that urbanized areas establish a transportation planning process as a condition for receiving 
federal highway construction funds. In 1964, the Hillsborough County City-County Planning Commission 
signed a Memorandum of Agreement with the State Road Department (today the Florida Department 
of Transportation), Hillsborough County, and the Cities of Plant City, Tampa, and Temple Terrace. The 
agreement established the Tampa Urban Area Transportation Study along with three standing committees: 
policy, technical, and citizens.
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The Tampa Urbanized Area (Tampa UZA), as designated by the U.S. Census Bureau, covered the more 
densely populated areas of Hillsborough County, including the center city of Tampa (it did not include 
Pinellas or Pasco Counties). The Tampa Urban Area MPO was officially designated in 1974 in response 
to requirements of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1973 which required that all UZAs be covered by a 
metropolitan planning process. Voting members of the newly formed MPO included Hillsborough County 
Commissioners, Tampa City Council members, the mayors of all three cities, and a representative of the 
Tampa-Hillsborough County Expressway Authority.

Following the 1990 Census, Tampa was designated part of a consolidated metropolitan area that included 
Clearwater and St. Petersburg, areas that had been covered by a neighboring metropolitan planning 
process for several years. Recognizing the need for regional coordination, the Hillsborough MPO joined 
with Pinellas, Pasco, and Hernando counties and the Florida Department of Transportation to create a 
single model for forecasting traffic. These agencies and the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council formed 
a regional decision-making body, the West Central Florida MPO Chairs Coordinating Committee (CCC), in 
1993. In 2001, the CCC adopted the first regional MPO’s conflict resolution process in Florida. The MPO added 
the Tampa Port Authority and Hillsborough County Aviation Authority as voting members in 2000 and then 
added the Hillsborough County School Board in 2015.

Current Formation
The Hillsborough Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) is currently formed through an interlocal 
agreement (“Interlocal Agreement for Creation of the Metropolitan Planning Organization”) most recently 
modified on August 19, 2015. Signatories to the agreement include the Florida Department of Transportation 
(representing the Governor), Hillsborough County, the City of Tampa, the City of Temple Terrace, the City 
of Plant City, the Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority, the Tampa Aviation Authority, the Tampa 
Port Authority, the Tampa-Hillsborough County Expressway Authority, the Hillsborough County City-County 
Planning Commission, and the Hillsborough County School Board. The agreement outlines the purpose, 
authority, powers, duties, responsibilities, funding, and other provisions of formation and operation of the 
MPO.

Demographic/Boundary Information 
Number of states within MPO boundaries     1 
Number of counties within MPO boundaries (all or part)    1 
Number of jurisdictions within MPO boundaries     4
• Unincorporated Hillsborough County
• City of Plant City
• City of Tampa
• City of Temple Terrace
Number of urbanized areas within MPO boundaries (all or part)   2 
• Tampa – St. Petersburg, FL (Part)
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• Lakeland, FL (Part) 
Population served by the MPO       1,379,302
(2017 BEBR Hillsborough County population)

MPO Governing Board Structure
Membership Apportionment Plan – Dated June 4, 2013 (update was not required when adding the 
Hillsborough County School Board per the Florida Department of Transportation)

16 voting members
• 5 - Hillsborough County Commissioners
• 3 - City of Tampa (currently represented by 3 City Council members)
• 1 - City of Plant City (currently by the Mayor)
• 1 - City of Temple Terrace, (currently represented by the Vice Mayor)
• 1 – Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority (HART) (currently represented by a member of the HART 

Board of Directors)
• 1 - Tampa Aviation Authority (currently represented by the Chief Executive Officer) 
• 1 - Tampa Port Authority (currently represented by the Port Director)
• 1 – Tampa-Hillsborough County Expressway Authority (currently represented by the Executive Director)
• 1 – Hillsborough County City-County Planning Commission (currently represented by a member of the 

Planning Commission)
• 1 - Hillsborough County School Board (currently represented by a member of the School Board)

Table 1. Hillsborough MPO Governing Board Representation
Agency/Locality Represented Number of Members Voting? Rotating?
Hillsborough County 5 Y N
City of Tampa 3 Y N
City of Temple Terrace 1 Y N
City of Plant City 1 Y N
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit 1 Y N
Tampa Aviation Authority 1 Y N
Tampa Port Authority 1 Y N
Tampa-Hillsborough Expressway Authority 1 Y N
Planning Commissioner 1 Y N
Hillsborough County School Board  1 Y N

The Florida Department of Transportation, District 7 (represented by the District Secretary) also participates at 
meetings of the Hillsborough MPO Governing Board as a non-voting advisor. Every member’s vote counts the 
same (no weighted voting). There are no rotating seats. A tie vote results in the failure of any motion before 
the MPO Governing Board.
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According to the Hillsborough MPO bylaws, a simple majority of the total non-vacant membership of 
the MPO Governing Board constitutes a quorum for the transaction of business at all regular and special 
meetings and at public hearings. Public hearings may be conducted with less than a quorum, but no 
action may be taken unless a quorum is present. When a quorum is present, a majority of those present may 
take action on matters properly presented at the meeting. Workshops may be conducted with less than a 
quorum, but no official action may be taken. A majority of the members present, whether or not a quorum 
exists, may adjourn any meeting or continue any public hearing to another time.

MPO Committees

Policy Committee
The MPO Policy Committee was created in 1992 as a subcommittee of the full MPO Board. Originally called 
the “ISTEA Subcommittee,” its purpose was to provide the Board an opportunity to learn about and discuss 
the Federal Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA). Since 1992, the committee 
has changed its name to the MPO Policy Committee to better reflect its widened scope of discussion on 
various issues. The Policy Committee acts as a sounding board for issues that will be brought to the MPO 
Board for action. The Committee also provides guidance to the MPO staff on policy matters. The MPO Policy 
Committee meets monthly.

Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC)
The CAC consists of citizen volunteers appointed by each of the MPO Board members, plus one citizen 
representing the Transportation Disadvantaged Coordinating Board and at-large seats designated for 
individuals of Hispanic and African-American descent, a person under age 30, a woman, and representatives 
of neighborhoods and the business community. The Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) meets monthly.

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
The TAC is composed of technically qualified representatives employed by, or associated with, a public or 
semi-public agency for the purpose of planning, programming and/or engineering of the transportation 
system within the Hillsborough County Metropolitan Planning Organization area boundary.  It is responsible 
for assisting in the development of transportation planning work programs; for coordinating transportation 
planning and programming; for review of all transportation studies, reports, plans and/or programs, and 
making recommendations to the Metropolitan Planning Organization based upon the technical sufficiency, 
accuracy, and completeness of transportation related studies, plans and/or programs. The Technical 
Advisory Committee (TAC) meets monthly.

Bicycle/Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC)
Twenty volunteers comprise the BPAC. At-large members (citizens) who are appointed by the MPO hold 
twelve seats. Representatives of local agencies, cities and county hold the remaining eight seats. The 
committee makes recommendations to the MPO on bicycle and pedestrian-related issues. The BPAC meets 
monthly.
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Livable Roadways Committee (LRC)
The LRC is an interdisciplinary group of volunteers from the public and private sectors who represent 
local governments, government agencies, companies, citizen groups and professional organizations. 
The committee discusses topics related to transit, pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure and roadway 
design, safety and function. Focused on streetscape beautification, site and building design, landscape, 
environmental protection, preservation and signage, the committee is committed to considering all modes 
of transportation in the recommendations it makes. The Livable Roadways Committee (LRC) meets monthly.

Transportation Disadvantaged Coordinating Board (TDCB)
Chaired by an MPO Governing Board member, the TDCB is composed of 18 members representing 
agencies and boards, citizens and a representative from the private transportation industry. A sampling of 
the agencies represented includes Blind Services, Children and Families, Elder Affairs, public schools and 
Veterans Affairs, among others. The TDCB guides and coordinates local transportation services with the goal 
of improving quality of life for the elderly, those who have physical or mental disabilities, children at risk, and 
the economically disadvantaged. The TDCB meets bi-monthly.

Intelligent Transportation Systems Committee (ITS)
The ITS Committee is composed of technically qualified representatives of agencies involved in the 
planning, programming, engineering and/or implementation of intelligent transportation systems projects in 
Hillsborough County. The ITS Committee is responsible for assisting in the development of ITS planning work 
programs, as well as reviewing related studies, reports, plans, projects (including consistency with regional 
architecture and other standards and/or programs) and making recommendations to the Metropolitan 
Planning Organization (MPO) and/or other agencies. The Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Committee 
meets bi-monthly.

MPO School Transportation Working Group (STWG)
In 2015, the Hillsborough MPO added a Hillsborough County School Board member as a voting member of 
the MPO, but coordination on issues related to school transportation is needed on many levels in addition to 
the MPO Governing Board level. Interagency partnerships are vital for problem solving on a host of school 
transportation related topics ranging from traffic circulation to walk/bike safety to school-pools and transit. 
The STWG is comprised of transportation-focused professionals representing local governments, transit 
agencies, public safety organizations, and several functional groups within the School District. The STWG 
meets monthly.

MPO Staffing
Hosted: Yes (Dual Purpose MPO – the MPO staff conduct planning functions for both the MPO and the host 
agency)

Host agency: Hillsborough County City-County Planning Commission (governed by a memorandum of 
agreement to provide staff services dated October 13, 2014)
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Key elements of staff services agreement: 
• The Executive Director (ED) of the Planning Commission shall furnish the MPO with the professional staff 

necessary to carry out the transportation planning and programming process specified in the Interlocal 
Agreement forming the MPO, together with office supplies, furniture, equipment, office and other space, 
and such incidental items as may be required and necessary to manage the business and affairs of the 
MPO. The transportation team staff report to the MPO ED. Having the MPO co-housed with the Planning 
Commission allows the staff to conduct planning for both entities. Personnel-related documents are 
reviewed by both the MPO ED and the Planning Commission ED, and performance reviews include input 
from all other staff teams for all staff at the agency. 

• The MPO ED shall be selected by majority vote of the MPO Governing Board and serve at their pleasure. 
The MPO Governing Board shall conduct an annual performance review of the MPO ED and provide 
same to the Planning Commission.

• Although the MPO ED shall report to the MPO Governing Board for all matters regarding the 
administration and operation of the MPO, the MPO ED shall be employed by the Planning Commission 
for administrative purposes. The MPO ED reports directly to the MPO Board. Hiring and firing decisions are 
made by the MPO Board, and performance reviews are conducted by the MPO Board and its attorney. 
The Planning Commission ED has no supervisory oversight over the MPO ED. The role the Planning 
Commission ED serves is to administratively implement the direction of the MPO Board with personnel 
paperwork.

• The MPO ED may perform functions for the Planning Commission that are unrelated to MPO administration 
and operation, but the MPO will only reimburse the Planning Commission for the MPO ED’s performance 
of eligible MPO functions.

• The MPO ED shall annually prepare a detailed listing of all tasks necessary to carrying out the planning 
process, budget accordingly, and list all anticipated work products in the Unified Planning Work Program 
(UPWP). The UPWP identifies the tasks and deliverables to be funded with grant dollars that are to be 
received by the MPO. The MPO budget is separate, and is not approved by the Planning Commission.

• MPO shall retain legal counsel for advice and guidance and may retain special legal counsel for specific 
needs.

• Records and accounts of the MPO shall be administered in accordance with accounts and accounting 
procedures developed by the Planning Commission. Purchasing or materials and services shall be in 
accordance with Planning Commission procedures.

• The MPO shall reimburse the Planning Commission for all eligible costs incurred and services rendered as 
specified in the UPWP. The Planning Commission shall provide to the FDOT or applicable federal/state 
agencies, quarterly progress reports and an invoice for reimbursement to the MPO for transportation 
planning expenditures conducted in accordance with the UPWP.

• The agreement shall remain in effect until terminated. Any party may withdraw from the agreement after 
presenting, in written form, a notice of intent to withdraw to the other parties at least 90 days prior to the 
date of withdrawal.
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13 Staff members
• Metropolitan Planning Organization Executive Director
• MPO Assistant Executive Director
• Secretary/Administrative Specialist III
• 3 Executive Planners
• 2 Principal Planners
• 2 Senior Planners
• Senior GIS Analyst
• Software Specialist
• Community Planner II

Table 2. Hillsborough MPO Staff Representation
Title Specialty/Function

MPO Executive Director
Long-range vision; Coordinates meetings of Board, Policy Committee and 
Tampa Bay TMA Leadership Group

MPO Assistant Executive 
Director

Coordinates the MPO Citizens Advisory Committee and oversees 
accomplishment of MPO work program and projects

Secretary/Administrative 
Specialist III 

Administrative specialist

3: Executive Planner (1)
Oversees the MPO’s transportation disadvantaged (TD) planning program and 
walk/bike studies, and coordinates the Bicycle/Pedestrian Advisory Committee 
and TD Coordinating Board

Executive Planner (2)
Oversees the MPO’s congestion management/crash mitigation program and 
coordinates the MPO’s Technical Advisory Committee

Executive Planner (3) 
Responsible for the transportation elements of the four local government’s’ 
comprehensive plans. Produces the Work Program and serves as the agency’s 
coordinator for sustainability, grants management, and internship

2: Principal Planner (1)

Coordinates the MPO’s Livable Roadway Committee and School Transportation 
Working Group and is responsible for the MPO’s Complete Streets, Tourism and 
Freight/Goods Movement planning. Liaison to Tampa International Airport and 
Port Tampa Bay

Principal Planner (2)
Task leader for forecasting and multimodal transportation LOS analysis, 
responsible for studies of public transit and serves as the liaison to HART and 
TBARTA

2: Senior Planner (1) 

Responsible for TDM using population and job growth forecasts to estimate 
future congestion and transit ridership, evaluates transportation impacts of 
proposed changes in land use, and provides demographic and travel demand 
data to the MPO and local governments
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Title Specialty/Function

Senior Planner (2)
Manages the Performance Measurement Program; coordinates the MPO’s 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Committee and Regional Big Data 
Working Group; Title VI/Nondiscrimination Coordinator

Senior GIS Analyst
Produces maps and geography-based data analysis for all the MPO’s 
jurisdictions and for the eight-county West Central Florida region served by the 
MPO Chairs’ Coordinating Committee

Software Specialist Responsible for database analysis

Community Planner II
Responsible for plans and projects related to walking, bicycling, trails, 
transportation disadvantaged and health impact assessments

MPO Planning Funding
The current adopted Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) details the MPO budget and describes 
transportation planning activities and products to be developed by the MPO for Fiscal Years 2017 and 2018. 
Transportation planning activities and products of other transportation planning agencies are also reflected 
in the UPWP for informational purposes.

The Hillsborough MPO UPWP (as amended Nov. 8, 2017) reflects a total of $3,417,019 in planning funding 
in the Hillsborough MPO area in FY 2017/2018. Of that, $245,414 in funding for planning by the Hillsborough 
Area Regional Transit Authority (HART) are shown for informational purposes only and are not funds available 
for use by the MPO. Regularly recurring funding is shown in the following list. All additional funding in the 
Hillsborough MPO UPWP comes from non-recurring sources.

Regularly recurring funding sources for the Hillsborough MPO and FY 2017/2018 funding levels include (figures 
come from statewide distribution tables provided by the FDOT and from the Hillsborough MPO UPWP):
• Federal transportation planning funds (PL): $1,237,884 (of which $350,000 are in base funds and the 

remainder is based on population)
• Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant Program - Urban Allocation funds (SU): $563,581
• Federal transit planning funds (5305 funds): $471,503
• State matching transit planning funds: $58,938
• State transportation disadvantaged funds: $48,121
• Local funds: $58,938 (provided by the Hillsborough County City-County Planning Commission)
The UPWP is broken into major areas of work also known as tasks. The major tasks and percent of funding in FY 
2017/2018 (excluding funds shown for informational purposes) include:
• Transportation Planning Management (13%)
• Systems and Corridor Planning (36%)
• Long Range Transportation Plan and Data Monitoring (21%)
• Transportation Improvement Program (4%)
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• Public Participation (19%)
• Local and Regional Coordination and Planning (7%)

Project Prioritization
MPOs prioritize transportation projects both as part of the development of the Long Range Transportation 
Plan (LRTP) and annually in the List of Prioritized Projects as part of the transportation programming process.

The Hillsborough MPO, in developing the Imagine 2040 Plan, prioritized projects around their ability to help the 
MPO achieve performance standards in five distinct investment programs including:
• Preserve the System
• Reduce Crashes and Vulnerability
• Minimize Traffic for Drivers and Shippers
• Real Choices When Not Driving
• Major Investments for Economic Growth

High, medium and low investment scenarios were considered relative to multiple revenue scenarios 
available over the life of the plan. In the end, a funding scenario was adopted that included a funding 
source equivalent to a one cent sales tax as part of the Imagine 2040 Plan. This allowed for a higher level of 
investment and more projects in each of the investment programs. 

In developing the List of Priority Projects as part of the programming process, the Hillsborough MPO prioritized 
projects based on the same five investment programs identified for the LRTP. The MPOs stated highest priority 
is to ensure continuity with previous priorities. Therefore, any project already programmed for construction 
funding is given priority over new candidates for funding. The MPO then identified candidate projects from 
the LRTP for new funding in each of the investment programs for the new fifth year of funding. 

Project Funding
The current adopted financially feasible 5-Year Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), adopted in June 
2017, details all surface transportation project funding in the MPO area for fiscal years 2017/2018 through FY 
2022/2023. 

Sources of Hillsborough MPO TIP funds (based on June 2017 TIP Document presentation) are as follows:
• Federal: $557 million
• State: $859 million
• Local: $255 million (includes only local funds shown in the FDOT work program, such as local match for 

grants)
• Tolls/Bonds: $153 million
• Total: $1,806 million
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Funds shown in the TIP and included in the FDOT Five-Year Work Program (i.e. excluding local project funds 
shown for informational purposes) will be used as follows:
• Intersections/Interchanges/Signals/ITS: 26.30%
• PD&E/Planning/Other: 12.85%
• Stand Alone Walk/Bike: 0.53%
• Ports/Airports/Rail: 21.02%
• Roadway Capacity: 15.66%
• Bridges and Maintenance: 13.90%
• Transit/Transportation Demand Management: 9.74%

Funds shown in the TIP to be spent by local agencies for informational purposes will be used as follows:
• Ports/Airports/Rail: 61.17%
• Roadway Capacity: 15.69%
• Bridges and Maintenance: 10.90%
• Transit: 11.41%
• Intersections/Interchanges: 0.156%
• Signals/ITS: 0.03%
• Stand Alone Walk/Bike: 0.45%

Public Participation
The Public Participation Plan (PPP) was last adopted on August 2, 2016. The PPP describes the guidelines and 
expectations for public participation during transportation planning activities and processes conducted by 
the Hillsborough MPO, including the procedures, tools, and strategies for outreach and
education on transportation issues.

The PPP has six guiding principles: to provide opportunities for public involvement, to be inclusive of all 
constituencies, to be responsive to participants, to provide a predictable process, to be creative and flexible, 
and to maximize exposure while minimizing costs.

Key elements of the PPP include:
• Opportunities for involvement are provided in structured meetings with knowledgeable presentations 

of all informational materials including constructive exchanges with participants. The meetings are 
scheduled with consideration of time, location, and needs for accessibility to encourage participation. 

• To ensure inclusiveness of all constituencies, the MPO first identifies stakeholders and target audiences. 
Once identified, the MPO uses strategic outreach methods including creative techniques and 
technologies to inform the transportation disadvantaged communities.   

• The MPO is responsive to participants by documenting public involvement results and considering the 
public’s viewpoints in all MPO decision-making. All major plans, studies and reports should feature a 
section entitled “What We Heard” from the public and how that affected the outcome.
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• The MPO provides a predictable process through consistency and efficiency. 
• The MPO is creative and flexible by evolving to include new communication to inform outreach efforts.
• The MPO maximizes exposure and minimizes costs through strategic coordination with local, statewide, 

and federal processes when possible. The collaborations allow for more informed outreach presentations 
while also increasing public involvement. 

The PPP also includes a section, as required by federal law, related to performance evaluation. The following 
are measures of effectiveness employed by the Hillsborough MPO. These are considered and reported upon 
in an evaluation of the public participation process conducted every two years.
• Measuring Visibility & Productivity

 ○ Number of MPO publications produced;
 ○ Number of MPO newsletters and brochures distributed, such as Bicycle Suitability Maps, Ride Guides 

and Citizen’s Guide to Transportation Planning, etc.;
 ○ Number of newspaper advertisements and public notices placed in publications with minority 

audiences;
 ○ Media inventory of newspaper articles, television and radio coverage;
 ○ Number of CCC brochures distributed;
 ○ Number of TMO sponsored maps distributed, as well as any other sponsorship or advertisement 

opportunity;
 ○ Number of meetings broadcast on Hillsborough County Television; and
 ○ Number of publications available on the MPO website, at a minimum to include the LRTP, TIP, and an 

annual list of obligated projects.
• Measuring Participation Opportunities

 ○ Number of MPO public forums, workshops and community meetings at which displays, presentations, 
discussions and feedback occurred;

 ○ Number and origin of participants at such public forums, workshops and community meetings;
 ○ Number of participants at public forums, workshops and community meetings held in
 ○ historically underserved areas or with such populations;
 ○ Number of participation opportunities offered to American Indian entities, such as the Seminole Tribe 

of Florida;
 ○ Number and origin of participants at monthly MPO and committee meetings;
 ○ Number of persons on the MPO mailing list receiving regular agendas; and
 ○ Number of draft plans, reports, other preliminary documents or surveys posted to MPO website for 

public comment.
• Increasing Public Participation Efforts with Minorities, Low-Income Individuals, & the Transportation 

Disadvantaged
 ○ Ensuring the Measures of Effectiveness report details representative public involvement;
 ○ Developing maps with updated, community-specific demographic and socioeconomic data within 

the MPO’s geographic boundaries at the census tract, block group or zip code level; and
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 ○ Listing all MPO committee members’ demographic data, including race, ethnicity, age, and whether 
or not they are disabled.

• Measuring Public Interest & Feedback
 ○ Number of returned comment cards distributed with Newsletters and other MPO publications;
 ○ Number of verbal comments received at open forum discussions, public hearings and at any other 

opportunities for public interaction;
 ○ Number of phone, fax, mail and email inquiries or comments cards received;
 ○ Number of visitors to the MPO website; and
 ○ Seeking feedback that is immediate and project specific.

• Measuring Input Results
 ○ Number of issues identified through public input and responded to by the MPO; and
 ○ Documented revisions to plans based on citizen input.

• Refining PPP Process
 ○ Periodic public involvement process surveys;
 ○ Update the PPP in conjunction with, and at the outset of, each LRTP update; and
 ○ Recommendations to enhance the PPP.

MPO Role in Land Use
The Transportation Team (responsible for carrying out work for the MPO) supports the work of the Planning 
Commission regarding land use, growth management, community planning, etc. providing comments on 
Comprehensive Plan amendments and are the primary authors of the Transportation Elements for the four 
Comprehensive Plans in Hillsborough County (for Unincorporated Hillsborough County and the Cities of Plant 
City, Tampa, and Temple Terrace). The MPO Board does not have jurisdiction over these decisions, but the 
Transportation Team can (and does) make recommendations to the Planning Commission and to the MPO 
Board that are consistent and mutually reinforcing.  

MPO Role in Economic Development
While neither the Planning Commission or MPO has direct economic development responsibilities, economic-
development-related studies are, at times, conducted by the Planning Commission. In these cases, the 
Transportation Team plays a supporting role. Sometimes studies are conducted jointly with MPO Board 
sponsorship. 
The Transportation Team also seeks out the advice of the other staff teams at the Planning Commission on 
transportation studies sponsored solely by the MPO in an effort to align MPO plan recommendations with the 
economic development priorities and land use policy of the Planning Commission and local governments. 

Forward Pinellas
http://forwardpinellas.org/ 
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Background
Like the Hillsborough MPO, the Pinellas County MPO was established in 1977 following passage of the Federal 
Highway Act of 1973 to cover the Saint Petersburg-Clearwater Urbanized Area. The Pinellas MPO was hosted 
by Pinellas County, which provided staff and a stable funding source, for many years. The MPO covered the 
entirety of Pinellas County, including unincorporated areas of Pinellas County and all 24 cities.

Following the 1990 Census, the existing urbanized area in Pinellas County was consolidated with the 
urbanized area covering the City of Tampa and the densely populated areas of Hillsborough and 
Pasco County. In 1993, the Pinellas County MPO, along with neighboring MPOs and counties, the Florida 
Department of Transportation, and the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council, formed the West Central 
Florida MPO Chairs Coordinating Council (CCC) to improve coordination for transportation planning in the 
new urbanized area and the broader Tampa Bay area.

Laws of Florida. The Pinellas Planning Council was established by a special act of the State Legislature 
in 1988 (Chapter 88 - 464, Laws of Florida) as a countywide land use planning agency with the task of 
providing policy advice and recommendations to the Board of County Commissioners and Pinellas County 
municipalities, in its role as the Countywide Planning Authority. In 2014, recognizing the strong linkage 
between land use planning and transportation planning, the MPO and Pinellas Planning Council (PPC) 
became a consolidated agency pursuant to Chapter 2012 - 245, Laws of Florida. The new, consolidated 
agency was called Forward Pinellas.

The merger of the MPO and PPC was intended to integrate transportation and land use planning in the 
County, with the shared responsibility of maintaining and implementing the Countywide Plan as well as the 
transportation planning functions identified in the FAST Act and corresponding State statutes. In its role as 
the Pinellas Planning Council, Forward Pinellas is governed by a special act of the State Legislature (Chapter 
2012-245, Laws of Florida) and the Pinellas County Charter and tasked with providing policy advice and 
recommendations to the Board of County Commissioners, in its role as the Countywide Planning Authority. As 
the MPO, Forward Pinellas operates in accordance with Federal Law: 23 USC 134 & 135; State Law: Chapter 
339.175, Florida Statutes, to address the mobility needs of people and freight while fostering economic 
growth and minimizing fuel consumption, air pollution, and greenhouse gas emissions.  

Current Formation  
Forward Pinellas serves as the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) through an interlocal agreement 
(“Interlocal Agreement for Creation of the Metropolitan Planning Organization”) most recently enacted 
on October 15, 2014. Signatories to the agreement include the Florida Department of Transportation 
(representing the Governor), Pinellas County, Cities of Belleair Beach, Belleair Bluffs, Clearwater, Dunedin, 
Gulfport, Indian Rocks Beach, Largo, Madeira Beach, Oldsmar, Pinella Park, Safety Harbor, St. Pete Beach, 
St. Petersburg, Seminole, South Pasadena, Tarpon Springs, Treasure Island, and the Towns of Belleair, 
Belleair Shore, Indian Shores, Kenneth City, North Redington Beach, Redington Beach, Redington Shores, 
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and the Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority. The agreement outlines the purpose, authority, powers, duties, 
responsibilities, funding, and other provisions of formation and operation of the MPO. 
Demographic/Boundary Information 
Number of states within MPO boundaries       1 
Number of counties within MPO boundaries (all or part)     1 
Number of jurisdictions within MPO boundaries      25
• Unincorporated Pinellas County
• City of Tarpon Springs
• City of Oldsmar
• City of Safety Harbor
• City of Dunedin
• City of Clearwater
• City of Largo
• City of Belleair Beach
• City of Belleair Shore
• City of Belleair
• City of Belleair Bluffs
• City of Gulfport
• City of Indian Rocks Beach
• City of Indian Shores
• City of Kenneth City
• City of Madeira Beach
• City of Pinellas Park
• City of Redington Shores
• City of North Redington Beach
• City of Redington Beach
• City of Seminole
• City of Treasure Island
• City of St. Pete Beach
• City of St. Petersburg
• City of South Pasadena
Number of urbanized areas within MPO boundaries (all or part)    1 
• Tampa – St. Petersburg, FL (Part)
Population served by the MPO        962,003
(2017 BEBR Pinellas County population)
MPO Governing Board Composition
Membership Apportionment Plan - Dated October 15, 2014
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13 voting members
• 3 - Pinellas County Commissioners
• 2 - City of St. Petersburg (currently represented by 2 City Council members)
• 1 - City of Clearwater (currently represented by City Councilmember)
• 1 – City of Dunedin (currently represented by City Commissioner)
• 1 - City of Largo (currently represented by City Commissioner)
• 1 - City of Pinellas Park (currently represented by the City Mayor)
• 1 – Cities of Belleair, Belleair Bluffs, Gulfport, Kenneth City, Seminole, and South Pasadena (rotating seat 

currently represented by the City of South Pasadena Vice Mayor)
• 1 - Cities of Belleair Beach, Belleair Shore, Indian Rocks Beach, Indian Shores, Madeira Beach, North 

Redington Beach, Redington Beach, Redington Shores, St. Pete Beach and Treasure Island (rotating seat 
currently represented by the City of Indian Rocks Beach Vice Mayor) 

• 1 - Cities of Tarpon Springs, Safety Harbor and Oldsmar (rotating seat currently represented by the City of 
Oldsmar Mayor) 

• 1 – Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (currently represented by a City of Clearwater Councilmember)

Agency/Locality Represented Number of Members Voting? Rotating?
Pinellas County 3 Y N
City of St. Petersburg 2 Y N
City of Clearwater 1 Y N
City of Dunedin 1 Y N
City of Largo 1 Y N
City of Pinellas Park 1 Y N
Cities of Belleair, Belleair Bluffs, Gulfport, Kenneth City, 
Seminole, and South Pasadena  

1 Y Y

Cities of Belleair Beach, Belleair Shore, Indian Rocks Beach, 
Indian Shores, Madeira Beach, North Redington Beach, 
Redington Beach, Redington Shores, St. Pete Beach and 
Treasure Island

1 Y Y

Cities of Tarpon Springs, Safety Harbor and Oldsmar 1 Y Y
Cities of Belleair, Belleair Bluffs, Gulfport, Kenneth City, 
Seminole, and South Pasadena

1 Y Y

Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority 1 Y N
 
The Florida Department of Transportation, District 7 (represented by the District Secretary) also participates 
at Forward Pinellas meetings as a non-voting advisor. Every member’s vote counts the same (no weighted 
voting). There are four rotating seats representing small municipalities within specific geographic areas of the 
county. All four rotating seats have a two year term limit and vote as part of the Forward Pinellas board.
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According to state law, a quorum at all Forward Pinellas meetings shall consist of a simple majority of the 
full voting membership. No official business may be transacted unless a quorum is present. No vacancy shall 
impair the right of a quorum of the council to exercise all the rights and perform all the duties of the council. 
Except as otherwise provided, all actions of the council shall be by a majority vote of those members present.
MPO Committees
Planners Advisory Committee (PAC)
The PAC provides technical input and makes recommendations on matters that go before Forward Pinellas, 
acting as the Pinellas Planning Council. The PAC membership is comprised of various local government 
planning department directors, or their representatives. The PAC meetings are determined based on the 
Forward Pinellas Board meeting date. 

Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC)
The CAC is comprised of a cross section of representatives of the community that serve as a conduit for 
public input to the plans and programs of Forward Pinellas.  Members are appointed to represent each of 
the County’s jurisdictions. The CAC meets monthly.

Technical Coordinating Committee (TCC)
The TCC consists of planners, engineers and environmental protection staff representing Pinellas County local 
governments, the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council, Tampa Bay Area Regional Transportation Authority 
(TBARTA), Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA) and the 
Pinellas County School Board. The TCC makes recommendations on a variety of planning issues based on 
their technical merit. The TCC meets monthly.

Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC)
The BPAC provides input and direction on bicycle and pedestrian related issues, plans and policies. 
Appointed members of the BPAC include technical representatives from various governmental agencies, law 
enforcement personnel and citizens. The BPAC meets monthly.

Local Coordinating Board (LCB)
The Local Coordinating Board (LCB) oversees the Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) Program which provides 
transportation assistance to economically and physically disadvantaged citizens. The LCB membership 
consists of an elected official as chairperson and representatives of social service agencies, private 
transportation providers, FDOT and citizens who utilize the Program. The LCB meets quarterly.

School Transportation Safety Committee (STSC)
The STSC is made up of local elected officials and school board members that meet to address school-
related transportation access and safety issues. The STSC aims to improve communication and coordination 
between transportation agencies and the Pinellas County School Board. The STSC meets twice a year.
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Pinellas Trail Security Task Force (PTSTF)
The PTSTF monitors and addresses issues related to safety on the Pinellas Trail. This committee includes law 
enforcement officials and county staff. The PTSTF meets quarterly.
In addition to advisory committees, Forward Pinellas supports and participates in the Pinellas Community 
Traffic Safety Team (CTST) which is comprised of local government, FDOT, law enforcement, School Board, 
emergency representatives and health care representatives.

MPO Staffing Arrangement
Hosted: Yes (All-in-One MPO – the Forward Pinellas staff serves as both the MPO for Pinellas County and as the 
Pinellas Planning Council staff as an integrated agency and board)

Host agency: The Pinellas Planning Council (PPC) - The law includes the following two clauses:

“WHEREAS, it is the recommendation of the committee that the new unified board should continue   
to consist of elected officials and ensure adequate representation for all local governments within Pinellas 
County, recognizing that the Pinellas Suncoast Transportation Authority (“PSTA”) will also have a seat on 
the new board, and 

WHEREAS, it was the consensus of the committee that the new unified board be supported by an 
independent executive director who serves in that capacity exclusively, with staff chosen by that 
independent director, but with priority given to current employees of the PPC and MPO, …” 

The MPO and PPC boards share the same membership, but are two distinct legal entities. Staff support for 
the MPO is provided pursuant to an agreement with the Pinellas Planning Council (dated Dec. 14, 2014). 
The MPO and PPC share an executive director, who reports directly to the board. Most professional staff 
members are primarily assigned to either the MPO or PPC. However, MPO and PPC staff members often work 
jointly on projects involving land use and transportation elements.

Key elements of staff services agreement: 
• Forward Pinellas (via the Pinellas Planning Council) is one of several independent “Appointing Authorities” 

that also includes the Board of County Commissioners (under County Administration), the Clerk of Court, 
the Supervisor of Elections, the Tax Assessor, Business Technology Services, etc. 

• The MPO staff reports only to the Forward Pinellas Executive Director. Annual reviews for the Executive 
Director are handled by the Forward Pinellas Board (and facilitated by the Pinellas County Human 
Resources Department as a courtesy). MPO staff annual reviews are handled by an appropriate Forward 
Pinellas supervisor. 

• All MPO administrative functions, including staff recruitment, promotion and departure, are handled 
internally by Forward Pinellas with support from the County’s Human Resources Department, which is 
contained within Unified Personnel System (UPS) as an independent entity. 
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• The UPS provides a basis for staff compensation, position requirements and personnel rules. These are 
supplemented by Forward Pinellas’s own policies and procedures. 

• The cost incurred by Forward Pinellas for HR functions are handled through a cost allocation process. 
• The Forward Pinellas Executive Director is ultimately responsible for all personnel decisions involving MPO 

staff. 
• Any disputes that may arise with the County would be resolved through the Forward Pinellas governing 

board or by legal means, if necessary. 
• There is no direct line of authority between Forward Pinellas and Pinellas County administration.

18 Staff members: 
Forward Pinellas Executive Director
• Provides agency leadership and responsible for oversight of all agency functions  

2 Planning Division Managers
• Administration of transportation planning programs
• Transportation system operations and safety monitoring, non-motorized transportation

Special Projects Manager
• Transportation Improvement Program, Unified Planning Work Program, Transportation Disadvantaged 

Program, Impact Fees, local government assistance, public involvement

Communications and Outreach Program Manager
• Responsible for overseeing agency communications and outreach functions

3 Program Planners
• Mapping, Countywide Plan Map amendments, local government assistance
• Land use planning, Congestion Management Process, Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Liaison 

Officer (DBELO), Title VI/ Nondiscrimination Coordinator, Transportation Mobility Management Advisory 
Committee

• Transportation Improvement Program, Transportation Alternatives Program, Citizens Advisory Committee

2 Principal Planners
• Transit planning, Transportation Disadvantaged Program, Unified Planning Work Program, Local 

Coordinating Board
• Countywide Plan administration, local assistance, intergovernmental coordination, Planners Advisory 

Committee
Planning Manager
• Long Range Transportation Plan, regional coordination, modeling, air quality, Technical Coordinating 

Committee
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2 Planners
• Bicycle and pedestrian planning, Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee, Pinellas Trail Security Task Force
• Crash database, mapping, School Transportation Safety committee
Transportation Planning Analyst
• Roadway level of service, data collection and management, traffic counts, Community Traffic Safety 

Team

Administrative Secretary
• Administrative support to executive director, staff, advisory committees, Board and Countywide Planning 

Authority

Secretary
• Support for advisory committees and Board

2 Accounting Services Coordinator
• Accounting services, payroll, bookkeeping, Human Resources liaison
• Grants management and financial support

Table 3. Pinellas MPO Staff Representation
Title Specialty/Function
MPO Executive Director Provides agency leadership and responsible for oversight of all 

agency functions
2: Planning Division Managers (1) Administration of transportation planning programs
Planning Division Managers (2) Transportation system operations and safety monitoring, non-

motorized transportation
Special Projects Manager Transportation Improvement Program, Unified Planning Work 

Program, Transportation Disadvantaged Program, Impact Fees, local 
government assistance, public involvement

Communications and Outreach 
Program Manager

Responsible for overseeing agency communications and outreach 
functions

3: Program Planners (1) Mapping, Countywide Plan Map amendments, local government 
assistance

Program Planner (2) Land use planning, Congestion Management Process, 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Liaison Officer (DBELO), Title VI/ 
Nondiscrimination Coordinator, Transportation Mobility Management 
Advisory Committee

Program Planner (3) Transportation Improvement Program, Transportation Alternatives 
Program, Citizens Advisory Committee
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Title Specialty/Function
2: Principal Planner (1) Transit planning, Transportation Disadvantaged Program, Unified 

Planning Work Program, Local Coordinating Board
Principal Planner (2) Countywide Plan administration, local assistance, intergovernmental 

coordination, Planners Advisory Committee
Planning Manager Long Range Transportation Plan, regional coordination, modeling, 

air quality, Technical Coordinating Committee
2: Planners (1) Bicycle and pedestrian planning, Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory 

Committee, Pinellas Trail Security Task Force
Planner (2)  Crash database, mapping, School Transportation Safety committee
Transportation Planning Analyst Roadway level of service, data collection and management, traffic 

counts, Community Traffic Safety Team
Administrative Secretary Administrative support to executive director, staff, advisory 

committees, Board and Countywide Planning Authority
Secretary Support for advisory committees and Board
2: Accounting Services Coordinator 
(1)

Accounting services, payroll, bookkeeping, Human Resources liaison

Accounting Services Coordinator (2) Grants management and financial support
  
MPO Planning Funding 
The current adopted Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) details the MPO budget and describes 
transportation planning activities and products to be developed by the MPO for Fiscal Years 2017 and 2018. 
Transportation planning activities and products of other transportation planning agencies are also reflected 
in the UPWP for informational purposes.

The Forward Pinellas UPWP reflects a total of $2,996,742 in planning funding in the Pinellas County area in 
FY 2017/2018. Of that, $400,000 in funding for planning by the Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority are shown 
for informational purposes only and are not funds available for use by the MPO. Regularly recurring funding 
is shown in the following list. All additional funding in the Forward Pinellas UPWP comes from non-recurring 
sources.

Regularly recurring funding sources for Forward Pinellas and FY 2017/2018 funding levels include (figures come 
from statewide distribution tables provided by the FDOT and from the Forward Pinellas UPWP):
• Federal transportation planning funds (PL): $1,007,904 (of which $350,000 are in base funds and the 

remainder is based on population)
• Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant Program - Urban Allocation funds (SU): $518,751
• Federal transit planning funds (5305 funds): $406,520
• State matching transit planning funds: $50,815
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• State transportation disadvantaged funds: $39,932
• Local funds: $50,815 (provided by the Hillsborough County City-County Planning Commission)

The UPWP is broken into major areas of work also known as tasks. The major tasks and percent of funding in FY 
2017/2018 (excluding funds shown for informational purposes) include:
• Program Development and General Administration (18%)
• Public Participation (4%)
• Monitoring Activities (8%)
• Systems Planning (35%)
• TIP Development and Maintenance (3%)
• Long Range Planning and Environmental Stability (12%)
• Statewide and Regional Planning and Coordination Activities (4%)
• Special Projects (16%)

Project Prioritization
MPOs prioritize transportation projects both as part of the development of the Long Range Transportation 
Plan (LRTP) and annually in the List of Prioritized Projects as part of the transportation programming process.

The 2040 Pinellas LRTP responds to the regional vision of creating an interconnected, reliable, and sustainable 
transportation network that provides people with efficient choices for different modes of travel. In order 
to accomplish this, the preparation and implementation of the Plan is coordinated with other long-range 
transportation plans in the West Central Florida Region under the guidance of the Chairs Coordinating 
Committee (CCC) which includes representation from eight different counties throughout the Tampa Bay 
region. The LRTP also reflects the goals, policies and improvements identified in the Pinellas Suncoast Transit 
Authority (PSTA) Transit Development Plan (TDP) and the Countywide Plan. Coordination in developing 
the 2040 LRTP also includes local government partners that contribute to the creation and validation of 
future growth patterns. Addressing these growth patterns, which are reflected in the local government 
comprehensive plans, helps to determine the necessary transportation investments for the future.  

Goals:
• Support and further economic development.
• Provide a balanced and integrated multimodal transportation system for all local and regional travel.
• Provide a safe and secure transportation system for all users.
• Provide for, manage and operate an efficient transportation system.
• Encourage public participation and ensure that the transportation plan and other MPO planning 

activities reflect the needs of the community, including those that are traditionally underserved.
• Enhance quality of life and promote sustainability     

Federal and state revenues are allocated to Pinellas County through legislative formulas and are primarily 
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used for roadway construction projects. Significant amounts of Federal, State and local revenue are 
dedicated specifically for transit projects. The Transportation Alternatives Program is a federal revenue source 
dedicated to supporting alternative modes of transportation, including bicycle/pedestrian and other trail 
projects.  
The largest single source of revenues used to fund the LRTP comes from local revenues (County fuel taxes 
and Penny for Pinellas). Pinellas County has allocated $970.8 million (40%) of Penny for Pinellas revenue to the 
transportation projects between 2020 and 2040.   
• 30% to capacity projects ($291.2 million);   
• 20% to resurfacing ($194.2 million);   
• 20% to trails, sidewalks, bike facilities, signals, and intersection improvements ($194.2 million); and 
• 30% to bridges ($291.2 million).
        
Additional municipal revenues were also included in the LRTP to fund local roadway and trail projects.

In total, 10 state and 18 county/municipal roadway projects are funded in the LRTP along with the 
construction of new trails, intersection improvements, and transit investments totaling $4.74 billion. These 
projects are considered ‘Cost Feasible’ because they are funded by projected future revenues.

The Forward Pinellas’ priority list of projects includes projects for all modes of travel. Projects are ranked 
through an iterative process that considers connectivity, project readiness, and balancing the needs of all 
users of our transportation system.

A separate list is maintained for Transportation Alternatives funding, a funding program that is used to 
advance bicycle and pedestrian projects. These lists are reevaluated each year to update project status 
descriptions, remove completed projects, and to reconsider the relative ranking of the transportation 
projects due to evolving conditions and needs.

Project Funding
The current adopted financially feasible 5-Year Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), adopted in June 
2017, details all surface transportation project funding in the MPO area for fiscal years 2017/2018 through FY 
2022/2023. 

Sources of Forward Pinellas TIP funds (based on April 2017 TIP spreadsheet provided) are as follows:
• Federal: $584 million
• State: $276 million
• Local: $52million (includes only local funds shown in the FDOT work program, such as local match for 

grants)
• Tolls/Bonds: $618 million
• Total: $1,532 million
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Funds shown in the TIP and included in the FDOT Five-Year Work Program (i.e. excluding local project funds 
shown for informational purposes) will be used as follows:
• Intelligent Transp. Systems (ITS): 0.39%
• Other (planning/maintenance/studies/etc.): 9.26%
• Bicycle/pedestrian: 0.72%
• Ports/Airports/Rail: 1.66%
• Roadway Capacity/resurfacing/maintenance: 39.68%
• Bridges and Maintenance: 31.78%
• Transit studies/data modeling: 16.45%

Funds shown in the TIP to be spent by local agencies for informational purposes will be used as follows:
• Airports: 8.58%
• Port: 6.38%
• Transit: 83.17%
• Multi-use trail: 1.86%
 
Public Participation
The Forward Pinellas (then operating as the Pinellas County MPO) Public Participation Plan (PPP) was first 
adopted in 1994, and was most recently amended in July of 2016. The PPP seeks to accomplish four main 
goals:
• Compliance with FAST Act , Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Limited English Proficiency 

requirements of Executive Order 13166, and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, as it pertains to 
the traditionally underserved population 

• Identification of priorities and perspectives of the public, specifically related to transportation plans, 
policies and procedures 

• Informed and educated participation of citizens
• Active partnerships with civic groups, business organizations, local governments, and neighboring MPOs.

The purpose of the PPP is to “provide a clear directive for the public participation activities undertaken by 
the Pinellas County MPO as they pertain to the agency’s primary responsibilities.” The PPP also incorporates 
public involvement activities that stemmed from the consolidation of the MPO and the Pinellas Planning 
Council, which occurred in 2014. 

The MPO has identified 6 main objectives that facilitate effective public participation in addition to a 
methodology for evaluating the effectiveness of said objectives. The six objectives that are identified to 
provide for public participation in the development of short and long-range transportation plans, programs, 
and projects are:
1. Raise the region’s level of understanding of the transportation planning process and identify how citizens 

can participate. 
2. Maximize public participation opportunities in the transportation planning process.
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3. Maintain contact with citizens and other stakeholders throughout the planning and development process 
of projects.

4. Be responsive to citizens.
5. Involve underserved representatives in transportation planning issues. 
6. Inform and educate incoming MPO Board members, commissioners, and advisory committee members 

of the MPOs functions, responsibilities, and programs. 

The PPP also includes a section, as required by federal law, related to performance evaluation. The following 
are strategies and associated measures of effectiveness employed by Forward Pinellas. The following 
measures of effectiveness are outlined in the PPP:
1. Increasing citizen understanding and participation outreach is accomplished through the following ten 

strategies, each with specific activities and measures of effectiveness identified. 
1.1.  Develop and distribute an annual report highlighting all the activities and accomplishments of the 
MPO.
1.2.  Redesign and maintain an interactive MPO website that contains important documents and 
provides opportunities for feedback and communication. The effectiveness of this strategy can be 
measured through website page visit trend analyses. 
1.3.  Participate in a minimum of ten civic and business group meetings annually. 
1.4.  Participate as an exhibitor in a minimum of ten community events, displaying transportation planning 
and project information. 
1.5.  Use local television stations to inform the public of transportation issues and the role of the MPO. 
Additionally, the MPO televises all board meetings on public access television. 
1.6.  Provide printed and electronic visual display materials at at least 25 public venues such as libraries, 
city halls, and courthouses during long range transportation plan development. The informative materials 
should also be accompanied by feedback/ survey cards to allow for citizen input.  
1.7.  Partner with local governments and other agencies including FDOT District 7, Pinellas Suncoast 
Transportation Authority (PSTA), and TBARTA, to obtain public opinions related to the long range 
transportation plan.
1.8.  Use social media to inform citizens of transportation topics and issues relevant to the MPO planning 
program, allowing for immediate feedback from engaged citizens.
1.9.  Use survey instruments to collect public opinion, both via online and hardcopy forms, with emphasis 
on survey distribution to transportation disadvantaged citizens.
1.10.  Use online and hardcopy survey instruments to assess public awareness, with the effectiveness 
measured through numbers of survey responses. 

2. One strategy is identified to maximize public participation opportunities related to the transportation 
planning process. 
2.1.  All venues used by the MPO for public workshops shall be ADA compliant and accessible by public 
transit. The measure of effectiveness for this strategy is to determine if each meeting location occurred 
within one-half mile of a bus route in a facility that is ADA compliant. 
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3. Two strategies are deployed to ensure contact is maintained with interested citizens and other key 
stakeholders throughout the development of MPO plans and projects. 
3.1.  Key contacts of local interest group representatives are identified and communication with said 
contacts is initiated. Those contacts are then contacted throughout the MPO planning process. The 
measure of effectiveness for this strategy is the annual increases in MPO mailing list recipients. 
3.2.  The use of advisory committee networks is another strategy to collect information on citizen’s issues 
relative to the long range transportation plan. The measure of effectiveness for this strategy are the 
opportunities that MPO advisory committees have to provide input to the long range plan as it is being 
developed. 

4. The MPO has identified one strategy to ensure prompt response to citizens regarding transportation issues.
4.1.  MPO staff shall provide feedback via email or phone within 24 hours of the receipt of any inquiry. 

5. Three strategies are deployed to involve underserved populations in the transportation planning process. 
5.1.  Accommodations are continuously provided to citizens with disabilities and citizens who do not 
speak English by holding all meetings in venues that meet ADA requirements and providing availability of 
translators to ensure underserved populations are involved in the MPO planning processes. 
5.2.  The MPO works with human service agencies to engage with the underserved populations. No less 
than half of the Local Coordinating Board membership shall represent the interests of the transportation 
disadvantaged communities. 
5.3.  In order to collect input from low income and minority citizens, all focus group activities shall include 
low income and minority representation.

6. The MPO identified one strategy to inform incoming MPO Board and advisory committee members.
6.1.  Ensuring all incoming members are informed of their roles and responsibilities will be measured as 
effective through orientation sessions, briefs, and opportunities to attend MPOAC Institute training. 

7. Finally, to ensure the objectives of the PPP are achieved, the MPO will conduct and analyze evaluations 
in biennial reports with follow-up amendments. Additionally, the MPO will develop a template to track the 
progress of the PPP strategies. 

MPO Role in Land Use
The Pinellas MPO operates within the organizational framework of Forward Pinellas, a unified land use and 
transportation agency responsible for multi-jurisdictional countywide planning in Pinellas County. Forward 
Pinellas’ role is defined by a special act of the Florida Legislature (Chapter 2012-245, Laws of Florida) and 
the Pinellas County Charter. The Pinellas MPO operates within the Pinellas Planning Council as Forward 
Pinellas through a staff services agreement for staff salary and expense reimbursement. Forward Pinellas is a 
fictitious name registered with the state on behalf of the Pinellas Planning Council and the Pinellas County 
MPO, which share a single governing board comprised of 13 elected officials appointed by the county 
and cities within Pinellas County. In its role as the Pinellas Planning Council, Forward Pinellas prepares and 
maintains the Countywide Plan, which consists of three parts - map, rules, and strategies, that work together 
to implement the vision for transportation and land use in Pinellas County. The Countywide transit-oriented 
land use vision map governs land use, density, intensity, and enables transit-oriented redevelopment to occur 
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along identified multimodal corridors, premium transit alignments and designated activity centers located in 
unincorporated county and the 24 municipalities.  The transit-oriented land use vision map was developed 
in concert with the transit investment strategy that was presented to voters in 2014. Land uses in each local 
government’s comprehensive plan as well as certain land development regulation provisions must be 
consistent with the Countywide Plan, administered and regulated through the Countywide Rules, which 
guide local and countywide decision-making under Forward Pinellas. The Countywide Plan serves as the 
vision and policy framework for transportation planning and capital project development in Pinellas County.

While the MPO staff primarily focuses on work responsibilities authorized under federal and state statute, it 
contributes to land use planning through the joint land use-transportation emphasis areas adopted by the 
Board in late 2015 – enhancing beach community access; a vision for the US 19 corridor; and a master plan 
for the Gateway/Mid-County area. Those emphasis areas are land use-transportation initiatives covering 
large parts of the county in which MPO staff is serving as the lead or contributing members of the planning 
team. The MPO also contributes to land use planning through development of socioeconomic baseline 
data and forecasts, data analysis of land development and transportation network changes, and through 
Complete Streets, bicycle/pedestrian and transit network planning and evaluation. Land use is integrated 
into the MPO’s system planning analytical tools and work products, including transportation project 
prioritization, grants and technical assistance to local governments, and coordination on county- or state-led 
corridor planning and project development activities. Funding sources come from both MPO and non-MPO 
programs.

From a land use decision-making standpoint, the Forward Pinellas governing board is responsible for 
adopting and amending the Countywide Plan. Its actions require approval from the Pinellas County Board 
of County Commissioners acting as the Countywide Planning Authority. At the staff level, the organization 
has formed inter-disciplinary teams to address the integration of land use and transportation through special 
projects, public involvement and board activities. 

MPO Role in Economic Development
Over the years, Forward Pinellas has conducted various countywide studies to address specific 
redevelopment challenges. For example, Pinellas by Design was developed in partnership with Pinellas 
County Economic Development to serve as the economic development and redevelopment plan for 
Pinellas County. The plan includes a comprehensive redevelopment strategy that will preserve quality of life, 
foster business expansion and job growth, and create mixed-use development that best utilizes the available 
land area. The Target Employment Industrial Land Study (TEILS) is another effort that focused on strategies to 
attract and retain employers that provide high-wage jobs, import money into the local economy, and are 
compatible with the Pinellas County environment. These “target industry” businesses include clean high-tech 
manufacturing, research/development, and office activities that typically do not have the negative impacts 
associated with traditional heavy industrial uses. This study identified measures, including both business 
assistance techniques and revisions to countywide land use regulations, to assist in attracting and retaining 
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target industry businesses.

As a compact redeveloping county, Forward Pinellas plays a role in economic development through its 
Countywide Plan, which provides countywide land use categories for industrial, commercial, mixed-use 
development and other categories at densities that support transportation choices. Through planning 
activities associated with its emphasis areas, and technical assistance projects such as the Knowledge 
Exchange Series, Forward Pinellas (including staff from both the PPC and MPO) actively plan for economic 
development. Examples include the US 19 economic market analysis, funded largely by the MPO, for two 
segments of US 19, the Gateway Area Master Plan (jointly funded with several local governments and FDOT), 
community planning and complete streets grants to local governments, both of which have an economic 
redevelopment focus. MPO staff actively participate in meetings with various Chambers of Commerce 
throughout Pinellas County, the Pinellas County Economic Development Department (and Council), and 
with preparation of plans for Community Redevelopment Agencies, such as in unincorporated Lealman, 
in Dunedin and in South St. Petersburg. Efforts involve sharing data, leading or supporting planning efforts, 
marketing and branding, and communication/public involvement. As an example, Forward Pinellas recently 
produced a transportation projects map showing funded projects in the five-year TIP that support economic 
redevelopment activities in St. Petersburg, including downtown and the Tropicana Field site.

Pasco County MPO
http://www.pascocountyfl.net/Index.aspx?NID=323 

Background    
The 1980 Census determined that a portion of Pasco County met the definition of an “urbanized area.” 
However, the area in question was determined to be contiguous to, and therefore an expansion of, the 
existing St. Petersburg/Clearwater Urbanized Area. As a result of this determination, the West Pasco/New Port 
Richey MPO was formed in early 1981. The MPO’s Study Area initially included the most densely populated 
portion of the County - primarily the gulf coastal area along the U.S. 19 corridor and adjacent land outside, 
but contiguous to the urbanized area boundary that was expected to develop an urban character over 
the next twenty-year time frame. In 1983, the MPO adopted its first Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) 
for the MPO’s Study Area that carried a horizon year of 1995. By 1988, the Pasco County Comprehensive 
Plan included a Year 2010 LRTP that was based on the MPO’s 1995 LRTP. In 1993, the MPO was expanded 
to a countywide organization, and the MPO Board added representation from two of the additional cities 
located in eastern Pasco County - Dade City and Zephyrhills. A reapportionment plan that was developed 
in 2004 as a result of the 2000 Census retained the MPO’s Countywide Study Area and reconfirmed the 
existing member representation and voting structure. As a result of the 2010 Census, the Pasco County 
MPO developed a new reapportionment plan based on the 2010 population. The reapportionment plan 
that maintained current membership and voting structure (weights) based on population percentage 
represented compared to countywide population as a whole (incorporated versus unincorporated) was 
approved by the MPO in 2014. 
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Current Formation
The Pasco County MPO is currently formed through an interlocal agreement most recently adopted on 
December 2, 2014. Signatories to the agreement include the Florida Department of Transportation, Pasco 
County, the City of New Port Richey, the City of Port Richey, the City of Dade City, and the City of Zephyrhills. 
The agreement outlines the purpose, authority, powers, duties, responsibilities, funding, and other provisions of 
formation and operation of the MPO.

Demographic/Boundary Information 
Number of states within MPO boundaries      1 
Number of counties within MPO boundaries (all or part)    1 
Number of jurisdictions within MPO boundaries     6
• Unincorporated Pasco County
• City of Dade City
• City of Port Richey
• City of New Port Richey
• City of Zephyrhills
Number of urbanized areas within MPO boundaries (all or part)   3 
• Tampa – St. Petersburg, FL (Part)
• Spring Hill, FL (part)
• Zephyrhills, FL
Population served by the MPO       505,709
(2017 BEBR Pasco County population)

MPO Governing Board Composition
Membership Apportionment Plan – Dated April 3, 2014

9 voting members
• 5 - Pasco County Commissioners
• 1 - City of Dade City (currently by the Mayor)
• 1 - City of Port Richey (currently by the Mayor)
• 1 - City of New Port Richey (currently by a City Council Member)
• 1 - City of Zephyrhills (currently by a City Council Member)  

Agency/Locality Represented Number of Members Voting? Rotating?
Pasco County 5 Y N
City of Dade City 1 Y N
City of Port Richey 1 Y N
City of New Port Richey 1 Y N
City of Zephyrhills 1 Y N
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The Pasco County MPO currently has a nine voting members with a weighted vote. Based on the 
membership apportionment plan adopted on December 12, 2013 by the MPO, and in order to maintain 
a balance between population representation and MPO voting strength, a weighted vote system was 
proposed to be used, wherein the five County Commissioners would have two weighted votes each, while 
each of the four city members would have one vote each. A representative is designated from the Florida 
Department of Transportation as a non-voting advisor to the Pasco County MPO Governing Board. There are 
no rotating seats. A tie vote results in the failure of any motion before the MPO Governing Board.

According to the Pasco County MPO bylaws, at least five (5) of the voting members of the MPO, or their 
officially appointed alternate(s) must be present to establish a quorum and for the MPO to take action. A 
meeting is limited to a gathering for purposes of conducting public business by the MPO. No official action 
shall be taken without a quorum of the MPO voting members being present. Workshops are a conference 
where a quorum of the members of the MPO are present for purposes of rule drafting or informational 
presentations or discussion, but no official votes are to be taken or policy adopted. The MPO may call a 
special meeting upon a majority vote of the MPO members. Special meetings may also be called by the 
MPO’s Chairman. The MPO may hold an emergency meeting for the purpose of acting upon emergency 
matters affecting the public health, safety, and welfare if the MPO notifies at least one major newspaper 
of general circulation in the area where the meeting will take place and post the time, date, place, and 
purpose of the meeting on the MPO and County websites. 

MPO Committees
Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC)
The BPAC committee is responsible for making recommendations to the MPO Board on matters concerning 
the comprehensive bikeway and pedestrian system/plan, which is a part of the MPO’s Long Range 
Transportation Plan (LRTP), and to promote safety, security, education and enforcement of laws pertaining 
to both pedestrians and bicycles. The BPAC’s overall mission is “to promote cycling and walking in Pasco 
County by promoting public awareness, improving safety, extending connectivity, as well as encouraging 
a friendly and healthy lifestyle through everyday transportation alternatives.”  Some of the activities 
undertaken by the BPAC includes proposing policies for the development of bikeway and pedestrian 
system considerations, reviewing the Countywide TIP for inclusion of bikeway and pedestrian-related 
projects, recommending projects for inclusion in the MPO’s annual list of priority projects and Transportation 
Alternatives (TA), and assisting the MPO to disseminate general bicycle information to bicycle organizations 
and citizens throughout the County. The BPAC meets monthly.

Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC)
The Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) was created to serve as a review and advisory body to the MPO 
in the comprehensive, cooperative, and continuing transportation planning process.  CAC members 
are private citizens representing a broad spectrum of social and economic backgrounds and interests in 
transportation. The purpose of the CAC, as representative of the citizens of Pasco County, is to advise the 
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MPO policy board by reviewing, reacting to, and providing comment on the transportation planning process 
and to address both short and long range transportation planning issues and needs. The CAC meets monthly.

Technical Advisory Committee/Congestion Management Process Task Force (TAC/CMP) Committee
The TAC/CMP was created to serve as a review and advisory committee to the MPO Board on technical 
matters relating to transportation. The TAC/CMP Task Force Committee includes professional and technical 
representatives, including transportation and land use planners, transit planners/operators, traffic and 
public works engineers, economic development interests, law enforcement, and a County School Board 
representative. The TAC reviews and makes recommendations on both short and long range matters 
concerning transportation studies, reports, plans, and/or programs. The TAC also acts as a technical team 
utilized to plan and implement the MPO’s Congestion Management Process (CMP). The TAC meets monthly. 

Pasco County Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board (LCB)
The TDLCB serves in an advisory capacity over the transportation disadvantaged program in Pasco County. 
The TDLCB was established under Chapter 427, FS, and Rule 41-2, FAC, to determine local transportation 
service needs and provide information, advice, and direction on the coordination of services to be provided 
in Pasco County. The 17 members of the TDLCB are appointed to represent their respective state agencies, 
local agencies and special interest groups and includes one Pasco County Commissioner who also serves as 
an MPO Board member. The TDLCB meets quarterly in different areas of the County.

MPO Staffing Arrangement
Hosted: Yes (Dual Purpose MPO – the MPO staff conduct planning functions for both the MPO and the host 
agency)

Host agency: Pasco County (governed by a memorandum of agreement to provide staff services dated 
March 7, 2017)

The MPO staff report to the Transportation Planning Manager (MPO Director). The Transportation Planning 
Manager conducts annual reviews, hires/fires, and provides supervisory oversight, all of which is coordinated 
with the supervision of the Pasco County Planning and Development Administrator.

Key elements of the staff services agreement:
• Pasco County shall furnish the MPO with the professional staff necessary to fulfill the requirements of 

the agreement, including without limitation, designation of technical, administrative services, financial 
management, clerical services, together with office supplies, furniture and equipment, office and other 
space, and such incidental items as may be required and necessary to manage the business functions 
and activities of the MPO to carry out the transportation planning and programming process.

• The Pasco County Planning and Development Administrator, or a designee as appointed by the 
Administrator, shall be designated the MPO Executive Director
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• The Executive Director shall report directly to the MPO governing board for all matters regarding the 
administration and operation of the MPO.

• The Executive Director shall be responsible for the conduct of the MPO transportation planning process 
as well as the assignment, direction, and control of all personnel necessary thereto, the development of 
an appropriate organization structure to carry out the responsibilities set forth in the agreement, and the 
development of procedures to monitor and coordinate the transportation planning process.

• The Pasco County Attorney shall be the legal advisor to the MPO and shall represent the MPO in all legal 
matters provided that, with the concurrence of the County Attorney, the MPO may employ special 
counsel as deemed necessary for specific needs or where otherwise required

• The County shall manage all funds processed by the MPO in accordance with the UPWP. 
• Pasco County shall manage all funds processed by the MPO in accordance with the currently adopted 

Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) and other approved agreements and authorizations of the MPO 
and affected agencies.

• The Pasco County Financial Services Department within the Office of the Clerk and Comptroller shall 
perform the financial accounting and fiscal auditing and reporting for the MPO in the same manner as for 
other County departments.

• Other Pasco County departments, including but not limited to, Traffic Operations, Office of Management 
and Budget, Human Resources, and other administrative officers shall also provide support for MPO 
operations.

• In consideration for the administrative support services, including the staff, to be provided herein by 
Pasco County, the MPO will budget a sum sufficient for reimbursement for costs incurred that are eligible 
and approved MPO-related expenses per the adopted fiscal year budget.

• The MPO shall provide training opportunities and training funds for local officials and others who serve on 
the MPO.

• The MPO may authorize Pasco County on its behalf to enter into agreements with other agencies or 
consultants to perform services required by the responsibilities of the MPO. The MPO may enter into its 
own contracts if deemed advisable with assistance from Pasco County.

• The county shall permit and require contractors to permit authorized personnel to inspect all work, 
records, invoices, and other relevant data to audit and federally or state funded project. 

• Records of costs incurred should be maintained by the county. 
• The county shall comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (non-discriminatory).
• The agreement shall remain in effect until terminated, in written form, with a notice of intent to withdraw 

at least sixty (60) days prior to withdraw. 
• Pasco County and the MPO may amend the agreement, which shall then be signed by all parties.  

6 Staff members: 
Transportation Planning Manager
• Supervises planning and technical staff and consultants, develops and implements all Division of 

Transportation Planning (including MPO) planning projects and programs including plans, contracts, 
budgets, finances and audits.
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Administrative Assistant
• Administrative aide for the director

Engineer III
• Planning, coordinating, and reviewing the work of subordinate technical employees and consulting 

engineers/transportation planners engaged in the administration of roadway, and transportation projects

Planner II - Active Transportation Planner
• Leads development of and maintenance of the County’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan as a component 

of the long-range transportation plan (LRTP) and multi-use trails, pedestrian and bicycle facilities, and 
implements bicycle and pedestrian planning strategies and policies in the LRTP

Senior Planner
• Advance and responsible professional planning work of complex specialized projects and studies with a 

minimum of supervision

SR Development Review Technician
• Assist and coordinate MPO and other County Departments in the documentation process for FHWA/

FTA/State and public at-large grant reimbursements.  Assist and coordinate in preparation of 
meetings, scopes, minutes, agendas, and other MPO related regional and local documentation and 
reimbursements.

MPO Planning Funding 
The current adopted Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) details the MPO budget and describes 
transportation planning activities and products to be developed by the MPO for Fiscal Years 2017 and 2018. 
Transportation planning activities and products of other transportation planning agencies are also reflected 
in the UPWP for informational purposes.

The Pasco County MPO UPWP reflects a total of $1,665,924 in planning funding in the Pasco County area in FY 
2017/2018. Regularly recurring funding is shown in the following list. All additional funding in the Pasco County 
MPO UPWP comes from non-recurring sources.

Regularly recurring funding sources for the Pasco County MPO and FY 2017/2018 funding levels include 
(figures come from statewide distribution tables provided by the FDOT and from the Pasco County MPO 
UPWP):
• Federal transportation planning funds (PL): $656,694 (of which $350,000 are in base funds and the 

remainder is based on population)
• Federal transit planning funds (5305 funds): $139,714
• State matching transit planning funds: $17,464
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• State transportation disadvantaged funds: $29,962
• Local funds: $17,464  (provided by the Pasco County)

The UPWP is broken into major areas of work also known as tasks. The major tasks and percent of funding in FY 
2017/2018 (excluding funds shown for informational purposes) include:
• General Administration & Program Development (15%)
• Public Participation (6%)
• Surveillance Activities (5%)
• Transportation Improvement Program (2%)
• Systems Planning (40%)
• Transit Planning Program (30%)
• Statewide and Regional Planning and Coordination Activities (2%)

Project Prioritization
MPOs prioritize transportation projects both as part of the development of the Long Range Transportation 
Plan (LRTP) and annually in the List of Prioritized Projects as part of the transportation programming process.

The MOBILITY 2040 Transportation Plan was developed to reinforce the goals adopted by the MPO Board to 
guide the plan development process. Six goals were adopted:   
• Support economic development.
• Improve safety & security.
• Provide local and regional connectivity & transportation choices.
• Create quality places.
• Provide a reliable & efficient multimodal transportation system.
• Encourage public participation.  

MOBILITY 2040 was developed by identifying and ensuring consistency with various plans and visions within 
Pasco County and the West Central Florida region. Key elements that had a major impact in guiding the 
MOBILITY 2040 vision include the following:   
• Pasco County vision
• Other local vision plans (cities, corridors, and/or areas)
• Regional vision and coordination (adjacent MPOs, counties/cities, regional agencies)
• Public participation        

The MOBILITY 2040 Cost Affordable Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) reflects a $7.2 billion transportation 
program from 2020 to 2040. Compared to the total cost of the 2035 LRTP (adopted in 2009), the 2040 
Plan represents a reduction of 26%, primarily due to lower revenues from federal/State sources and some 
reductions in local transportation revenue. The distribution of costs by transportation mode and program is 
summarized as follows:
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• 62% to highway expansion ($4,,451 million);   
• 9.6% to highway maintenance ($689 million);   
• 26.1% to transit operations & capital ($1,881  million); 
• 1% technology/congestion management ($71 million); and 
• 1.3% to trails, sidewalks, bicycle facilities ($94 million).     

An estimated $6.3 billion—nearly 88% of the $7.2 billion transportation plan—comes from local funding 
sources. Nearly all of the transit needs identified for Pasco County are funded in MOBILITY 2040 (largely due to 
the Charter County Sales Surtax, which is assumed to be in place from 2025 to 2040). 

The project selection and prioritization process used by the Pasco County Metropolitan Planning Organization 
(MPO) for the Priority List of Projects begins with the identification of transportation needs for all transportation 
modes based on the Mobility 2040 Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) that was adopted December 9, 
2014. The transportation projects that were identified in the MPO’s “Needs” plan are prioritized to assist in the 
development of the Cost Affordable Plan. The transition from the “Needs” Plan to the Cost Affordable Plan, in 
a priority order, is determined by applying a number of technical evaluation criteria.

Project Funding
The current adopted financially feasible 5-Year Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), adopted in June 
2017, details all surface transportation project funding in the MPO area for fiscal years 2017/2018 through FY 
2022/2023. 

Sources of Pasco County MPO TIP funds (based on June 2017 TIP Document presentation) are as follows:
• Federal: $113.31million
• State: $211.79 million
• Local: $18.97 million (includes only local funds shown in the FDOT work program, such as local match for 

grants)
• Tolls/Bonds: $0 million
• Total: $344.07 million
Funds shown in the TIP and included in the FDOT Five-Year Work Program (i.e. excluding local project funds 
shown for informational purposes) will be used as follows:
• Intersections/Interchanges/Signals/ITS: 0.00%
• PD&E/Planning/Other: 0.95%
• Stand Alone Walk/Bike: 2.67%
• Ports/Airports/Rail: 3.08%
• Roadway Capacity: 70.24%
• Bridges and Maintenance: 5.21%
• Transit/Transportation Demand Management: 9.59%
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There are no local projects shown in the TIP for informational purposes
Public Participation
The Pasco County MPO Public Participation Plan (PPP) was most recently adopted on February 13, 2014, 
and was subsequently amended on December 11, 2014. The PPP describes the roles of the Pasco MPO 
and delineates the tools and techniques in the PPP that are used to accomplish the objectives of the MPO, 
including informing the public of the transportation planning processes. The PPP thoroughly describes the 
MPO and the PPP, outlines the MPO functions and public notification requirements pursuant to Florida Statute 
Chapter 286 regarding open government. Public participation tools and techniques are elaborated on in the 
PPP with a separate chapter that focuses primarily on engaging the traditionally underserved citizens. Finally, 
the PPP concludes with the MPO’s goals and objectives related to their PPP. 

The MPO PPP defines five objectives to effectively involve the public in Pasco county MPO transportation 
planning activities, each with detailed performance measures.
1. The first objective is to promote proactive and early public involvement and to provide diverse 

opportunities for public involvement to as many people as possible. There are ten performance measures 
associated with this first objective. 
1.1.  The first performance measure is to document the frequency of public workshops, events, 
presentations, and meetings that are held by the MPO in a manner that allows the events to be tracked 
by project, date, and location. 
1.2.  Visualization tools will be used, when appropriate, to enhance the communication process, and 
should be made available to the public upon request. 
1.3.  A minimum of two public workshops will be held for the long range transportation plan update 
process and the Access Pasco Transit Development Plan update process. These workshops should be 
held in venues that are accessible by transit. 
1.4.  A minimum of two public workshops will be held for the long range transportation plan update 
process and the Access Pasco Transit Development Plan update process. These workshops should be 
held in venues that are accessible by transit, with additional emphasis on outreach to underserved or 
minority populations. 
1.5.  The MPO will hold meetings and events, other than those associated with the Long-Range 
Transportation Plan, at convenient locations.
1.6.  All required newspaper advertisements must be placed in the two major regional publications 
(Tampa Bay Times and the Tampa Tribune) within the recommended public notification time period for 
the LRTP, TDP, TIP, and UPWP.
1.7.  All MPO publications supporting the LRTP, TIP, and UPWP will be placed on the MPO’s website. 
1.8.  The MPO’s mailing and email lists will be continuously reviewed and updated in coordination with 
County departments.
1.9.  An annual review of options and staff requirements for using social media tools will be conducted. 
1.10.  The implementations and uses of at least one social media tool will be tracked throughout the 
development of the LRTP and the TDP. 
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2. The second objective is to provide easy access to information and key decisions in a user-friendly format. 
This objective has nine defined performance measures.
2.1.  The first associated performance measure is to annually review the available options and possible 
funding for broadcasting public meetings. This service was discontinued in fall of 2012 due to budget 
cuts.
2.2.  A minimum of two newsletters shall be produced as the second performance measure. 
2.3.  All publications that invite public comment will be made available on the MPO website.
2.4.  All public hearings will be held where transit is available. 
2.5.  All hearings will rotate between Dade City Historic Courthouse and the Pasco County Government 
Center.
2.6.  One copy of each major Plan or Program will be placed in each of the library branches throughout 
the county, once the Plan or Program is adopted. 
2.7.  At least one copy of printed materials such as newsletters and informal flyers will be placed in the 
main lobby of the two hearing sites mentioned in 2.5 above.
2.8.  The number of special brochures produced and the method of distribution will be documented.
2.9.   The number of special brochures produced and the method of distribution, specifically for 
underrepresented communities, will be documented.

3. The third objective is to effectively involve the transportation underserved community. This objective has 
thirteen defined performance measures.
3.1.  Annually review and update the membership status of the transportation underserved community 
included on the mailing list. 
3.2.  Annually identify and update locations for holding public workshops in areas that have high 
concentrations of transportation underserved population.
3.3.  A minimum of two public workshops will be held in locations with high concentrations of 
transportation underserved population.
3.4.  Annually demonstrate the option to “select language” feature on the MPO website at the CAC, 
TAC, BPAC, and LCB meetings. 
3.5.  Annually coordinate with the LCB to communicate the use of the MPO website and the “select 
language” feature. 
3.6.  Annually identify limited English proficiency media options.
3.7.  Develop and distribute announcements to Spanish media.
3.8.  Develop publication in Spanish and link the publications to the MPO website. 
3.9.  Annually translate one MPO publication, such as the MPO newsletter, into Spanish and link the 
translated publication to the MPO website. 
3.10.  Produce a minimum of one flyer, survey, or informational sheet in Spanish for public outreach during 
the LRTP and TDP updates. 
3.11.  Maintain the LEP and Title VI link on the MPO website. 
3.12.  Provide a translator for public hearings when reasonable notice is provided (5 to 10 days in 
advance)
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3.13.  Provide a translated version of materials in Spanish.
4. The fourth objective is to consider and provide opportunities for public input in transportation decision 

making. This objective has eight defined performance measures.
4.1.  The first performance measure is to develop and implement a general commitment card for the 
MPO that will document comments by issue/project.
4.2.  Maintain an email link on the MPO website to allow citizens to voice their concerns, and document 
the comments submitted. 
4.3.  Document all comment cards collected during workshops. 
4.4.  Implement comment cards for use at public workshops, meetings, etc. 
4.5.  Document the analysis of one major LRTP outreach event and one major TDP event to demonstrate 
the success of reaching traditionally transportation underserved populations. 
4.6.  Document the responses to comment cards and other public input for consideration when analyzing 
if transportation underserved populations were reached. 
4.7.  Summarize and document the types of responses collected during an outreach event.
4.8.  Document and incorporate all comments received. 

5. The fifth and final objective of the PPP is to continuously monitor and improve the PPP. There are 3 
performance measures associated with this objective.
5.1.  Explore new ideas and strategies to improve the public participation process.
5.2.  Evaluate the PPP every two to three years.
5.3.  Update the PPP at least every three to five years based on performance measures. 

MPO Role in Land Use
The Pasco MPO is responsible for the development of the population and employment forecast mainly used 
for development of the LRTP, utility planning, mobility fees and corridor studies. Development of the land use 
forecast for the upcoming LRTP is based on scenario planning to be coordinated with surrounding MPO’s. 

The forecast will have proposals for changes in future land use designations as identified in local government 
comprehensive plans within Pasco County. Furthermore, MPO staff is directly involved in assisting Pasco 
County in reviewing transportation funding impacts to the LRTP as part of the future land use plan 
amendment review process. Lastly, the MPO staff assists the County in reviewing and commenting on land 
use plan amendments in the surrounding Counties as appropriate.

MPO Role in Economic Development
Pasco County MPO staff are members of the Regional Goods Movement Advisory Committee (GMAC) 
established and supported by FDOT. The GMAC assists in development of a regional goods movement plan 
in support of economic development in the region. In addition, the MPO staff is involved in the review and 
conduct of various roadway corridor or feasibility studies to support economic development sites within 
Pasco County. The MPO staff also assists the county in establishing/updating mobility fees that provide 
incentives for desired developments in desired development areas. The LRTP is considered the Mobility Plan 
to establish Mobility Fees.



Tampa’s Beaches (2017).
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Chris Lukasina, Capital Area MPO Executive Director

Internal Operations (Structural Setup and Procedures)

In the past, when consolidation of the MPOs has been broached, the outcome has always been to work more closely 

together but keep the decision-making separate. The different philosophies between the two MPOs often end up in the 

same place. At some point, MPOs can get too big (to be effective). In the most recent Census, the MPO was looking 

at another expansion to the south; if both consolidation (due to federal legislation that was retracted) then a differ-

ent system, like NYMTC, would have to been considered. A joint board with weighted voting may well have ended up 

prioritizing different projects than those that are in play now; two separate boards have voted to support each other to 

acquire federal funding. Regardless of the subject matter the Triangle Region has tended to work together – a collec-

tive sense of regionalism exists.

He could see that CAMPO might eventually move forward with multiple technical boards and one policy board. How-

ever, the state at one point did not agree that a single policy board could represent multiple MPOs / urbanized plan-

ning areas. The more immediate issue is just fiscal capacity and creating space for everyone to be represented and 

talk inside of a meeting space. The staff gets out to meet with every MPO member agency/jurisdiction at least twice 

each year – again, a lot of time is spent working with all the members.

Local v. Regional (Regional and Local Needs Satisfied)

Feels that once a MPO hits a million population the trend is actually to separate, he feels. Both MPO boards (DCHC 

and CAMPO) have to approve the work program for transit, even in the wake of two separate referenda for sales tax 

directed to public transit. A Transit Governance Interlocal Agreement (ILA) outlined the management authority and 

protocols between the two MPOs and transit operators. Note: the ILA is signed by transit operators, Wake County, Wake 

County municipalities, NC State, CAMPO, and Research Triangle Park Foundation. 

One issue currently is that the premier transit project in the DCHC study area, light passenger rail between Durham and 

Orange counties, eats up all of the money on that side of the region. The challenge to link the two counties is to get the 

DCHC MPO funds 10 years in advance of when they would normally acquire it. The DCHC region now has the equiva-

lent of a TPAC (Transit Planning Advisory Committee).

There are periodic meetings of the two policy boards, and more frequent meetings of the Executive Committees 

(chairs, vice-chairs, and senior staff from the two MPOs) due to state priority funding laws (Surface Transportation Initia-

tive). The MPOs have effectively reached across the line to each other to do a number of joint studies; there are five 

recent or currently active joint projects now.

Capital Area MPO

MPO Peer Study Interview Notes
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The MPO directors, elected officials, and other key players have served on regional project committees or efforts even 

outside of the MPO. He feels that it is a nearly unique mindset. Over time, CAMPO has become more multimodal over 

time, bringing them closer to the funding mindset of DCHC; the STI / priority process has also had a leveling effect by 

introducing uniform priority factors for federal and state funding.

Engaging the Public Effectively

CAMPO has subdivided their large region into several planning districts and MTP updates are conducted sequentially 

for each district. This situation allows for more detailed planning for each of the districts, compared to one, large, com-

prehensive MTP study. By the time that the full MTP is adopted, it becomes more of an exercise in fiscal constraint.

Internal Communication (How to Work a Crowd)

Over time both MPOs have taken steps and spent a lot of effort and energy to work more closely with smaller jurisdic-

tions, building the local administered projects program whereby the MPO provides financing to smaller jurisdictions for 

planning and design studies. In many ways it’s about fairness and respect, not reserving one thing for a certain class 

of members but not others. Importantly, the MTP is the only vehicle identifying candidate projects – there is no special 

“call for projects” to fit into the state’s STI / priority process. Over time, people have come to respect that position and it 

has made the system easier to understand and strengthened the position of the MTP. What they have found is that the 

MPO members are self-policing, and individual members will identify procedural issues incurred by other members. 

Working with State Agencies (Generating and Managing Dollars)

It is important to recognize that there is a big difference between the top two or three MPOs in the state and the other 

TMAs and MPOs in North Carolina. The state’s project priority legislation and policy have impacted how every MPO 

(and RPO) considers project priorities and injected a framework for project priorities. Both MPOs have to work together 

to address regional-scale projects (e.g., US 64 improvements); and they have a strong responsibility to represent the 

interests of their individual member jurisdictions on those regional projects. The state’s 404 Merger Process includes a 

seat at the table for MPOs that forces consideration of alternatives through screening and alternative development 

processes by the state.

Land Development (Linking Land and Transport Decisions)

The 2035 MTP required the technical committee to come to an agreement about 10% of the growth; ultimately, the 

totals exceeded the state demographer’s forecast for the county as a whole. The Imagine 2040 process utilized Com-

munityViz and a more robust technical process to allocate growth, develop common place types as building blocks, 

land use suitability factors, and so forth. If one entity doesn’t like the forecast results then it is the responsibility of that 

member agency to indicate why the forecast is incorrect.

Resiliency (How MPOs Manage Change and Challenges)

CAMPO has a strategic plan for the MPO, which will be updated once the Census comes out and the urbanized area 

definition is upheld or changed. This process helps them consider staffing and organizational structures to adapt to 

change. The strategic plan is high-level and updated every four-five years. One thing that this plan calls for is a peer 

exchange program with other MPOs (e.g., Charlotte has had three peer exchanges), and could be done with the 

Tampa Region MPOs, possibly a series of actions like visits, web-based interactions, etc.
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Joe Milazzo, II, Regional Transportation Alliance Executive Director

Thanks for reaching out to RTA – the organization serves as the voice of the regional business community on transporta-

tion. It was formed 15 years ago through several of the area chambers of commerce. They get into highways, transit, 

and air service, and partner with the MPOs, NCDOT, transit agencies, airport, etc. but are not part of the government 

or an MPO: the idea is to solidify priorities from the business perspective. 

The RTA organization supports strong, robust regional cooperation. 

The following are professional observations, not necessarily a formal opinion of the RTA, of what regional cooperation 

can look like. 

Having two adjacent but separate MPOs has worked out very well, including a single, regional transportation plan as 

one tangible sign of that success. Given the question of what is being lost by not having combined MPOs, in his own 

view, the region has saved on complexity and achieved a more appropriate level of focus. In his view they are better 

off by not being combined: the bigger the footprint, the less focus. The planners are capable of picking up the phone 

to collaborate with each other on the limited number of regional facilities that cross the MPO boundary: one rail line, 

one Interstate, US 70, etc. – all of which have been dealt with successfully. All the other, sub-regional projects then get 

a better level of focus. Bottoms-up regionalism is the process that works here, with regional happening when it needs 

to: being regional doesn’t always mean doing the same thing at the same time. Plus keeping the MPOs separate re-

duces the number of varying political jurisdictions and perspectives to deal with for each issue. 

With respect to regional transit funding, Orange/Durham and Wake counties passed separate funding initiatives years 

apart. Atlanta is an example of an area that perhaps grew too fast too quickly. It is not a statement of scientific truth 

that bigger is necessarily better. Regional also means level of focus on issues that matter to the region, public engage-

ment, etc. There is no reason to think that one community on one side of the region cares anything about a sidewalk 

project in another community on the other side of the region. In Arkansas (which he recently visited), the communities 

there are split among how ready they are for transit. Those that are ready should move forward should do so; don’t let 

other groups hold you back from accomplishing those ends. 

The Triangle is one economic market with three travel sub-markets (and even other commuter markets for one MPO 

that have nothing to do with the other side of the region). None of the six bus rapid transit or light rail transit projects 

cross the boundary of the two MPOs. The number of cross-boundary regional issues left is relatively small. Access to the 

airport is going to be needed through the foreseeable future on road-based solutions; future concepts might be BRT, 

bus on shoulders, express lanes on I-40 all of which will occur over time. Research Triangle Park, which does straddle the 

MPO boundary, is unique with 50,000 employees and no residents; the RTA business coalition was founded in part to 

deal with solutions for RTP.  Most regional solutions across the MPO boundary in the Park are already in place (turnpike, 

bus on shoulder) or approved (commuter rail). 

In the last several years the relationship between the MPOs and NCDOT have gotten more collaborative, in part due to 

the STI / prioritization process. The region applies priority points on various projects together; the DOT process itself helps 

support regional cooperation. The MPOs no longer just receive information from the state level, they are collaborative 

in helping to create information. 
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He would be cautious about merging a lot of MPOs since it dilutes individual voices and doesn’t necessarily help reach 

agreements on regional issues. Regional transit agencies, regional airports – fine, although it’s working to have one 

regional and multiple local transit agencies.

John Hodges-Copple, Triangle J Council of Governments Regional Planning Director

The TJCOG provides support in different areas to the two MPOs in the Triangle Region. One of those areas is with land 

development and planning. The busiest link (I-40) in the transportation network is shared between the two MPOs. The 

old way of forecasting was very ad hoc, e.g., “I think this or that area will grow by 10%.” A more systematic, transpar-

ent, and changeable mechanism was desired, and was subsequently contracted to a consultant (Matt Noonkester). 

The TJCOG convinced the two MPOs that it didn’t make sense to hire a consultant every four years, so the COG does 

most of the work in the current update (although the same consultant was contracted to simplify and update the basic 

model). The TJCOG updated the placetypes, control totals for jobs / housing, and ran the allocation model, created 

scenarios and outputs that feed directly into the Triangle Regional Travel Demand Model. 

There are seven main things that TJCOG does for the two MPOs:

 z Land Use
 z Air Quality Conformity (work with NCDENR Division of Air Quality for emissions factors, do the reporting to ensure 

that conformity doesn’t lapse)
 z Fiscal Constraint
 z Single MTP Report
 z Facilitate the TRTDM Committee
 z Facilitate the Joint MPO Executive Committee (4 times per year) and Joint Policy Board (2 times per year)
 z STI/SPOT (prioritization system for the State) issue representation as a single voice

For the single MTP report, the TJCOG helps divide up the tasks and coordinate between the two MPOs so that if one 

MPO did one great section and another MPO did a different great chapter they could combine the strengths of both. 

The TJCOG started drafting one report even before it was authorized by the two MPOs…that came later, and resulted 

in a national AMPO award for the practice. They are now on their third joint MTP, with 2045 being the first time that uni-

fied metrics were used for both MPOs, although the two MPOs can have different targets (e.g., different mode share 

targets). There is a list of projects for each MPO (as appendices) so that there are still individual components. 

For the joint executive board meetings, the genesis was the state’s STI / SPOT prioritization system (the joint policy board 

meetings had been going on for some years prior to the initiation of STI / SPOT). Since the two MPOs share the same 

funding region (e.g., they are competitive for project funding), it made sense for them to collaborate on some regional 

projects. The joint boards were useful in agreeing to an objective that major transit projects would proceed seamlessly 

through the process. CAMPO, for example, agree to defer most BRT project scenarios until next SPOT round in two years 

when project details are better defined through the just-started MIS process for Wake BRT projects. The joint meet-

ings have accomplished building better relationships between the leadership of the two MPOs; previously, they knew 

surprisingly little about each other or their project priorities. Additionally, once every month (approximately, may be 

more frequent depending on current situation) there is a standing meeting for technical staff to address miscellaneous 

technical issues; no griping about issues without a proposed solution. 
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With respect to potentially improving the situation by merging the two MPOs, he feels that the processes that they are 

working on are being done cheaper now than before. Further efficiencies would be realized by merging staffs; the 

least important aspect is merging the policy boards since individual member voices would be lost. In this case, they 

have not lost any opportunities by not being merged. Merging MPOs probably would be a “best” solution for efficient 

operation and seamless technical work, but probably 95% of the ideal can be achieved through willing collaboration 

among separate MPOs. That being said, it is possible to see how it could all fall apart if a new person at the top staff 

level didn’t want to collaborate (the policy level isn’t as important since those positions turn over more frequently).  
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Flo Raitano, Director of Partnership Development and Innovation, Denver Regional Council of Governments

Regional Revenue (Generating and Managing Dollars)

To pay for MPO functions and transit planning for the entire DRCOG planning area, the 5303 funds are combined with 

PL funds through the CDOT CPG grant. Dues are enough for capital float, in-kind is provided and used for match, and 

there is a fund balance for cushion to help operate the organization. The Area Agency on Aging is funded with federal 

and state funds from the allocation pool. The indirect rate helps to fund the back office operations including adminis-

tration, and finance. Some of the transportation improvement program (TIP) funding is used to support transportation 

demand management (TDM) operations and staff.  DRCOG has also attracted large federal agency grants, Dept. of 

Veteran’s Affairs (VA) pilot programs and pilot funding, and DRCOG conducts fees for service work (mostly to the ben-

efit of smaller jurisdictions).  Federal funds (STP Urban and others suballocated funds) are distributed by DROCG through 

the TIP process (a call for projects) and then DRCOG monitors the progress of implementation. There is a delay process 

first year and a second year delay for variance.  

DRCOG is considering how to take a more active role in contracting, specifically in TDM projects. Traditionally DRCOG 

selects projects and then turns project implementation over to another agency. DRCOG is now trying to determine if 

there is an advantage to DRCGOG contracting some of these projects themselves, rather than having another agency 

contract them – will there be better regional coordination, better service to members, and/or better use of funds? 

When a project sponsor is engaging in a planning and environmental linkages study or a NEPA process for a project, 

DRCOG engages in those projects and supports though modeling efforts even though it may not be their project to 

implement. They run a TDM project for the region “Way to Go” regional ride sharing program funded through TIP funds. 

The operations program at DRCOG works closely with local governments for signal progression, coordination, timing, 

interties, etc. on major corridors around the region. But DROCG does not implement. Instead, local governments are 

supported with technical assistance from DRCOG. As an example, the Central 70 project, the NEPA process was used 

to work through those issues and come up with mitigation actions. DRCOG’s involvement was at the back end of that 

process. Project level issues were already being dealt with by the sponsor and is formalized through project delay - 

there is penalization if a project is not delivered by the deadline enforced by DRCOG.  Dues and local funding formula 

is based on population size, there is a minimum threshold that requires the smaller municipalities pay $600 per year 

(with the formula they would pay significantly less), the largest member (consolidated Denver city and county) holds 

two seats and therefore pays dues twice. Dues accounts for 7-8 percent of the DRCOG budget, which is sufficient to 

provide capital float (paying agency expenses) ahead of the federal reimbursement of the consolidated planning 

grant (CPG) funds. Dues are calculated based on information from the Colorado Department of Local Affairs’ annual 

reports. Dues are rounded to the nearest $100 with a minimum charge of $600 per year regardless of the size of the ju-

risdiction. Dues are calculated based on a per capita charge of $0.11 and a mill levy of $0.01 per $1000 of assessed val-

ue. The second factor in the dues calculation, the mil levy for assessed valuation, is an important leveler for some of the 

metro communities with sizable populations, but very low income residents. Those communities often lack a great deal 

Denver Regional COG
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of internal capacity and have limited revenue streams, so it allows them to contribute at a level more based on what 

they can afford. RTD has contributed money to DRCOG studies on several occasions. There is currently a study going 

on called the Mobility Choice Blueprint that CDOT, DRCOG, and RTD each have contributed $400,000 for with CDOT as 

the lead. The study is indented to help align the region from a technology standpoint with connected vehicles, autono-

mous vehicles - making sure the 3 agencies have a plan moving forward, are coordinated, and working well together 

investing in those forms of new technology. They also work together, on a number of other projects. Areas that RTD has 

contributed to in the past often revolve around transportation modeling and forecasting, and when they moved to 

a tour based model from a four-step model, RTD contributed to their efforts. DRCOG is the lead and is contracting to 

support mode choice development in the model. There are regional travel behavior surveys to support model valida-

tion (O&D - origin destination studies) and RTD provided funding to DRCOG for those efforts. There are instances of 

RTD contributing to DRCOG, although RTD goes to DRCOG for funding more often. DRCOG does take a role in funding 

transit services in the area. The Fastracks plan is a major build out, and DRCOG committed $60 million to the $4.7 billion 

project to help with construction and buildout. They also committed a second $60 million to local governments for con-

struction using flex highway dollars (CMAQ and STP urban area funds). For studies, they provide support through station 

area master plans which are grants to local jurisdictions to develop land use and implementation plans around rapid 

transit station support to local jurisdiction. Flex dollars from FHWA or FTA are used for smaller transit capital improvement 

projects for RTD and have provided funds to support services. RTD applied for a 3 year service grant through DRCOG to 

improve services on one of their downtown circulators for the operational frequency and they are now operating at a 

higher frequency. There are a few local jurisdictions that support transit warranted by RTD service standards that have 

applied to DRCOG for grants to support more frequent service – these grants have been receive and provided; some 

through the TIP and some through the UPWP. DRCOG had no role in passing taxes.

Internal Operations (Structural Setup and Procedures)

There are 108± staff in the entire agency. In the Transportation Planning and Operations division there are about 20 

staff MPO planners, traffic modeling, TIP programs, LRP, traffic operations, and GIS. Additionally, there are several staff 

who work on MPO activities and not in the division, but they are UPWP funded – amounting to approximately 12 addi-

tional MPO staff members. There are approximately 32 (20+12) DRCOG staff working on MPO functions.

Local v. Regional (Regional and Local Needs Satisfied)

The DRCOG board of directors is the MPO policy board; the deciding body for everything that the agency does, in-

cluding MPO functions. The Regional Transportation Committee (RTC) helps to implement the 3C process. When there 

are MPO actions needed (approving the long range plan or the TIP, etc.), the actions taken by the RTC and the actions 

taken by the DRCOG Board must be identical.  There is not a formal dispute resolution process, but the Board has to 

either adopt precisely what the RTC recommends or send it back to the RTC for further consideration (it is not common 

for recommendations to be sent back to the RTC). It helps that there is significant overlap between the two member-

ships (DRCOG Board and RTC) and that the DRCOG Executive Director is a member of the RTC. The Regional Transpor-

tation District (RTD) is an eight county transit provide and a creation of the state of Colorado. RTD services include bus, 

rail, shuttles, ADA paratransit services, demand responsive services like Call-n-Ride, special event services, and van-

pools. RTD was created by the legislature as a taxing district with its own boundaries (which overlap DRCOG boundar-

ies, but are no identical). Sales taxes are levied using a base system (bus) and a dedicated sales tax (fast track - rapid 
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transit for rail, etc.).They have an elected Board of Directors in geographic districts. RTD and DRCOG work closely as 

partners. There are RTD members on DRCOG committees, there are ex-officio members on the DRCOG Board, and 

DRCOG works with them every day in a variety of other ways. The RTD sales tax covers multiple counties. The FAS-

TRACKS (vote of the people in 2004) is dedicated to the construction of the FasTracks program (122 miles of commuter 

and light rail) at 0.04 percent or 4/10ths of a cent and the base system tax is at 0.06 percent or 6/10ths of a cent and 

can be spent on anything by RTD. A simple majority was needed of everyone living in the RTD taxing district. The local 

vs regional functions are not bridged by the ACT and ICG. ACT is a collaboration between DRCOG, CDOT regions, RTD, 

FHWA, FTA - regional state and federal agency partners. Meetings are held bimonthly at the staff level.  ICG is a similar 

function and utilizes similar coordination methods between air quality agencies. Counties are important, but do not 

have the same power as the regional agencies. The Board (59 members) represent dues paying organizations and 

they ultimately serve the local governments, counties, and cities who pay the bills. Division directors are engaged in 

member municipalities and county governments with a goal set to reach out to every member once a year including 

rural and small members and planning directors. RTD is on DRCOGs Regional Transportation Committee and Technical 

Advisory Committee. The processes have worked from a collaborative perspective to help RTD accomplish its planning 

objectives. At the policy level, there is no formal involvement from DRCOG in the RTD board’s policy decision making. 

At the staff level, typically when RTD is doing a study or a planning effort, they make a request for staff participation on 

RTDs committees which DRCOG always agrees to provide. On a project by project basis, RTD has a regional BRT study 

currently underway and DRCOG is helping fund the study with grant funds through the TIP process for CMAQ/STP metro 

funds. The purpose of this BRT study is to identify the best candidate corridors in the region for future BRT service. The 

BRT corridor is in preliminary engineering in NEPA and has DRCOG involvement at the TAC level. The local jurisdictions 

through which the BRT system would run have policy members who are also members of the DRCOG board. There are 

some instances of this level of involvement on a project by project basis allowing DRCOG to select people with the best 

skill set to be engaged. The BRT regional corridor study would typically be handled by MPO, but RTD took a lead on the 

planning effort of the study with DRCOG’s involvement and financial support.  

Engaging the Public Effectively

The agency as a whole has a very robust committee and stakeholder presence, it relies on this presence to accomplish 

local public involvement efforts at least in terms of the planning process. DRCOG would like to do more at the neigh-

borhood level, but size makes it difficult in comparison to what cities and counties are already doing. As of January 

2018, DRCOG assumed control and management of the Citizens’ Academy, formerly a program of Transit Alliance. 

Transit Alliance was a Colorado nonprofit corporation whose mission was to empower citizens to lead the transforma-

tion of Colorado’s mobility future. DRCOG will host its first Citizens’ Academy in the fall of 2018. DRCOG anticipates 

continuing the most prevalent format of the Academy, a seven-week classroom-based adult learning model that 

introduces participants to regional issues and civic advocacy. DRCOG will continue the legacy of the Citizens’ Acad-

emy, while expanding its curriculum to focus on issues that influence and impact DRCOG’s mission. The Academy will 

combine lectures, small group discussion, and networking among participants. In addition to these three dynamics, 

students learned by working independently, developing individual action plans for implementation. Individual action 

plans are intended to provide an opportunity to reflect and empower Citizens’ Academy participants. These action 

plans also give participants an opportunity to partner with an outside party to identify tactics and goals to advance 
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their individual projects.

Project Implementation and Prioritization (Traditional & Non-Traditional Roles of the MPO)

From the MTP: the cost feasible plan project breakdown is shown in Table 5.4 on p. 91. It’s a little hard to tell how things 

are prioritized. It is clear that transit is driven by available funds for RTD through the dedicated transit tax. Preservation 

also seems to be a function of available funding and need. What appears to be scored is new projects using federal 

funds available to the MPO (TAP, CMAQ, STP Urban, etc.). DRCOG has a call for projects and then they evaluate the 

projects that are submitted. The scoring criteria are extensive and shown in Table A on p.100 of the plan appendix  

https://drcog.org/sites/drcog/files/resources/FINAL%20-%202040%20MVRTP%20-%20Appendices%20-%20April%202017.

pdf.

Dispute Resolution (Handling the Inevitable Clash)

Regional projects, local area impact, and potential local opposition – Discussions on projects provides the opportunity 

for public comment, the local public are encouraged to attend public hearings and make their comments known. 

DRCOG is usually involved at the end of the process and sponsors have to deal with potential concerns before they 

reach the regional level (this refers to the call for projects process used by DRCOG to allocate STP Urban and other 

sub-allocated funds). There is frequent coordination with local members to assist in the process of finding a resolution.  

Overall, potential issues can’t be foreign to existing MPOs. A board like DRCOG with many local representatives helps to 

smooth the process between local vs regional, as does the solicitation of projects through direct MPO/DRCOG pro-

graming funds.

Internal Communication (How to Work a Crowd)

All 58 members of DRCOG’s Board of Directors has a vote. Everyone participates in the discussion and decision making, 

irrespective of size. All jurisdictions in the MPO boundary are eligible to propose projects for the TIP call process as long 

as the project meets the Board-specified criteria for the TIP call for projects. Board meetings are always in the same 

place because of the Board’s size, they have the facilities to accommodate all members in their Denver office, but not 

elsewhere. Meetings are recorded and archived with recordings available the next day online.  Planning processes 

have remote hearings and meetings around the region, so it is more convenient for the public to attend.

Working with State Agencies (Generating and Managing Dollars)

DRCOG and state agencies generally get along. The organizations have different missions, processes, etc., which can 

make decision-making, collaboration, implementation, and prioritization difficult. But there is a cooperative relation-

ship especially when getting through issues. Recently, Colorado DOT changed from the Department of Highways which 

had completely different objectives than the multimodal objectives and solutions of DRCOG, but they are working to 

try to bridge those differences. The jointly funded Mobility Choice is a several year initiative to figure out where they are 

going in the region. The initiative encourages DRCOG and CDOT to find ways to work together on big picture items.  A 

rural/urban divide is largely present in Colorado and the Denver region, both agencies are faced with handling this as 

well. The DRCOG Board attempts to follow the principle that they speak with one voice or not at all and the Board is 

pretty good at following this principle.

Land Development (Linking Land and Transport Decisions)
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The MPO does not participate in traditional land use planning, but they create regional aspirational plans including 

aspirational growth and development, aspirational mobility future, environmental outcomes, public health and the 

built environment. DRCOG does create a regional land use vision, but nothing is created that gets in the way of local 

land use authority. Land use maps are not produced, but they do long range land use forecasts including population 

forecasts making local planning assumptions. The Regional Growth Framework for the long range transportation plan 

focuses on controlling sprawl while encouraging density growth in dedicated urban centers. Growth targets are set 

for future urban uses in the region and each local government within the region is allocated some proportion of urban 

growth.  The urban growth area (UGA)/urban growth boundary (UGB) concepts in the Denver area were modeled 

after Oregon UGB using a voluntary approach. The region set growth targets for future growth functions while really 

thinking about land use and intensity at specific areas in the region. The regional growth framework is an urban con-

tainment strategy to eliminate how much growth occurs on the edge, designating urban centers as places that are 

planned to become more intensely developed largely by mixed use development and multimodal mobility options. 

DRCOG provides financial support for local planning in areas that are planned to become more intensely developed 

over the next 5-25 years.

Resiliency (How MPOs Manage Change and Challenges)

Every few years one of the more outer suburban counties discusses the possibility of breaking off from DRCOG and 

forming their own MPO. Usually no action is taken to follow through.  The historical legacy of DRCOG depends on the 

people in the room. Every 2 years there is significant turn-over in the Board membership, which changes the dynamic 

of the Board. As an example, about 20 years ago the different agencies were at odds and the environment was more 

adversarial, but today things are significantly better between the agencies. Every once in a while there is a controver-

sial project, e.g. the freeway project, beltway extension discussion and whether it should it be in the long range plan. 

The UGB program also had struggles which fractured the Board, because of the possibility that jurisdictions could hold 

sway over other Board member’s development aspirations. 

Additional Interview Notes:

The FASTER legislation was passed in 2009 by the state legislature which raised statewide revenue for transportation 

(programmed by CDOT). It is primarily a registration fee surcharge for specific purposes – the FASTER bridge element 

goes to state bridge system improvements, the FASTER safety component goes to highway safety improvements, and 

the FASTER transit component goes to transit projects across the state.  So, the state DOT now administers rail, and 

smaller transit services. FASTER Funds do not go to MPOs, local jurisdictions, cities, or counties.  

A government owned business enterprise was created, the High Performance Transportation Enterprise (HPTE). The HPTE 

is a semiautonomous division of the state DOT that has the authority to enter into public-private partnerships, has tolling 

authority, has its own Board of Directors separate from the state transportation commission, but works closely and is 

housed within the state DOT. They work on state highway projects, P3s, tolling operations, and express lane projects.    

DRCOG has no role, no authority, and receives no revenue from FASTER. They do have some consulting and approval 

(and veto) authority for new toll facilities and rapid transit projects, but only within their regional boundary (not a part 

of FASTER, but required by state legislation). There is an agreement between the MPO and CDOT to ensure that policy 
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perspectives are aligned.

Constructed toll facilities in the area have demand responsive tolls set by time of day (based on expected demand), 

not dynamic tolling. There is a corridor that is only partly within the DRCOG boundaries in the mountain corridor of I-70 

that is more actively managed toll rates. Overall it varies from facility to facility - the beltway toll lanes will be managed 

differently, and there is an arterial HOV lanes that is managed differently.

There is not a requirement for CDOT and local jurisdictions to implement or support Metro Vision. Metro Vision was a 

collaborative conversation to be sure that values remain the same and that DRCOG, CDOT, and other organizations 

stay committed to the same goals. It is linked organically, rather than required, and incorporates a policy alignment 

that has been “baked” in over decades, including transportation mobility and economic development.  Metro Vision 

is big picture addressing what is important to the regions mobility future.  DRCOG considers what investments will help 

them achieve that future when it comes to selecting projects for the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). At this 

time. there has not yet been a call for projects, but the Board has been asked what they want to accomplish in this 

short term set of investments; the Board has pulled focus areas from Metro Vision’s plan for which investments should be 

used from DRCOG controlled funds.  Metro Vision is not a policy document, but it does inform future policy documents 

(evaluation criteria, etc.); it feeds into the LRTP and TIP. Due to an institutional culture that is present in the region, a very 

collaborative conversation is able to occur throughout the region with Metro Vision supporting following up to help 

keep this culture intact. Metro Vision links and closely aligns to what is already organically in place in the region and is 

used to justify amendments and used as policy guidance to set FAST Act performance targets. Staff is more likely to use 

the Metro Vision as a starting point to influence planning decisions.  

DRCOG controlled and programmed funds – CMAQ funds allocated through CDOT, STP Metro funds allocated by 

federal formula, TAP funds which are a sub to the STP urban allocation. There is a call for projects under those levels of 

funding with a consolidated call for project to be added to the TIP with a master TIP call every 4 years. 

DRCOG has a part in the consultation process with CDOT. CDOT has forums that have input into the statewide TIP 

where the STAC (Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee) is made up of all MPOs in the state and subareas, and 

the transportation planning regions (TPR) process. This group consults CDOT and the state transportation commission on 

the larger statewide decisions.  

Bill Van Meter, Assistant General Manager, Planning, Regional Transportation District (RTD), Transit operator representa-

tive and member of the Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC)

Transportation planning in the Denver metro area has three regional players which include the RTD - the primary transit 

provider, DRCOG - the MPO, and the Department of Transportation. Although the organizations have their issues, they 

have always been able to work together. There are two different levels of relationship between DRCOG and RTD which 

include staff-to-staff and policy board-to-policy board.   At the staff level, the two organization’s staff work closely 

together. Staff has worked together on the transportation demand model; DRCOG is the keeper of the transportation 

demand model and works closely with RTD on the mode choice model and transit assignments. DRCOG has a large 

number of member jurisdictions covering a large area.  They endeavor to select and program projects for the trans-

portation improvement program (TIP), and prioritize and communicate with CDOT and the local jurisdictions. There 
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are many different committees and structures, and they are open and transparent in their process and communica-

tion which fosters a good relationship. DRCOG involves RTD in anything that is transit or transit related such as project 

delays, project changes, and project programming. Additionally, the two organizations’ offices are 2 blocks away from 

each other which contributes positively to the relationship. At the policy level, there is respect between the RTD and 

DRCOG boards. RTD has a directly elected board of directors and some RTD board members are past board members 

of DRCOG. These board members always speak highly of the relationship between the two organizations. As they were 

delivering their Fastracks program - the regional tax payer funded initiative - RTD had financial challenges and DRCOG 

has state mandated oversight capacity for RTD. This state mandated oversight capacity has caused some friction with 

RTDs leadership and decision-making, particularly on how to spend tax payer approved dollars and how to prioritize 

and deprioritize projects. These issues sometimes show as strains at the policy level with local governments. DRCOG’s 

oversight authority is a relatively unique role in transportation planning that impacts transit planning in the metro area. 

In 1990, the state legislature was worried that RTD might consider building fixed guideway, mass transit, light rail, or 

some other investment, that (in the view of legislature at that time) could represent a waste of tax dollars. The legisla-

ture wanted some say in the matter (Senate Bill 208), but rather than have state oversight, they decided to have the 

MPO provide oversight instead. The state mandated that before RTD could construct a fixed guideway corridor, they 

would need to receive approval from DRCOG for technology, alignment, and the method of finance. DRCOG has 

taken that responsibility seriously and has a rigorous approval process requiring RTD to provide comprehensive reports 

and requests presenting what the agency proposes to build, the potential impacts, and the method of financing. 

DRCOG has the responsibility to either approve or deny these requests. This bill has put DRCOG in a position to feel as if 

they can’t take a leadership role in determining the fiscally constrained transit component of the regional transporta-

tion plan, but they do take a lead in the vision plan. They have to have the patina of neutrality given their responsibility 

for approving or denying a proposed fixed guideway investment and they can have that by working closely with RTD 

and their planning department to determine priorities and capabilities. They take the lead on the vision for the fiscally 

unconstrained plan and can easily identify high priority corridors from an effectiveness perspective to determine what 

is needed. The responsibility for considering plan development, analysis, and corridor selection for the fiscally-con-

strained RTP approval perspective is then shared with RTD in a quasi-lead role. When a corridor is ready for construction 

and the funding is in place, RTD formally submits the project for the formal Senate Bill 208 approval process. DRCOG 

takes RTDs guidance, lead, and prioritization and puts the selected corridor in their plan providing very clear docu-

mentation. Overall, the law and their responsibility dictates how the process unfolds.  RTD has had to leave corridors 

that were approved in the RTP and through the Senate Bill 208 process incomplete because they didn’t have the funds 

for implementation. The sales tax initiative Fastracks program, which passed in 2004, promised a number of corridors, 

119 miles of rail, and 18 miles of BRT. DRCOG approved all of those projects for the RTP in one action and most of those 

projects have already been completed. Subsequently, because of scope increases, the recession, etc., the RTD wasn’t 

able to deliver some of the proposed projects. They had to go back to DRCOG after internal discussions to inform them 

that they weren’t building the corridors that were agreed to and approved. DRCOG did not have the power to do any-

thing, but accept RTDs decisions, but they did require regular updates, which were provided. To this point, jurisdictional 

members where projects were rescinded have expressed their displeasure with RTDs decision-making process, but they 

did not assert a different decision-making process. Generally, these projects which are no longer in the fiscally con-

strained plan because fiscal capacity cannot be demonstrated by RTD, but these projects remain in the unconstrained 
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plan. 

DRCOG is an effective MPO. There are more positives to having one transit agency and one MPO for the entire re-

gion - they don’t have to coordinate with another MPO along borders for allocations of funding, and the centralized 

decision-making process works well. A negative is having so many member jurisdictions which can cause geographic 

equity issues and discussions to overcome. One centralized planning function means more voices at the MPO table, 

but the positives outweigh the negatives. Overall, it is helpful that there is one transit agency and one MPO despite the 

fact that both organizations have to address issues of geographic equity. 
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Robert Crum, Jr., Executive Director, HRPDC and HRTPO

Mike Kimbrell, Deputy Director, Transportation Planning Organization

Regional Revenue (Generating and Managing Dollars)

Around 2010, a project priority process was adopted that made the prioritization process more quantitative. They led 

the board through a series of presentations that described the process to make them comfortable – the board still 

has the prerogative to choose the order of projects that they want to see. There has not been a problem with a single 

prioritization system, but it’s pretty complex and arranged around three major factors with several metrics under each 

one: project utility, economic vitality, and project viability (readiness). 

In 2013, the state approved raising the sales tax (0.7 cents on the dollar) and the fuel tax was increased as well (point-

of-entry method, not retail sales, equivalent to $22 million). The Hampton Roads area got more money – about $160 mil-

lion per year – to fund mega-projects. The fund is not managed now by the HRTPO; the general assembly established a 

new commission that now oversees the HRTF monies; the HRTPO provides the prioritization and the HRTAC manages the 

project funding. More localized / regional taxing efforts failed previously (in one instance was not found to be in com-

pliance with the state constitution); new regional projects are now being constructed because of the statewide effort. 

Internal Operations (Structural Setup and Procedures)

The TPO staff has a separate work program and separate staffing, although staff does work on both sides (TPO and 

PDC); for example, the in-house economist is useful for both functions. The HRPDC is the host agency; in effect, every-

one is PDC staff in a PDC building. The conflicts with the FHWA and certification review in 2007 – 2008 may have gone 

too far in some matters, but the level of collaboration between the staff on a project-by-project basis (e.g., sea-level 

rise, military planning). The MPO has 14 staffers, plus Bob Crumb (executive director of both sides); when hiring is com-

plete the number will be 17 people. Some people are shared in terms of administration, meeting logistics, human 

resources, IT, community outreach/Title VI (four people), and financing. The TPO staffing included the community out-

reach/Title VI staff (2 people) and was initially developed just for the TPO.

Local v. Regional (Regional and Local Needs Satisfied)

There has been a lot of work completed in the TPO by the staff to educate local and state leaders to help make people 

realize the quantifiable need for additional revenues and the importance of projects. Making people aware of the 

need goes well beyond the bylaws-related structures, it is a mindset of constant engagement with local officials both 

formal and informal. This long period of outreach led directly to the success of measures to increase revenues. 

An affirmative vote is reached by simple majority of total number of voting members of the board, plus 66% of MPO 

population (all of municipalities or counties, regardless of whether or not all of those areas are inside the MPO planning 

area boundary) voting in favor of motion; plus 60% of all local government members in attendance. If all three criteria 

aren’t met then more discussion is needed. This procedure helps with addressing difficult decisions. Note that cities in 

Hampton Roads TPO
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Virginia are independent of the counties. 

Engaging the Public Effectively

Created a public involvement/Title VI officer position that they’ve had since the 2008 best practices study that Mr. Lane 

worked on with the MPO. During the last certification review the feds thought that the MPO and PIO were doing a lot 

and a great job. The PDC meetings weren’t always even open to the public or media – notably, a news reporter was 

once kicked out of meeting. The atmosphere and operations are much different now. They had a problem with too few 

people coming out to review their 20-year LRTP; they had asked about ideas like a cook-out – but federal funds can’t 

be used for food or similar items. They have a four-person community involvement / Title VI department shared be-

tween the TPO and the PDC. 

Virginia Port Authority has a seat on the board of the TPO, and is undertaking major expansions of the port to take in 

larger ships. This port moves more freight by rail than any other domestic port; the UPWP has a regular freight compo-

nent. The LRTP and freight plan usually happen concurrently. 

Project Implementation and Prioritization (Traditional & Non-Traditional Roles of the MPO)

The state began a couple of years ago their own prioritization process, based initially on the HRTPO process. The state 

process has a lot of variance to accommodate rural and urban areas through weights (four different weighting frame-

works depending on where you are in the state); e.g., more urban areas like HRTPO has congestion as more important. 

Dispute Resolution (Handling the Inevitable Clash)

The biggest recent dispute was addressing the Hampton Roads Crossing Study; they eventually settled on a tunnel 

solution. It got very political and emotional. They relied on a technical process, regular updates with technical informa-

tion that was sound was key to the success of arriving at a preferred alternative. They did a lot of one-on-one meetings 

with local leaders, providing people with succinct information that they could share with their elected leaders. When 

the military stakeholders came in and were transparent about their perspective, that also illuminated the situation; the 

ultimate solution included not just a single preferred alternative but also a commitment to study more options in the 

future. The sign 

of a strong MPO is when a difficult decision is reached in spite of some opposition. 

Working with State Agencies (Generating and Managing Dollars)

The TPO provides information to federal and state delegations, although they are forbidden from 

engaging in lobbying directly; the public officials know to call them up for information, increasing their relevance. The 

TPO policy board includes four members of the general assembly – two state delegates and two state senators – they 

may not have gotten the state and regional funding measure passed without them.  

Resiliency (How MPOs Manage Change and Challenges)

The HRPDC and MPO are clearly delineated, by intent. The name of “HRTPO” was adopted in part to reflect that 

delineation. Mr. Crumb is the Executive Director for both, but the two sides have Deputy Director. There are separate 

boards. They want to make it crystal clear to FHWA that the two are truly separate, including revenue streams. It was 

likely that there were personality issues between the FHWA and then-director of the MPO, which triggered 11 corrective 
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actions, most of which were related to a single issue of public engagement. The federal offices at the state level don’t 

always apply the federal regulations equally, and don’t always work as a partner (more of an “enforcer”). 

Kendall Miller, HRTPO Principal Lead Office of Community Affairs and Civil Rights

She is tasked with far more than just engaging the public; it’s a lot more than just getting people to a meeting: it’s really 

about becoming more of the way that they “breathe” here at the MPO. They just engaged 46,000 people on a recent 

project, for example (54,000 visited the TIP review/comment site as well). She is not a “turnout queen” but has really 

focused instead on integrating the MPO and other, relevant partners. With the volume of projects, like tolling, bridges, 

and widenings, has forced the MPO to become more accountable – the last certification review in fact said that they 

were doing too much and to dial it down. 

The really wanted to have an equitable engagement process, and not paint the issue as a black/white person issue. 

The definition of equity and disadvantaged was enlarged (seniors, single parents, children, etc.), and that has really 

been the focus of their efforts since her arrival eight years ago. This approach has made equity and environmental 

justice much more accepted. The environmental justice roundtable (ad hoc) comprised of community leaders repre-

senting any of the ten different groups they use to define EJ helps with all aspects of communication. It has taken time, 

but they are now much more involved in identifying barriers and outreach techniques that are community-specific. For 

example, one Indian community culturally decorates their skin with different colors; their communication piece target-

ed to that community incorporated those colors.

The Public Engagement Plan (on-line) is written in very accessible language and easy to understand. Normally a pretty 

boring topic (long-range planning), they use specific, major projects to generate energy that gets people involved in 

the process. They find ways that get people aware of great things going on their communities.

The school-based program is also noteworthy. They go out and teach in the school for a week, and have the kids build 

a model city. The parents come out to see the results and they use that attendance to talk to the parents about the 

plan or project. When kids make things at school, parents always attend – and bring grandparents; the former MPO 

director couldn’t believe how many people showed up, more than he had ever seen at any MPO meeting. They focus 

on children because they want name recognition when they turn 20 or 30 years of age to build trust and awareness of 

the HRTPO program. 

There is a HRTPO Community Transportation Advisory Committee with 30 members. The composition is carefully man-

aged to represent race, income strata, and geographic locations fairly. They are a lot of work for staff (she leads the 

management of this committee). If they are done wrong, then they can be problematic: she related the story of a 

similar group picketing DVRPC for not being transparent in their decision-making. The HRTPO attitude is very different; 

the director always talks to people calling him, but it is exhausting. It took about five years to change the institutional 

mindset of the HRTPO staff to know that she is protecting them, getting input to their projects, and so forth. Public in-

volvement is one of four core MPO programs. 

Having multiple MPOs is a barrier to having good, coordinated public engagement based on her prior experience in 

New York and DVRPC. It allows an agency to harness resources more effectively; one MPO makes more sense to her: 
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fewer meetings, more dedicated/professional resources, etc. Recently, she was told that she would cover the MPO and 

PDC (regional planning council). She feels it’s still tough to get the resources – her workload has expanded faster than 

staffing resources so far. From the MPO director stance, it looks easier and better to consolidate the regional planning 

body and MPO, but that isn’t true without additional staff resources. But it’s better to have everyone in the room at the 

same time hearing the same thing. The bigger question is more about stakeholder involvement than public involve-

ment, as they pertain to the concept of consolidating MPOs. The Director of the MPO communicates a lot with the 

stakeholders, including a brief email immediately after the meeting – lots of touches of the member agencies is impor-

tant. Having someone present that really understands engagement and its purposes can make a huge difference to a 

MPO. Doing the documentation for the certification process helps with a critical review of their processes; she uses the 

federal review manual to help guide their engagement and documentation.

Camelia Ravanbakht, former HRTPO Deputy Director

She worked at HRTPO since 1984, nearly 34 years. When she first started she thought she would stay five years, but she 

really liked the people and the organization; she did part-time teaching and will do some perhaps in the future. (Mr. 

Kimbrell started as an intern working for Camelia for a period of one year then was offered a full-time position; he has 

been at HRTPO now for nearly 30 years – Mr. Crum is relatively new, having come from the Richmond MPO nearly three 

years ago.)

One change that was important was changing the acronym from “metropolitan” to “transportation,” since then ev-

eryone knew what the organization worked on. This was one action that came out of the HRTPO Reform Committee, 

which was created after the infamous certification review. All the reforms were identified and undertaken within six 

months, in part due to biweekly meetings. FHWA was very impressed with those reforms, part of which included hiring 

consultants (Anne Morris, PBS&J and Scott Lane, Louis Berger Group). From the beginning it was known that there were 

issues, but “it was the way things had always been done” so not much changed; they were appreciative of FHWA to 

force positive changes upon the MPO. FHWA was very appreciative of the reform efforts, going so far as making a pre-

sentation to the MPO board and providing a certificate of appreciation to every member of the reform committee. 

Another part of the post-certification reforms was a change to the internal structure of the HRTPO. In order to preserve 

the independence and integrity of the HRTPO, there are two deputies, one for the MPO and one for the PDC (regional 

planning commission) that both report to an overarching director. The PDC serves as the contracting entity (MPOs / 

TPOs are not allowed to be the fiscal agent in accordance with Virginia legislation). This arrangement was laid out 

through three MOUs (memorandum of understanding). This led to the creation of the TPO board comprised of chief 

elected officials (e.g., mayors) and modal operators that was separate from the PDC board (instead of being an ex-

ecutive committee of the PDC board with the modal agencies sitting at the board). Chairs of the citizen’s and freight 

committees are non-voting members, as are members of the various segments of the armed forces – and those rep-

resentatives never miss a meeting. The Hampton Roads representatives serving on the commonwealth transportation 

board are also invited participants/ non-voting members of the HRTPO board. 

The decision to add four state general assembly as voting members also came from the post-certification reforms (got 

this practice from WashCOG). They also do not miss meetings unless the meeting coincides with a state legislative ses-
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sion. The addition of those members was hugely instrumental in creating the dedicated revenue going into the region, 

and there is a great connection between the MPO and the state decision-making body. Before that they talked about 

lack of funding, lack of project construction, but there was never any forward motion. 

The HRTPO still has its own website, which is one of the things that they really wanted to maintain. In most cases where 

MPOs are within a PDC (or similar organization), the MPO website page(s) are buried and may be hard to find. She very 

much supports the independent website and hopes to see it continued.

At the end of the day, it’s about money and how it is allocated. She oversaw a very formal project selection and fund-

ing allocation process, allowing the board to take ownership of the process. Once that happened, there were no 

more questions afterwards about how the regional projects were prioritized and selected as well as how monies were 

distributed. That process was initially established for the CMAQ and RSTP selection process that has been in place since 

1992, and it was one of the best things that ever happened. The regional prioritization process came later, developed 

in cooperation with a consultant and VDOT to develop a technical evaluation tool and assign to each project a score 

based on six categories / modes (tunnels/bridges, highways, interchange/ intersection, intermodal, multimodal passen-

ger and transit, active transportation). This process is applied to candidate projects submitted by local agencies; there 

are 30+ measures used in the evaluation. About four years ago the state did the same thing because of how well the 

HRTPO method was received. Because all the board members were involved in developing the process there is never a 

problem with how the regional projects are selected and money is allocated. This process was probably the highlight 

of her tenure.
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Tom Kloster, Regional Planning Manager, Metro

Regional Revenue (Generating and Managing Dollars)

Metro has direct programming control over federal transportation funds allocated to the urbanized area in the state of 

Oregon (STP-urban, TAP, etc.). Regional transit funds are generated through taxing authority provided to TriMet, the re-

gional transit operator, by the state. TriMet is partially supported via a regional payroll tax paid by employers according 

to a formula. Note that TriMet’s boundaries are similar but not exactly the same as Metro’s boundaries. Metro has no 

authority over these funds, but planning for transit is coordinated through the MPO process. Metro in the case of fed-

eral transportation suballocated funds. Tri-Met in the case of regional transit funds. Other transit agencies exist within 

Metro’s boundaries as well including SMART (South Metro Area Rapid Transit) in Wilsonville. Metro generates operating 

revenue through solid waste excise taxes.  Metro’s core functions are supported by this general fund for agency op-

erations, including planning and other activities. Dues were once collected by MPO members on a subscription basis 

through 1993/1994 on the Oregon side – but it was an unpopular system. To replace dues, an “in lieu of dues” system 

was created in which about $1.2 million per year of STP funds are withheld in lieu of dues (the transfer of payment is 

based on dues formula). This “in lieu of dues” is not cash, but a 1.5 million match is provided. The UPWP budget is cor-

rect in reflecting $15,884,166 as the MPO budget – for a more accurate figure of funds used for MPO mandated activi-

ties there is about $6 million plus $1.5 million in overmatch provided by Metro (generated through their role overseeing 

solid waste services and the associated fees) – There is about $8.5-9 million that is MPO core funding to run the MPO, 

everything else is added funds not for MPO mandated activities. There is a match for all MPOs for STP from ODOT, PL 

funds for all MPO (cash) and a local match on 5303 funds (Metro). Typically, they overmatch federal funds. At this time 

Metro is trying to broach more general funds. Grant programs are being used to get MPO work done.

 z Property taxes created by ballot measure levies fund parks, a convention center hotel and other capital projects, 
but is not available for Metro to use for MPO purposes. 

 z There is an affordable housing measure on an upcoming ballot for $500 million which will be funded through 
property taxes. Property taxes are not currently used as a funding source for transportation.

 z The City of Portland has an income tax for the arts which has been determined to be a poor source to include 
because property taxes in Oregon are already considered to be high (no sales tax). 

 z There was a small suburb that adopted a sales tax (which is not prohibited), but it was pulled back. 

Metro has authority to levy property tax for a variety of purposes, authority that was granted by the state legislature 

as part of the formation of Metro. Metro also raises local revenue through enterprise activities that include fees for 

solid waste disposal and at four visitor venues: Oregon Convention Center, Oregon Zoo, Portland’5 Centers for the Arts 

and Portland Expo Center (all managed by Metro). Discretionary general revenues include a permanent property tax 

base, excise tax paid by users of Metro facilities and general, non-dedicated interest earnings. These revenues sup-

port general government activities such as the Council office, elections costs, public information and advocacy and 

core services such as land use planning and operations of the zoo and parks. Metro has a general operating levy that 

is funded through a permanent rate of 9.66 cents ($0.0966) per $1,000 of assessed value. This operating levy provides 6 

percent of Metro’s overall operating revenues. In May 2013, the region’s voters approved Measure 26-152 which estab-

Metro (Portland)
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lished a five-year local-option levy, with an additional rate of 9.6 cents ($0.096) per $1,000 of assessed value, dedicated 

to improving water quality for salmon and native fish, removing invasive weeds that threaten the health of natural 

areas, restoring wetlands and providing opportunities for people from around the region to experience nature close 

to home. This five-year levy took effect on July 1, 2013. In November 2016 the region’s voters renewed the levy at the 

same rate for an additional five years, extending the end date of funding to June 2023. The vote requires a majority 

positive vote within the Metro area. A no vote in a specific county or jurisdiction will not defeat the measure if a major-

ity is obtained in the region. Transit service in the Portland area is funded with a payroll tax (currently 0.7537% of the 

wages paid by an employer and the net earnings from self-employment for services performed within the TriMet District 

boundary) that covers about 60% of costs of transit service the entire service area for TriMet (the other major sources in-

clude fare box return and federal grants). Taxing authority was granted to TriMet (and other Oregon transit districts) by 

the legislature when they were authorized in the late 1960s. Extension of the payroll tax covers the entire service district 

and is approved by the TriMet Board as a special taxing district. Oregon House Bill 2017 boosted transit fund revenue 

streams to transit service level (state transit funding) and other streams, which was the first time that the state legislature 

took such an action to fund transit.  

Internal Operations (Structural Setup and Procedures). 

Metro has a planning department which houses the bulk of the MPO related staff - 45 staff are in the planning depart-

ment and about 15-18 staff do MPO work, the research department has about 40 modeling staff (Metro funds about 

$1.2 million in land use and travel demand model development each year). There are also departments that provide 

support to the MPO - communications department, legal counsel, board operations, etc. The organizational structure 

is complicated because many staff have multiple functions between the MPO and other duties. Because of the inter-

disciplinary and integrated approach to staffing across such a large and diverse government agency, it is difficult to 

say how many staff are “MPO” staff. Instead, the Metro organizational structure should be viewed in the way a “weak” 

mayor municipal government is viewed, with all staff employed in a functional unit, but often becoming involved in 

agency business as needed, under the policy set by the Metro Council and managed by the Metro Chief Operating 

Officer. The Chief Operating Officer (COO) manages the agency staff and the Metro Council provides oversight. The 

Council president is elected region wide and six councilors are elected by district. The Metro auditor is elected region 

wide. There was an amendment to the charter in 2002 amending the Metro Council from a “strong” mayor form of gov-

ernment to a “weak” mayor form in which the Metro Council President leads the Metro Council, but day to day respon-

sibility for agency management falls to the COO. Previously the President was an elected Metro executive and the or-

ganization functioned more like governor-legislature setup. The structure evolved to deal with department growth and 

instead of the previous “strong” mayor concept, there is now a “weak” mayor concept where the COO is appointed 

or hired by the Board.  The Metro staff are broken into functional areas. The planning staff performs much of the MPO-

related work. However, staff from other departments provide a variety of functions including modeling, GIS, statisti-

cal analysis, administration and financial services. A number of other Metro staff are more separated like convention 

center staff, zoo staff, etc. There is some coordination with staff that oversee trail planning for Metro controlled facilities. 

Regardless, funds generated from the solid waste fee administered by the Metro Council provide the operational cash 

flow to fund the planning (including the MPO) function.
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Local v. Regional (Regional and Local Needs Satisfied)

There is a dynamic between counties – Multnomah County and Portland have similar footprints (800-900 thousand 

which is ½ the region). The county and the city have divided up functions to overlap (e.g. city manages streets while 

county manages bridges). Politics – the Metro council is currently considered to be progressive. Officials are elected 

from different regions and there is only 1 of 7 that is conservative although county governments are relatively conserva-

tive for Oregon. The smaller and suburban communities are striving to know how they can get more of what Portland is 

getting. Portland is doing well right now, housing costs have increased, but it is less diverse as a result. Urban-suburban 

dynamic - suburbs are seeing a lot more poverty and more diversity and are having an identity crisis. On the JPACT 

Board - there is not a weighted vote structure, and counties are, as a result, represented on JPACT proportionally more 

than the suburban communities because it is not weighted. Multnomah County is underrepresented because voting is 

not weighted. MPO perspective on transportation – there is little concern about freeways because they are not cur-

rently being built due to low funds availability. There is discussion about a bypass on the west side that is resurfacing 

again, but at the regional level transit is the focus. 

Engaging the Public Effectively

Regional outreach is ground level (RTP adoption) and regional projects are first discussed at a local level (corridor plan-

ning is done through partnerships with local governments). 

Project Implementation and Prioritization (Traditional & Non-Traditional Roles of the MPO)

From the MTP: They are in the process of updating their plan. It appears they did a call for projects from local jurisdic-

tions, modal authorities and the state. It’s difficult to tell exactly what priorities are based on, but there appeared to be 

a focus on projects that: enhanced social equity (benefits people of color, people with low income, people with lim-

ited English proficiency, older adults, and youth), safety (projects that help reach zero traffic deaths and severe injuries 

for people walking, bicycling and driving in the greater Portland region), travel time reliability (the project mix will not 

reduce congestion, there is an acknowledgement in the plan of that fact, but the project mix will enhance travel time 

reliability), improved physical outcomes (more walking and biking and improved air, but falling short of clean air tar-

gets), and improved access to more affordable travel options. I am summarizing their much broader discussion. More 

detail can be found at https://www.oregonmetro.gov/sites/default/files/2018/02/02/2018-draft-RTP-key-takeaways_0.

pdf. This also includes a breakdown of the project mix by mode.

Additional Interview Notes:

Together the Metro Council and the JPACT are the MPO. JPACT makes recommendations and sends them to the Metro 

Council for ratification. If the Metro Council does not agree with the JPACT action, it is remanded with comment to 

JPACT. Ultimately, both boards must agree. It is very rare for the Metro Board to remand an action back to the JPACT. 

This is likely because the Metro Board is represented on the JPACT and those members are able to inform the JPACT if 

something is unlikely to be accepted by the Metro Council and/or those members can make a case for acceptance at 

the Metro Council level having participated in the JPACT decision. 

The MPOs in Oregon and Southwest Washington were previously combined up until 1979 under a bi-state association of 

governments (Columbia Regional Association of Governments or CRAG). Metro was formed on the Oregon side of the 

river to provide a variety of metropolitan services, but had no jurisdiction in Washington State. There was no way to rec-
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oncile the Metro Council mission with CRAG and CRAG was dissolved with the MPO responsibilities for the Oregon side 

of the UZA falling to Metro (the Washington side MPO responsibility ultimately fell to the Southwest Washington Regional 

Transportation Council or SWRTC).

In order to bridge the gap between the two agencies, the Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation (JPACT) 

was created with representation by local jurisdictions (including representatives from Clark County, WA and the City of 

Vancouver, WA), modal agencies and the State DOTs from OR and WA. Three of the JPACT board members are Metro 

councilors. At the first level JPACT is considered the daughter of the old MPO. At the second level, JPACT is the MPO 

board given its function and membership, which is in line with federal requirements for MPO Boards in TMA areas.

The Transportation Policy Alternatives Committee (TPAC) has voting members from several counties and organizations 

(including from Washington, TriMet, the DOTs from both states, etc.). TPAC serves the traditional role of MPO techni-

cal committees, but also serves the purpose of coordination with the SWRTC due to its membership. The TPAC reviews 

regional plans and federally funded transportation projects, and advises area leaders on transportation investment pri-

orities and policies related to transportation. The committee helps JPACT identify needs and opportunities for involving 

the public in transportation matters. The SWRTC also has a technical committee serving in an advisory role for the MPO 

in Vancouver, WA. Membership for that technical committee includes representation from Oregon, reinforcing the col-

laborative nature of the process. A member of the Metro Council sits on the SWRTC Board as does a representative of 

the Oregon DOT. Members of the Metro staff and the Oregon DOT also participate as members on the SWRTC Regional 

Transportation Advisory Committee (RTAC). As previously mentioned, members of the SWRTC have representation on 

the JPACT and the TPAC. The cross-membership approach provides for coordination between the two MPOs on issues 

of a regional concern.

The two MPOs have adopted a combined UPWP in coordination and published in the same document. In addition to 

the combined UPWP, the two MPOs have adopted other documents together including conducting focused planning 

studies for cross-jurisdictional facilities (bridges, rail facilities, etc.). There is also a i-State Coordination Committee to 

address regional issues that are broader than just MPO issues, including transportation, land use and economic devel-

opment. The Bi-State Coordination Committee is a standing advisory committee on broader bi-state issues and makes 

recommendations to the Southwest Washington Regional Transportation Council, the Joint Policy Advisory Committee 

on Transportation and Metro. Membership includes six from Clark County and seven from the Portland metro area. Its 

principal charge is to sustain a regional dialogue, to share information and encourage collaboration.

There are two different FHWA divisions, and as a result there is a great deal of consultation between them and the two 

MPOs. Both offices try to coordinate for the required on-site certification review, but they are each working with differ-

ent groups and can be pulled in different directions. The two Division offices sometimes have different interpretations 

on federal rules and this sometimes creates issues moving forward with programs and plans (corridor planning, light rail, 

etc.). In the end, agreement is usually reached over a planning approach that satisfies all parties involved.

Modeling as a point of concern – All MPOs in Oregon except Metro have let go of modeling due to lack of funds 

(allowing Oregon DOT to take the lead), but some still have a part time modeler. IN fact, Oregon DOT pays Metro 

$225,000 a year to support modeling for DOT plans. An issue for Metro as the primary modeler in the Portland area is 
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that the things the Metro Council wants staff to model to support policy decisions aren’t things that are easily modeled 

and they didn’t really seem to care about things that Metro staff is able to model.  

Bob Hart, Project Manager, Southwest Washington Regional Transportation Council (SWRTC)

What is your general impression of the relationship between SWRTC and Metro as it relates to the MPO function?

The bi-state coordination committee addresses matters that go beyond transportation and MPO concerns and in-

cludes all issues of common concern. For example, the bi-state committee was used in 2016 and early 2017 to conduct 

a bus-on-shoulder study looking at commuter service between Clark County, WA and downtown Portland that could 

use facilities in both Washington and Oregon. There were members from both sides of the river, both MPOs, both transit 

districts, and both states participating in this committee discussion. Membership of the bi-state coordination commit-

tee includes representatives from RTC and Metro, both ports (Vancouver and Portland), and counties and cities from 

both sides of river. The committee does not meet regularly, instead meetings happen when there are concerns that 

need coordination and discussion. Generally, the level of activity depends on who is actively involved in each MPO. 

What are your specific impressions on the collaborative nature of the JPACT process? How involved are Metro 

participants in the SWRTC process?

JPACT is the transportation policy group for Metro, but they also have a technical policy advisory committee. JPACT 

membership includes Metro representatives, and representatives from Washington (Vancouver, major city for SWRTC, 

and Clark County). TPAC also has representatives from both RTC and WASHDOT and the jurisdictions. The SWRTC Re-

gional Transportation Advisory Committee has voting members from Metro and ODOT, and State legislators sit on the 

SWRTC Board as ex-officio members. There is state legislation stating that Oregon representatives cannot vote on issues 

of only Clark County concern. This legislation has not been too much of an issue. The legislation was passed due to 

some concerns raised in the past, but the relationship between Oregon and Washington really is dependent on the 

current Board members. The MPO functions for the urbanized area in Clark County, WA, but the Regional Transporta-

tion Planning Organization (RTPO) is designated by the state of Washington as the regional equivalent to the state 

MPO for the non-metropolitan counties that surround Clark County. The RTPO includes the non-metropolitan counties 

and a few legislators from those areas who are ex-officio members. Participation tends to depend on the issues of the 

day. For example, ODOT is leading a value pricing study and state representatives and legislators Washington show up 

at those meetings because it has to do with tolling and value pricing which may have an impact on commuters from 

Washington. State representatives and legislators also attended meetings for the Columbia River Crossing project. Last 

year when the Portland revenue package was passed, the state legislature also dictated that Oregon look at value 

pricing in the Portland Metro region and submit a proposal by the end of this year. Some of the actions that were being 

considered by the state would affect commuters in the WASHDOT districts, Vancouver, and Clark County. Therefore, 

the policy committee that was formed to support the state in this effort included representatives from these areas. The 

previous range of tolling options included HOT lanes, single lane conversions and freeway corridors, and all lane toll 

pricing. There is a concern about I-5 and I-205 because 1/3 of the workers from the SWRTC area commute into Oregon 

for jobs.  SWRTC does not have much control or authority over the results of the value pricing project (as it is in Oregon), 

but providing political support and other political reasons has a major influence on their participation. The only abilities 

they have is to provide advice, but if they (the Washington State representatives) do not support the recommendations, 
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Oregon can still take action. A major concern is the Columbia River crossing, any tolling options that the state moves 

forward with may impact the potential for tolling and future financing of a future I-5 Bridge. Each MPOs regional plans 

are separate, so the decisions and funding flow from individual DOTS and FHWA division offices. They are a single SMSA, 

two MPOs, and a single UZA.

Do you produce joint documents or conduct joint studies? 

The SWRTC UPWP and Metro UPWP are two documents, but to ensure coordination between the two MPOs they are 

contained as appendices within each other’s documents.  The Long Range Transportation Plan for each MPO is co-

ordinated to ensure consistency in areas that affect bi-state issues. An example is the CRC (Columbia River Crossing) 

project, which was identical in both plans (including a common finance plan) even though the plans are separate. The 

CRC was a project that was initiated about 5 years ago; Both states needed to commit a certain level of funding for 

their portion of the finance plan because the budget for the plan was structured to include federal funds, FTA funds (to 

account for the rail component), and the tolling element for the local funding. Federal funding and state funding from 

Oregon was in place, the tolling option was identified, but funding from the Washington legislature was not approved, 

so the project fell apart and was never implemented.  An act of legislation was required to approve funding and the 

Washington DOT did not have the authority to commit the funds themselves.     

Do you ever pool project funding? 

SWRTC and Metro do pool funding occasionally. For example, the last major travel behavior survey was done as a 

single survey where SWRTC and Metro both participated financially to fund one consultant to conduct the study on 

both sides of the river. Both agencies also pool funding for travel forecasting model licenses. They used to maintain their 

own model calibration processes, network coding, four step modeling process, etc., but they still coordinated. Now, 

they are evolving toward a single integrated travel model for the bi-state area and SWRTC and Metro staff will work 

together to have one process. Generally, coordination is good between the two agencies. Metro does have a single 

econometric model that does forecasts, although they do have to establish the role of the state vs counties for growth 

assumptions and land use. It is important for SWRTC to ensure that they are in sync with Metro and what their forecast 

model says for the entire region and how that allocation happens between the counties. SWRTC’s area is less populat-

ed than the Metro area, with the Oregon area having roughly 2 million people and the Washington area having about 

475,000. The Vancouver urban area is the second biggest city after Portland in the area, but it is still less populated. The 

difference in size does not create friction and there is a good institutional coordination processes, but the perceptions 

of the two sides may be skewed. People’s perception is that Portland area politicians impose their views on the people 

north of the river in Washington State in ways like trying to convince them to implement light rail when they don’t want 

to, but this is more of a perception (political) and does not impact the institutional issues. There is no rail service north 

of the river, the CRC project would have included extending the light rail system north of Portland across the river, but 

it was never implemented.  Clark County did implement their first BRT line last year. The Portland side seems more open 

to this technology now and if the bridge crossing ever comes up again as a possibility the biggest issue would be how 

to address the technology of premium transit. Currently, the BRT system only operates on the Washington side from East 

County to downtown Vancouver (east/west alignment), but there are discussions about adding BRT on the Oregon side 

to a corridor to the East.
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How would you characterize the role of the state DOTs and FHWA Division Offices in the coordinated processes for the 

TMA? 

Coordination between the two DOTs is generally good and they coordinate very well. Good examples primarily come 

from concerns with the bi-state corridors. Oregon completed an advanced traffic management plan and Washing-

ton is now embarking on an operational study for their urban freeways. As part of their charge, Washington is ensuring 

that there is consistency between I-5 and I-205 and the Oregon advanced traffic management plan. Additionally, the 

FHWA division offices seem to be coordinated.  

Is the TMA certification review conducted jointly? 

UPWP and certification meetings are held almost concurrently with Metro’s meeting in the morning and SWRTC’s meet-

ing in the afternoon to ensure coordination. Functionally when they have their meetings, there are representatives from 

the different federal agencies and the two states reviewing SWRTC’s UPWP and in a separate meeting the same group 

reviews Metros UPWP. The same process is used during the quadrennial certification process; staff from both states and 

federal agencies sit in each other’s certification meetings to review their processes. There are two separate reviews, but 

the same people sit in on both meetings.  

Would you care to add any additional observations? 

Currently, both MPOs are looking into opportunities and projects for continued coordination between SWRTC and 

Metro. As an example, there are initial discussions between SWRTC and Metro about participating in a Columbia con-

nections study to look at employment, transportation infrastructure, and population opportunities for two industrial 

areas on both sides of the Columbia River in Oregon and Washington. 
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Nick Thompson, Director of Metropolitan Transportation Services

About 4,500 employees; MPO has 25 people. Council of 16 plus chairman; the Governor appoints the Board. The TAB 

has citizen representatives, modal representatives, etc. to total 35 people. The MPO is comprised of the TAB. There is a 

technical (staffing) advisory committee under the TAB. 

There are shared resources as well. The TAB page, regional framework plan, etc. are good to review.

Regional Revenue (Generating and Managing Dollars)

There is about $100 million annually that the MPO distributes. The State / Federal funds flow through the TIP, per usual. 

County sales tax funds transit; the MPO does the planning and the transit operator implements the services. Allocation 

occurs in two-year periods. Individual counties now work through the MPO to distribute funding after disbanding the 

original multi-county authority – which meant that some sales taxes rose. 

Internal Operations (Structural Setup and Procedures)

MPO staff typically stick to MPO assignments only. MPO does in-house modeling although consultants do a lot of that 

work. 

Local v. Regional (Regional and Local Needs Satisfied)

In the regional process, the top-scoring projects are always funded – no projects are “skipped.” There is pressure to be 

more geographic, but up until now the highest score always wins. Also pressure to expand wastewater; everyone is 

fighting over a too-small pie.

Project Implementation and Prioritization (Traditional & Non-Traditional Roles of the MPO)

The MPO has a scoring criteria through their boards, based on their planning processes. Agencies apply for projects 

with the highest-scoring getting funded. Transit, highways go through planning processes but modernization, expan-

sion, bike / ped, etc. – all are capped at $7 million. The county sales tax directly funds big regional transit projects. 

Internal Communication (How to Work a Crowd)

The TAB makes a vote to recommend to the council to make a corresponding vote; majority vote rules. No weighted 

voting. 

Working with State Agencies (Generating and Managing Dollars)

The state has added requirements to the MPO policy plan (long time ago). Prior to 2001 the Metrocouncil structure was 

grandfathered in and doesn’t have to follow federal laws regarding locally elected officials (local board members are 

appointed by the Governor, which would not be allowed today). State agencies like DNR help formulate the regional 

planning framework. 

Land Development (Linking Land and Transport Decisions)

Metrocouncil (Twin Cities)
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There is a regional land use function at the Council, and the MPO has to work with land use planning actions and utili-

ties which roll up to an overall framework plan (e.g., transportation policy plan). The policy plan is now on a four-year 

cycle soon to be five years. The regional framework plan is updated every 10 years, includes land use, utilities, waste-

water, transportation, regional parks, and housing.
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Gary Huttman, AICP, Deputy Executive Director, MetroPlan Orlando

Regional Revenue (Generating and Managing Dollars)

The three counties (Orange, Osceola and Seminole) agreed to pool the state funds derived by the state motor fuels tax 

(District Dedicated Revenue or DDR) for programming by the MPO, thereby treating it as a regional revenue source. 

The same has been done with the federal STBGP Urban Allocation funds (SU) that flow to both the Orlando UZA and the 

Kissimmee/St. Cloud UZA. MetroPlan Orlando prioritizes funding for DDR and SU through the normal project prioritization 

process in Florida. FDOT District 5 and the FL FHWA Division Office have supported the pool funded approach to DDR 

and SU programming. MetroPlan participates in PD&E (environmental document) development for consistency with 

LRTP project intentions (an example is ensuring that complete street designs are incorporated into 3R projects). Metro-

Plan staff participate with FDOT staff at public meetings as a resource. Recently, FDOT requested that MetroPlan Orlan-

do serve on technical review team for design projects. MetroPlan is not Local Agency Program (LAP) certified, but they 

are discussing with FDOT some of the issues that the smaller local governments have with certification and perhaps 

becoming certified. If MetroPlan Orlando became LAP certified, they may be able to manage some small projects 

in smaller communities where there is a lack of staff expertise or capacity (sidewalk and bike/pedestrian projects, for 

example). Local revenue for MPO operations (including plans) is derived primarily from a $0.50 per capita dues on full 

members and a fixed assessment for modal members (airport, transit expressway members) and members of the MAC 

are assessed a fixed amount (MAC assessment is equal to modal agency assessment, but divided amongst the mem-

bership based on population). The MAC lobbied for a vote on the MPO Governing Board for several years. When the 

statewide cap on MPO Governing Board membership was raised from 19 to 25, the MAC was given a voting seat and 

charged dues equal to modal members. The MAC dues are spread across the MAC membership based on population 

with some of the communities represented on the MAC paying very small amounts. Note about MPO funding - UPWP 

Table-2 shows an MPO operating budget of $6,425,708, including all sources of funding (PL, FTA planning, SU, etc.). SU 

and DDR dollars are used regionally despite being locally distributed, they are pooled as a regional revenue source 

(FDOT had to approve this); it is not considered local money because regionally it is used for projects that everyone in 

the region benefits from. John Gobis conducted a study in the 90s that lead to the MPO becoming independent and 

suggested that a local assessment of members provide a local source of funds. The assessment was to start at $0.50 

per capita and incrementally rise to $1 per capita. The assessment has never been increased over the original $0.50 

per capita charge. Local funds in the UPWP are used for a variety of purposes including salaries, benefits, operating 

expenses, legislative education, staff training and more. In general, the local funds are used to provide capital float 

ahead of federal reimbursement and for activities (food, travel, training, legislative education, etc.) that either federal 

funds cannot be used for or are complicated to use (it means they can have nice things that make meetings nicer). 

MetroPlan Orlando
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Internal Operations (Structural Setup and Procedures)
 z 18 staff total 
 z 1 Executive Director
 z 8 planning staff 
 z 5 Finance and admin
 z 3public affairs
 z 1 vacant

Staff are broken into functional areas. The whole agency is exclusively an MPO, so all staff do only MPO work. Consul-

tants are budgeted for in the UPWP and supplement planning staff. 

Local v. Regional (Regional and Local Needs Satisfied)

”Regional” is generally defined as anything that falls within the MPO boundaries, but the meaning does differ depend-

ing the circumstances (i.e. who is involved in a project); can include entities outside of the MPO area (neighboring 

MPOs or counties, for example) depending on the project and circumstances. SunRail, for example, operates in a 

neighboring county and that would be considered “regional” and partially outside MetroPlan boundaries.

Engaging the Public Effectively

Public affairs/public information department within MetroPlan does a lot of community outreach to various groups 

across the metropolitan planning area. Use a variety of outreach platforms to engage the public, most of which are 

not sensitive to geography (online, etc.). The location of the MetroPlan Orlando office, where most meetings are held, 

is accessible by multiple modes of travel (car, SunRail, downtown Lymmo service (BRT), etc.). MetroPlan does hold one 

off site meeting a year at Second Harvest food bank and that meeting is used as a fundraiser for Second Harvest and 

has become a very popular event. There have been some toll road projects where there has been some local opposi-

tion. These projects are included in the LRTP for informational purposes and are presented to/discussed by the Metro-

Plan Board, but the MPO has no direct authority over these projects. Providing a platform for discussion is one way to 

provide a space for local opposition to be heard. An example is the SR 408 extension (a toll facility) which are not MPO 

projects, but is in the plan for informational purposes. The MPO serves as a regional forum for discussion for groups and 

public even though the MPO is not directly responsible.

Project Implementation and Prioritization (Traditional & Non-Traditional Roles of the MPO)

From the MTP: Project selection in the cost feasible plan was based on plan goals and evaluation criteria. Plan goals 

and evaluation criteria include: safety (evacuation capacity; system safety), balanced multi-modal system (miles of 

highway facilities; vehicle miles traveled per capita; vehicle hours traveled per capita; miles of transit service; transit 

hours of service), integrated regional system (system resources designated for

freight, goods, and services movement; transit system access; transit access to employment; access to intermodal sta-

tions; access to activity centers; access to international airports), quality of life (jobs-housing balance; average speed 

during congested times; level of delay), efficient and cost effective (cost effectiveness; efficiency; transit passenger 

miles; percent sov; system daily vmt), energy and environmental stewardship (air pollutants; fuel use), economic vitality 

(jobs created; economic benefit; cost feasible). Each of the evaluation criteria are further associated with one or more 

performance measure for scoring purposes. The evaluation scheme is detailed starting on p. 7 of the plan overview 

document  https://metroplanorlando.org/wp-content/uploads/2040-lrtp-plan-overview-1.pdf. 
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Other notes:
 z Through development of the List of Priority Projects for MetroPlan and for the Central Florida MPO Alliance
 z Previously discussed (PD&E involvement, Design involvement, 3R involvement and potential LAP certification)
 z Joint efforts have been conducted through the Central Florida MPO Alliance.
 z SunRail was developed with funding partners from Volusia County and the River to Sea TPO

Dispute Resolution (Handling the Inevitable Clash)

An example was the US 92 BRT project in Osceola County – regional revenue sources wanted to be used, but Board 

members questioned if project was regional or local (some were not in favor for using highway capacity funds). The 

final decision came down to a vote and the final outcome was to support the project.

Internal Communication (How to Work a Crowd)

Jurisdictions that are too small to have a voting seat on the Governing Board can participate as members of the Mu-

nicipal Advisory Committee (MAC). The Chair of the MAC has a vote on the Governing Board and can carry the con-

cerns of the committee to the Governing Board meetings. Also, other members of the MAC can always attend Govern-

ing Board meetings, but they cannot vote.

Working with State Agencies (Generating and Managing Dollars)

DOT participation is strong and there is a very good relationship with FDOT District 5. Additionally there is a high focus 

on technology including ITS and interest in these topics by District 5 staff. FDOT has been supportive of DDR and SU 

funds being spent regionally and of SunRail initiatives. FDOT is funding the first 7 years of SunRail operations before local 

funding partners take over responsibility.

Resiliency (How MPOs Manage Change and Challenges)

No, nothing has ever really challenged the MPO’s system that is in place. When MAC acquired the 20th vote on the 

board it came with a cost; this is a negotiated amount and is the same as what expressway and other modal authori-

ties contribute to local funds; the difference with MAC is that the total fund cost is spread out among its members. The 

RLC resulted from the last strategic business plan update – it is a committee of the officers of the advisory committees 

and Board.  It was created to take on a variety of policy related functions. Originally, the TAC was tasked with develop-

ing lists of prioritized projects committee and in some instances weigh in on policy direction, but often no action was 

taken on policy recommendations because some of the TAC members believed their role  to be strictly technical and 

not policy related. The RLC was created to be better suited to make policy recommendations. Membership includes 

officers of each advisory committee, including the Board, (4-5 years in operation and comes together as needed). RLC 

is still being evaluated for its effectiveness, the perception is that the staff members are reluctant to give certain rec-

ommendations Also members still come to the table wearing the hat/representing their individual committees in their 

recommendations rather than stepping out of that role and thinking more broadly.  The Florida Urban Transportation 

Coalition was mentioned in documentation on the website. Does it still function? Has not met in 7 years, is considered 

defunct.  MetroPlan does not control SunRail, but did play a role. It was a large community effort (LYNX, business lead-

ers, government leaders, the State, and Congressman Mica) of which MetroPlan Orlando was one of many partners. 

Rail was included in the MetroPlan LRTP for many years which allowed them to pursue light rail in the 1990’s (a failed 

effort). Sunrail deviated from the technology in the plan, but stayed within the general corridor considered and was 
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also presented as a maintenance of traffic project for the I-4 corridor which is now undergoing extensive improvement. 

FDOT is paying for operations for SunRail (they will own and operate for 7 years), until 2021. After that, the commuter rail 

commission will take over from FDOT.  There are 5 funding partners (Orange County, Osceola County, Seminole County, 

Volusia County and the City of Orlando). Costs for each funding partner is projected in the agreement, but the operat-

ing deficit is higher than was projected.  Each fund partner claims that they have their share ready to make up the dif-

ference, but none of the partners has a sales tax to rely upon. This has been a subject of much discussion and will likely 

continue to be. 

Meetings are not always in Orlando, there is one offsite (Board meeting) a year.  Originally was held at the jurisdiction 

where Board Chair is located. Several years ago the Board started to hold their offsite meeting at the Second Harvest 

foodbank. This has been a huge hit for the past 4 to 5 years (initially used because of a Board Chair who was located in 

Orlando). The board meetings are a fund raising event for Second Harvest when used as an offsite meeting location. 

In the past, when requests have been made they have been met. The Governing Board has shifted to 8 meetings a 

year instead of 12 and it is usually easier to meet on site. That said, the MPO has not been opposed to offsite meetings 

when requested. The meeting location does not seem to impact the ability to engage the public. The Public Informa-

tion section engages different groups and Governing Board meetings at Second Harvest are well attended. A couple 

of years ago a second off site meeting was held in Osceola County. It too had a good crowd in attendance. The meet-

ings in Downtown Orlando at the MetroPlan offices provide access to citizens by multiple modes (SunRail, Lymmo, car, 

etc.). There are areas of the region where staff may not be familiar, but site visits help with familiarity. This is rare and 

there is usually someone who is familiar and can share information with the rest of staff.   

The Orlando Economic Partnership (OEP) is extensively involved with the MPO, OEP has a group called the Alliance for 

Regional Transportation (ART). ART has hired Jim Hartman to represent ART/OEP at MetroPlan Orlando meetings and 

many other transportation related meetings in the area. While not a member of an MPO committee, they do act as a 

facilitator between the business community and MetroPlan Orlando. They keep the business community engaged in 

what MetroPlan Orlando has going on in support of regional transportation. Pros – The MPO is not tied to any other or-

ganization and does not have to carry their baggage. They get to take on projects as they are requested. Cons– issues 

beyond transportation (e.g. land use and land use control) affect what they MetroPlan does meaning the MPO has to 

rely on other agencies to work with them.  Overall, the pros outweigh the cons.

MetroPlan is a three-county MPO. This means more people are at the table and a regional consensus can be formed 

which would not otherwise be the case. For example, light rail didn’t pass in the ‘90s because one local county official 

voted no to putting it on the ballot. If the decision had been allowed at a higher level than the County, there might 

have been a different outcome. More recently, the Mayor of Orlando, County Commissioners from several Counties, 

Congressman John Micca, the River to Sea TPO, Volusia County and other partners in the private sector were able to 

help move the commuter rail proposal (SunRail) along successfully (it also helped that FDOT and CSX were willing part-

ners). Governing Board membership is not maxed out, currently at 20 members. Voting is not weighted (number of seats 

is based on population, but each seat gets one vote).

Tom O’Hanlon, Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Member
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Mr. O’Hanlan has been a member of the MetroPlan Orlando Community Advisory Committee (CAC) for several years. 

The name of the committee changed a few years ago along with the membership and the mission (though it was a 

minor mission change). Which is a name change and minor mission change. He was Chair of the CAC during the transi-

tion. His interest in participating as a member of the CAC springs from a broader interest in government (he’s) and in 

transportation specifically. He’s been a member of the Oviedo City Council several times, a member of East Central 

Florida Regional planning Council (ECFRPC) and on various transportation committees over the years. His motto for all 

of his government involvement is that “Transportation is the life blood of the community.”  This is his driving philosophy.

He wonders how in the world decisions get made in a region where there is more than one MPO. He thinks the greatest 

benefit to MetroPlan covering the three county area is that the organization brings leaders together from across the re-

gion to make decisions for the “greater good” of the region. What works best in the MetroPlan model is that everybody 

seems to get that and the culture of the organization pushes away a “my area” first approach. He wondered out loud 

how bigger projects ever get funded and implemented in an area with competing policy boards and who do not have 

the interests of the entire region as their main mission. He thought that the MetroPlan Orlando process allows the three 

distinct communities (and sub-communities) to come together to work for the best interests of the entire region, while 

still having an opportunity to advocate for the needs and concerns of their local community.

He described how money is not divided up equally every year between the counties, but that the funding decisions 

that best advance the interests of the entire area are the norm. That said, each community does expect that their 

greatest and most expensive needs will be addressed over the normal course of time, just that they each need to wait 

their turn. He also felt that having a regional entity like MetroPlan Orlando allows for coordinated funding and more 

optimal expenditure of very limited funds to make major improvements for the entire area (“It give us the best bang for 

the buck”). He also emphasized the project priority setting process as a way to achieve regional balance in the con-

text of the greater good.

One looming issue, given growth in the broader region, is how to deal with Lake County (which is in a neighboring 

MPO) and whether that county will be added as a MetroPlan Orlando member sometime in the future. He knows that 

they formed their own MPO with Sumter County even though they had the chance to join MetroPlan following the 

2000 Census. When discussing the friction between local and regional decision-making in Orlando (as represented by 

MetroPlan in the area of transportation), he cited an example of a project that did not happen due to local opposi-

tion. Years ago there was discussion about a project known locally as the “Airport Connector” which would have built 

a road from I-4 directly to the airport. There was significant local opposition to the project and equally strong regional 

support for the project. In the end, the project did not happen because the local community said no. So just because 

there was a regional MPO does not mean you lose local control. In fact, it’s an example of the process working be-

cause both sides were allowed to participate in the process and a decision was made based on what was best for the 

region, which was not building the road. He discussed the importance of technology to the future of transportation 

and the role a regional MPO can play in ensuring that technological improvements were funded for the whole region 

and that they were consistent, saving both time and effort.

He discussed how, recently, the conversation has been moving toward the idea of a “regional” sales tax which would 
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be approve at the three county level for use on projects that benefit the entire area. The idea is based on legislation 

approved in Georgia a few years ago. MetroPlan is actively looking for the legislature to make that change to allow a 

regional tax and MetroPlan has legislative people in Tallahassee actively working on that issue.

He emphasized in general that it was helpful to speak with a single voice to the legislature – one entity making deci-

sions on the big stuff and leaving the Counties and cities to deal with the smaller projects. He discussed how MetroPlan 

Orlando (and Harry Barley specifically) was an important part of getting the right people together for the SunRail dis-

cussion – how Harry was able to remain neutral and work the various groups to make the right discussion happen, not 

to lead the discussion, but give it a place to happen – an extremely important behind the scenes role.

He closed by discussing what he felt was the biggest issue facing MetroPlan Orlando (and really everybody interested 

in transportation), funding in a future where the combustion engine is gone and the gas tax is irrelevant.  He feels that 

fewer, larger MPOs can have more pull (“a bigger voice”) in this discussion than many smaller MPOs.

Jim Hartman , Alliance for Regional Transportation (ART)

How would you describe your role in transportation decision-making and with MetroPlan Orlando?

Jim Hartman was a County/City Manager for last 22 years, with 34 years of local government experience: 26 years in 

Central Florida, the first 13 years were with Orange County (not transportation related) and 2011-2014 he served as a 

County Manager for Seminole County.  While working with Seminole County, he met Harry Barley (MetroPlan Orlando 

Executive Director) and became familiar with the work that MetroPlan Orlando was involved in. He recently retired as 

County Manager in Wake County, NC.  The Orlando Economic Partnership has gone through a transformation by com-

bining the Orlando Economic Commission and the Central Florida Partnership to become one organization. Jim was 

asked to join them to head up an effort to put together an Alliance for Regional Transportation (ART) which will prob-

ably launch in May 2018. ART will be a business driven consortium that will hopefully include all of the transportation 

partners and agencies in the region. ART will cover 7 counties and 86 cities, with over 4 million in population. The Coun-

ties covered by ART will include Volusia County, Brevard County, Seminole County, Orange County, Osceola County, 

Lake County, and Polk County. The Central Florida MPO Alliance (CFMPOA) is also a body where the separate MPOs 

come together with the 7 county region, including Sumter and Marion, to discuss transportation. From a transportation 

standpoint, MetroPlan Orlando is at the center of the ART region and the CFMPOA area. The Orlando Economic Part-

nership (through ART) will be significant partners with both of these organization (CFMPOA and MetroPlan Orlando), 

with their role being education, advocacy, and support (with an occasional push from the business community).  Jim, 

as the ART representative, is invited to events and meetings as a stakeholder. A strong relationship is encouraged, but 

he is not a formal member of committees.

How would you describe MetroPlan Orlando’s efforts to consider the business communities perspectives in making 
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transportation decisions?

There was a taskforce created by the Central Florida Partnership (the final report was produced in August 2017 as a 

component of Orlando’s economic partnership (http://www.centralfloridatransportation.org/) as a part of the merger 

of regional economic development groups. MetroPlan Orlando staff and the previous President of the Central Florida 

Partnership, in a major effort with stakeholders and individuals in transportation business (airport, Sun Rail, FDOT District 

5, MPO), attended meetings and made presentations over the 4 year study process. It was a great way to get the busi-

ness community involved in discussing regional transportation in Central Florida, with MetroPlan Orlando at the center 

of the discussion. 

How would you describe MetroPlan Orlando’s role in setting the agenda for regional transportation planning?

MetroPlan Orlando is a mature organization with very stable leadership over the past 20 years. It has lent itself to high 

credibility. Jim is unaware of controversy; MetroPlan has always had strong Board members (Mayor of Orange County, 

Mayor of City of Orlando, Chairs of County Commissions, etc.), consistency among Board members, and a functional 

Board who listens to staff and always found staff to be credible. 

Is MetroPlan Orlando visible in this role?

MetroPlan Orlando has a long standing mission and stable presence in the community. The general public may not 

know what MetroPlan Orlando is, but transportation providers, government agencies and other related parties know 

them very well. They have a higher visibility (less stealth) than many MPOs around the country. Harry Barley has been a 

very good manager and has developed a very loyal and knowledgeable staff who is well prepared for when he retires 

in August 2018. The Board are savvy people (especially larger jurisdictions), who do not delegate their duties and treat 

their membership on the MetroPlan Orlando Board as one of the most important things that they do. As an example, 

the Mayor of Orange County is consistently at meetings, which is a testimony to the effectiveness and visibility of Metro-

Plan Orlando as an organization.

How would you describe MetroPlan Orlando’s role in bringing SunRail to Central Florida?

In 2011, the agreement for the core funding partners (4 Counties and the City of Orlando) participation was signed, 

and implementation began in 2014. MetroPlan Orlando was a major player in SunRail because they have the power to 

convene meetings of all parties involved in transportation in the region. Harry Barley is seen as major community leader 

and most knowledgeable in transportation planning in the area, which is reinforced by a solid staff, which, resulted 

in meetings being well attended. A lot of people and organizations were behind SunRail to ensure that it happened. 

MetroPlan Orlando is present at the SunRail Commission meetings which are held in MetroPlan Orlando’s board room. 

MetroPlan Orlando meetings usually include the FDOT District 5 secretary, SunRail CEO, and others because everyone 

realizes that they are the major convener for transportation issues.  

MetroPlan Orlando’s major contribution wasn’t necessarily money or planning because the state took on those respon-
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sibilities. MetroPlan Orlando instead served as the forum where discussions happened and transportation thinkers in 

Central Florida gathered.

What other observations would you like to make about MetroPlan Orlando?

All areas, including Central Florida, are going to have to look at increased regionalism and regional funding mecha-

nisms to accommodate growth, as it potentially gets harder for the state and federal government to keep up. Jim is 

pleased that is a regional focus in Central Florida. It’s more advantageous to have a collection of partners and make 

transportation decisions on a system-wide basis.  Regional revenue sources have come up in discussions when looking 

at different transportation modes, but isn’t yet authorized by the state. These discussion haven’t gone anywhere yet, 

but maybe they will in the future. ART may look at this issue.  Ultimately, somebody has to pay for transportation and 

current models are not sufficient. Significant investment is already happening on certain projects, but more needs to be 

done and the issue of regional revenue will, someday, be on the agenda.  
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Michael Skipper, Director, Greater Nashville Regional Commission (former Nashville MPO Director)

Michael Skipper has been at GNRC for nearly two years; at MPO for 9.5 years before that time. On merging the MPO 

and GNRC : Staff spoke to the boards about the need to merge based on addressing economic goals and (perceptu-

ally, compared to Nashville) representing suburban  areas better. A regional project did not pass, and prompted some 

changes in state  legislative restrictions on population-weighted voting, but really just applied to Nashville. The GNRC 

has 13 counties; the Nashville MPO has seven counties. A commission (Joint Committee on Regional Collaboration) was 

formed that worked for a year to conduct research and outline the merger process. Federal agencies and the state 

were the most resistant to the merger. Effective October 1, 2017 was the first day of legal merger; the MPO staff went to 

the GNRC offices. Bylaws were rewritten subsequently – currently trying to build capacity  before doing re-branding. 

The MPO was hosted in the largest city (Nashville – itself a consolidated government) and now resides entirely with 

GNRC. Not trying to merge MPOs  at this time, but would want to move towards a consolidated long-range transporta-

tion plan. There is an Interim MPO Director now, but new positions including a new MPO Director and a position dedi-

cated to coordinating efforts across MPOs. The GNRC serves the MPO , but also the rural planning organization and 

smaller municipalities that could use the additional services. A Planning Oversight Committee (formerly Finance  and 

Audit Committee) exists to ensure that monies spent are in accordance with the UPWP and the board’s wishes. There is 

a plan to reinsert population-weighted voting, or representation-oriented voting. Population weighting was not about 

Nashville against everyone else; historically it was about offsetting bad decisions from the State , e.g., Interstate loca-

tion decisions and their impact on the core part of the region. Dissension was extremely rare on the board, and calling 

weighted votes generally didn’t happen.

Regional Revenue (Generating and Managing Dollars)

The Mayor’s Caucus still exists; you can move mountains if you can be clear and consistent in what you’re asking for. It 

was one of the most powerful reasons for consolidation  in the Nashville Region. The area is still in the process of learn-

ing how to use this level of authority. The region has a transit  surtax that can be applied to a number of other taxes; 

but that just happened last year. A referendum ($5 billion) will be held county-by-county, Nashville’s  will be on May 1, 

2018.  He would prefer a regional taxing authority (e.g., Denver). The regional transit plan is the blueprint for funding, 

which was based on the MPO’s transit vision plan component (visionary, unfunded now but would be wrapped into 

the next long-range transportation plan update). Potentially connect with someone in the Mayor’s office that is familiar 

with the legal aspects and implementation. When he started, the MPO had a large PL fund balance  and a negative 

certification review. The MPO created a dues  structure to help match MPO funds, which helped offset full salaries (26 

cents per capita for MPO areas; 31 cents per capita for GNRC on top of that – in addition to fees for planning  services). 

The process is slow to transition to a financially accountable organization that has to make a return for all of its services 

(and overhead).

Greater Nashville Regional Commission
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Internal Operations (Structural Setup and Procedures)

The MPO had two people in the 1990s (when he was interning at the organization). There were 12 staff towards the end 

of the Nashville-hosted MPO. The short-term target for staffing after the merger doesn’t necessarily make sense, since 

the MPO and GNRC staff will shift fluidly between roles (about 30  staff people). The only exclusively MPO people would 

be the TIP manager and coordinator (RPOs, MPOs, local planning contracts). “I think that’s what integration  means: 

people working on many regional needs and developing transportation plans as needed.  For example, instead of 

having a planner address equity issues, a person that does that job all the time will do that for the transportation plan-

ning work as well.” It’s still different than having county planning and MPO staff together, since they may not serve 

smaller municipal governments in the same ways.

Local v. Regional (Regional and Local Needs Satisfied)

You’ll never be relevant to everybody all the time. Having a broad portfolio  to your services to accomplish the little 

jobs helps build the relationships necessary to achieve better cooperation for larger projects. The smaller jurisdictions 

will play that role, but only if that organization helps them achieve their goals, even something far astray from transpor-

tation, like addressing concerns about managing solid waste. The best information that they had during their own peer 

study was Kansas City / MARC, where a broad range of services could be offered.

Internal Communication (How to Work a Crowd)

The size of the counties doesn’t necessarily equate to a big jurisdictional area; so it may not be an issue every time. 

People almost always prefer to come to Nashville; alternates are allowed but named in terms of title. Make sure that 

the attendees have positive experiences even if there isn’t an important agenda item. Attendance has been very 

good; rotation is possible and asked about but seldom requested outside of Nashville. The Tampa region may consider 

county-wide caucuses; may start meeting the transportation policy board only quarterly. Municipalities with less than 

5,000 population do not have a transportation board seat, although all have representation on the GNRC Policy Board.

Working with State Agencies (Generating and Managing Dollars)

Focus is on local “T” in Nashville, keeping track of funds and projects through different internal and public-facing 

mechanisms has been important and those tools are in place now – may become a factor for Tampa depending 

on the direction that they take. The MPO doesn’t implement projects, so policies have to be put into place in a more 

regional structure to ensure that practices remain relevant and consistent. Tracking every project and project hold-up 

is beyond the capacity of the MPO or GNRC; however, the MPO does police the distribution  of planning funds to help 

prevent gamesmanship among larger and smaller jurisdictions. Their focus as a MPO is to influence  where funding 

goes initially coming through the state, not the back end. 

Erin Hafkenschiel, Office of the Mayor of Nashville

Ms. Hafkenschiel works closely with the MPO, normally on transportation corridor studies such as the northwest cor-

ridor study (Clarksville to Nashville).  They have recently been involved with migrating offices and hosts, so not as much 
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direct involvement of late. She usually attends the MPO board meetings with her (Nashville) mayor. The most direct 

involvement is with the Mayor’s Caucus; an executive group of 10 – 12 mayors of various counties and cities helps set an 

agenda (the full group of all 10 counties meets only twice per year). The most frequent topic has been public transpor-

tation. It’s more private (the public is seldom present) and less formal, which leads to greater participation. Waste and 

recycling has also become an important topic due to new state legislation that makes siting new landfills very difficult. 

The communities and counties around them have also gotten more engaged with recycling, waste reduction, and 

related issues. (Her experience also stems from the San Francisco Bay Region, which tended to have much greater co-

ordination issues.) The Mayor’s Caucus has a very collaborative feel compared to the more contentious Bay area. 

There is agreement among the local leaders that a dedicated transportation revenue source is necessary. Tennessee 

is one of five states that cannot take on debt to pay for transportation projects. However, a Republican Governor and 

legislature put forward a fuel tax increase for roadway projects amounting to $40 billion; the proposed tax increase on 

sales tax (half-cent to one cent; rental car tax, hotel occupancy tax) was for $5 billion (tunnel and bus / rail improve-

ments, first-mile/last-mile) and people thought that the latter was too high an amount. A second issue was that the first 

plan and referendum to move forward was Davidson County only; repeatedly, objections were raised that other coun-

ties need to be on board. 

Specific champions make a difference, especially when the source is unexpected. The Mayor of Franklin, a more 

progressive town and mayor outside of Nashville and Davidson County, was highly effective in opposing a legislative 

attempt to abolish development design reviews. The fact that the City of Nashville wasn’t leading the charge made a 

big difference in the effectiveness of the opposition.
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North Central Texas COG (Dallas)
Michael Morris, P.E., Director of Transportation

Amanda Wilson, Public Involvement Program Manager

Regional Revenue (Generating and Managing Dollars)

The region has developed its own revenue streams from tolling and other user-funded projects (e.g., local toll authority 

for express lanes) or through citizens contributing revenue that stays in the region. They have created flexible funding 

regions to do some smaller projects through overmatching federal funds. Because the region is larger, it’s easier to 

move funds throughout the region, similar to “trading” for projects without doing formal MOUs / interlocal agreements. 

Therefore, a more fragmented MPO structure makes it harder to do innovative things.  

Internal Operations (Structural Setup and Procedures)

There are three urbanized areas in their region; with 12 counties and 7.5 million people here and 150 people on staff. 

Some are MPO staff and some are other programs; a lot of what they do is mobile source air quality-related. There are 

four urban counties with two members, and some counties share MPO members. People have supported this structure; 

for example on the I-635 project where officials are on video (see, for example this video) supporting the importance 

of representing regional interests. The degree of representation is adjusted by the population size. MPO tracks revenue 

is by DOT revenue district. There are 44 members on the policy board now; cities have to aggregate to 250,000 

population to have a seat (Dallas has six seats) and smaller jurisdictions have to aggregate to 250,000 population as a 

group to get each seat. Ten seats are county seats; there also voting members representing transit authorities, TXDOT, 

and airport seats. 

Local v. Regional (Regional and Local Needs Satisfied)

The problem is that Tampa does not have any organization focused on super-county issues; it’s also the result of having 

redundant foci of county and the MPO. There is no MPO focused on six counties. There are probably 50 actions going 

on in NCTCOG that aren’t happening in Tampa because there is no regional structure. They’ve been at it so long there 

are probably 20 layers and policies to help solve problems. As a result, they are leading the state in HOV construction. 

Part of the reason for collaboration in this region is that they spend a lot of time on air quality conformity (ozone non-

attainment area), which cannot be addressed through a county-by-county approach. The MPO now does the job 

of two former ride-matching entities, making it more effective. “Regional” isn’t really defined, sometimes regional 

projects are entirely within one county, for example a $1.6billion Interstate improvement project. They just have a way 

to fund each type of project: neighborhood, regional, or international (e.g., ports). The MPO coined those phrases to 

identify projects at non-governmental levels (city, state, or nation) – again, this is part of the intent of MPOs to work with 

projects at individual reaches of the projects being studied.
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Engaging the Public Effectively

They are always trying to learn from everyone else. The MPO as a concept is fairly obscure to many people in the 

public, but the MPO works on major projects (even then, half the region may not care about a particular project). 

They have focused on more on-line engagement opportunities but also working to identify and attend neighborhood 

groups and meetings. The focus has increasingly turned to more early input on the needs assessment, but also not 

calling the meeting themselves but using neighborhood-level champions to provide them with the information that 

they need. 

Project Implementation and Prioritization (Traditional & Non-Traditional Roles of the MPO)

For regional projects, it is about what is really needed based on quantitative demand (economic need, mobility/

congestion, etc.); there is also consideration of environmental clearance, gap-filling, etc. By doing both and focusing 

on regional projects one at a time they get a lot more of them done. It isn’t about regional projects at the expense of 

local projects; it is more about feeding projects of regional benefit to everyone. There may be something about the 

mobility plan or a university study of the MPO; equity, policy, innovation, and a few other aspects are important to the 

NCTCOG’s success. They call roads at the periphery “orphan” roads since it is harder to get agreement on improving 

those facilities. There is a problem in Tampa that is structural that makes looking at those issues harder to do. The MPOs 

were never intended to serve one county but the area that is supposed to be urbanized in the next 20 years; if state 

law is mandating that situation then state law is in violation of federal law.

Dispute Resolution (Handling the Inevitable Clash)

There was one situation about 10 years ago when the MPO was advocating for a toll road on an unsafe road. The MPO 

worked with TXDOT to reach out to a private concessionaire who would take over the road for $2.5 billion. The local 

authority offered $3.2 billion and forced hiring an attorney to unravel the situation. Some public sector voted for their 

local toll authority, and others were confused when they were initially told the project wasn’t worthwhile but then a 

private company offered money and to build the road. That project was between three counties and connects to the 

airport. 

Working with State Agencies (Generating and Managing Dollars)

The relationship with the state is great; both entities are good at certain things (MPO is better at communicating and 

innovation, including funding). The MPO has offices in the same place as DOT has offices; the DOT also has office space 

in the MPO’s building. Both have security clearances for the other.

Land Development (Linking Land and Transport Decisions)

There is a land banking program where they’ve purchased land for future infrastructure. They also help plan and 

design streets that foster positive economic change, including measuring the economic impact from various projects 

/ project designs. The assumption is that public infrastructure will trigger an economic response that they consider as 

they identify corridors and designs.
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Ted Knowlton, Deputy Director, Wasatch Front Regional Council

Regional Revenue (Generating and Managing Dollars)

The MPO programs funds intended for the two urbanized areas (STP Urban, CMAQ, and TAP), but they do not mix the 

funds for the region. In rare cases, UDOT will permit the MPO to blend funds from both urbanized areas for a specific 

project. The MPO for funds intended for the urbanized areas. The majority of UPWP funds are utilized by MPO and staff 

(not a pass-through) related to activities in the UPWP. In some level all of the funds are considered MPO funds, but may 

exclude economic district funds and a handful of things that relate to studies. These studies are considered because 

WFRC is leading the study, but funding may be a collaborative effort. A more accurate number would be about $5.9 

million (this number subtracts $150k for economic development funds and $150k for model development). The MPO is 

responsible for the model and other agencies come to the MPO for that resource. The DOT has fairly small modeling 

capabilities, and Utah is a small state with big central urbanized areas. State funds account for about $140,000 of 

the UPWP. The local source of funding in the UPWP comes from dues.  Approximately $300,000 comes from member 

jurisdictions per year where it is weighted by population size.  Local funds are a critical source of match for CPG and 

the state of Utah. Rail construction is predominantly funded with federal transit capital dollars. Operations are funded 

through the main sales tax (which administered for more than one county) - all counties within the UTA have a sales 

tax portion that goes towards transit. They are trying to fix the current practice of rates varying by county – the state 

has authorized counties to increase the sales tax on a county-by-county basis. Previously, the increase needed to be 

passed by referendum, but it has recently the legislature provided authority to increase the sales tax through action by 

the County council by up to 1 cent and on average 2/3rds of a cent.  Timeline:

1. Originally, UTA was created by the state legislature, this included original funding and a mandated sales tax for 4 

counties.

2. About 10 years later, the state passed legislation that allowed counties to increase their sales tax “quarters” (this is 

their local term for the 0.25 of a cent sales tax) for transit through a countywide referendum.

3. As of 6 weeks ago (March 2018), new state legislation allows sales tax increases to be adopted through an action of 

county council (referendum is no longer needed).

The initial bill also created the sales tax by state mandate for which the sales tax was levied.  MPOs role in rail funding 

– the MPO is active in the state legislative process (strongest single spoke organization representing the local interest 

within a local area and trusted to be seen as the multimodal organization by the legislature and local jurisdictions). 

There is a high trust with state legislature. They strongly advocate for the unified transportation plan (the state has a 

unified transportation plan – easier to do with only 4 MPOs) and then works through the process of creating a bill to 

balance modes based on geography, land use, and increased taxes; the MPO is able to be a trusted source to guide 

Wasatch Front Regional Council 
(Salt Lake City)
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and help work through what is advocated through the legislature. There is a flexible multimodal approach, and they 

address the pros and cons of legislative approaches. There is generally a team of two on the MPO staff (government 

relations and communications team) who explore with counties and municipalities the benefits and strategies to move 

forward with a funding increase. This legislative process is used as a way to increase the visibility of what they do as 

a MPO.  There are state legislators (2) on the MPO policy board. This increases MPO effectiveness with the legislature. 

Additionally, the MPO is effective with the legislature because of the “one voice, one MPO” concept that they 

exemplify. It is recommended that the business community needs to lead any state initiative for rail and that there be 

a unified transit authority. This can be done by establishing the need for a regional transit authority from an economic/

business perspective.

Internal Operations (Structural Setup and Procedures)

There is one staff member dedicated to the economic development district (only person whose work is non-MPO, but 

still related to the MPO). Parts of the FTE is dedicated to RPO and a little to Association of Government (AOG) non-MPO 

work. RPOs are for the 2 counties not in the MPO – staffing is provided for those 2 counties and they do not have a vote 

on the board. They may not meet the population threshold to join the MPO following the 2020 census, but maybe by 

the following census they will be able to join the MPO. The expectation is that they will automatically become a part of 

the MPO when that does happen.

Engaging the Public Effectively

The focus is on coordination with local government and formal stakeholders who should in turn reach out and engage 

with their respective local stakeholders, although opportunities are available for public input. There is generally a low 

level of interest from local stakeholders and the public at large. WFRC also reaches out to interest groups that have a 

specific interest in active transportation and low income populations. 

Project Implementation and Prioritization (Traditional & Non-Traditional Roles of the MPO)

From the MTP: They break projects into 4 groups: First Priority (programmed during the first 10 years of the plan), Second 

Priority (programmed for the second 10 years of the plan), Third Priority (programmed for the third 10 years of the 

plan), and Needed Unfunded Projects (not funded in the plan). The priorities are based on four criteria: alignment with 

RTP goals, local government and agency input, cost v. benefit, and how projects work together. For more detail go 

to  http://wfrc.org/vision-plans/regional-transportation-plan/adopted-2015-2040-regional-transportation-plan/select-

projects-phase/. They are also in the middle of a plan update and appear to be doing a scenario plan. Each scenario 

is being evaluated on the following criteria: walkability (miles of commercial streets that  re walkable), destination 

access (the number of jobs on average that are accessible from households within a 30-minute drive or transit trip), 

freight (the average truck speed on freight corridors during the evening commute), auto travel time (the total time 

per day that the average household spends in a vehicle), transportation choices (the percent of people who have 

access to (one quarter mile) a frequent bus route, transit stop/station, or dedicated bike facilities), transit use (the miles 

per day that the average household travels by transit), air quality (the number of vehicle trips the average household 

takes per day), cost of living (the percent of household income spent on housing and transportation), local budget 

impacts (local costs versus revenue that comes from new growth), access to recreation (the percent of people that 
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have access to parks, open spaces, and spaces to recreate within one half mile), water use (the gallons of water 

that the average household uses), and land consumption (the acreage of farmland and open space converted to 

development). More information is at http://wfrc.org/vision-plans/regional-transportation-plan/progress-2019-2050-

regional-transportation-plan/evaluate-scenarios/. There are 2 TACs for both groups - funds (STP Urban funds, CMAQ, 

and TAP) must be spent within their respective urbanized areas; WFRC is willing to make some exceptions to this 

spending nature, but it must be approved by UDOT and funds are rarely blended on a regional basis. Having the two 

TACs that focus on the single urbanized area facilitates that process. Federal administration partially dictates where 

funds can be sent. WFRC does the programing for urbanized area funds, but not for all of the transportation funding 

spent within the WFRC urbanized areas. There is roughly $60 million in 1 year between the 2 urbanized areas and all 

other funds are programmed by UDOT.  The benefit of having long range planning decisions funnel through RGC while 

short-range decisions move through the Trans Comm is that the two should be able to reflect upon themselves; this 

structure works well with short term planning/programing and ensuring that it is consistent with long range planning; 

the structure essentially divides the workload among the two committees. The meeting load is pretty light – only 5 times 

a year for 90 minutes a meeting. 

Dispute Resolution (Handling the Inevitable Clash)

There is a high level of trust between the members of committees and the council with staff.  They assume 

recommendations are arrived at through a rigorous process and are vetted with directly affected governments and 

agencies.  The meetings are low in conflict (two fold representative based), and they are proud to demonstrate a 

willingness to work together even when conflict arises. There is a long-standing collaborative culture present in the 

region, which reinforces the benefits of working collectively (i.e. increasing MPO effectiveness in state legislature), there 

is a “let’s take care and help each other” attitude that encourages the belief that more can be achieved if all involved 

work together.  They are aware that they have an increased effectiveness if they speak in unison and highlight that if 

there is “selfishness” it can be less beneficial for everyone. It does come up that some communities may not feel the 

same level of support, and things can fall apart if the benefits are not constantly reiterated. Help is provided as needed 

to each region, and more is achieved when working together (mutually reinforcing).  

Internal Communication (How to Work a Crowd)

Every county has representation, including three counties with very small populations. Comments are sought directly 

from every jurisdiction in the region through the planning and programming processes.

Land Development (Linking Land and Transport Decisions)

The Land Use function is considered a part of the MPO function, although WFRC doesn’t have formal Land Use 

authority. The MPO makes formal land use forecasts that relate to transportation decisions - jurisdictions make formal 

land use decisions. An integrated transportation and land use plan was developed (Wasatch Choice 2050) with a 

formal regional transportation plan (hard) and land use plan (not hard). These are formal assumptions that UDOT and 

transit agencies follow. Wasatch Choice 2050 was developed on a collaborative basis with local government and 

includes scenarios for quality of life impacts, addresses what it means for plans, and considers: how much change is 

proposed, does change in land use help with transportation, how much change is willing to be explored – all of which 
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has a formal impact on forecasts.  Forecasts are developed using a land use model to understand the impact of new 

transportation. Transportation Land Use Connection is a $1 million per year program which is a partnership between 

UDOT, UTA, WFRC, and Salt Lake County to assist member cities and counties in land use planning and planning 

for other modes (land use and transportation planning and active transportation planning). Jurisdictions compete 

for funding with the program goal to reduce travel demand, improve efficiency, and help communities do good 

work. Benefits from funding from UTA, UDOT and Salt Lake County (UPWP – TLC lines) is carved out for organization 

components utilizing STP urban funds - $400,000 per year, and $600,000 for partners. The vision for the plan gets 

implemented by jurisdictions as part of comprehensive planning, but there is no requirement to implement, jurisdictions 

are only encouraged to do so. About 1/3 of jurisdictions that explore significant land use changes end up making that 

change. Economic development actions and transportation include congestion relief, destination accessibility, and 

fiscal sustainability. They take a step back and consider how accessible a business is for multiple people and how many 

jobs are accessible by individuals. It is about improving the ability for people to reach multiple destinations.  They are 

working to reframe the problem to include land use strategies, and not just transportation, attempting to put land use 

planning and outcomes within the transportation decision-making structure. Congestion becomes a component to 

improve destination accessibility while other strategies are to locate more jobs near housing and encourage more 

TOD. They tie into the Long Range Transportation Planning process, versus spending on only capacity improvements.   

During this process they meet with 3-5 municipalities at a time, and discuss land use scenarios as a cluster instead of 

one at a time. 

Additional Interview Notes:

The two urbanized areas were established decades ago, but the timeline is uncertain at the moment. There is great 

likelihood of cooperation between both. The 3rd UZA to the south, is under a separate MPO; there once was a 

possibility that WFRC could have served all 3, but overall, everyone is comfortable with the current organizational 

structure. Technically WFRC is an Association of Governments and an MPO, but staff is 95% oriented toward the MPO 

function. They are synonymous with calling themselves an MPO, and recently added an economic district role which is 

thought of as being related to the MPO core functions. WFRC serves very few other functions. 

Yes, the WFRC is the MPO Board and is not a separate committee. The JPAC typically doesn’t entertain policy questions 

directly but rather provides guidance back to participating organizations.  It also provides an opportunity to explore 

shared issues for the statewide transportation community. It provides an opportunity to talk about the things that 

intersect between organizations (multiple MPOs and the state). WFRC participates in the development of the statewide 

transportation plan (Utah’s Unified Transportation Plan), it is used as a solid basis for everything together in once 

concise document; each MPO still does their own LRTP in addition to participating as part of the Unified Plan. The 

Unified Plan mainly articulates regional transportation by project prioritization, phasing timelines, financial assistance, 

core assumptions and goals, providing a cohesive document and demonstrating how it benefits the state. The Unified 

Plan has local ties through local needs (money) and an active transportation component (sidewalk and bike lane 

improvements). 

There are both individual plans and statewide plans. Audiences that care about transportation plans in Utah use the 
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unified plan. State DOT, regional, and municipal staff use the MPO planning documents for more detail.  

JPAC staff is rotated between both organizations, but Boards only meet through JPAC. WFRC does a lot with 

Mountainland: travel models, land use models (coordinating with travel model), engage in joint planning studies 

(Point of the Mountain study of rapid growth at the border of the 2 MPOs), Study of I-15/Frontrunner corridor - home 

to commuter rail and light rail line which was the focus of the central corridor study, UDOT and transit district.  The 

modeling functions are housed at WFRC on behalf of both MPOs.  The “Joint Projects Committee” meets every other 

month. The committee is staff based and consists of the two MPOs, UDOT, and UTA. The groups pool funds and share 

projects in order to minimize project overhead. Committee discussions include ways that they can collectively serve 

local governments better. RGC and Trans Com meet 5 times a year for 90 minutes each meeting; Votes are not 

weighted. 

Mike Caldwell, Mayor, Ogden City

What is you general impression of the WFRC process as it relates to the MPO function?

The WFRC region has many cities that compete economically and they are the one parent organization that does 

master planning for many of them and the LRTP for the region. Over the next 30 years, the WFRC urban core is 

expected to double in size and it is crucial that the MPO determine how to address and accommodate that growth. 

WFRC, as a regional organization, serves as a forum that allows everyone to discuss long term issues associated 

with this growth. They have done a great job of bringing everyone together. Having a single agency involved in 

multiple disciplines (like WFRC) helps the MPO process. Issues such as transportation and economic development 

are interdependent, especially when looking at investments 10 to 20 years into the future it is crucial to have the 

whole picture. The economic development planning, the transit planning, the land use planning can still be done 

at the county and city level or by other agencies at their level. For example, Ogden City has their own economic 

development department and WFRC helps give direction and help with some longer range plans and “what if” 

scenarios. WFRC can make land use recommendations or suggestions, but those go back to local governing agencies 

to decide if they want to adopt or not.

How do you feel WFRC deals with the tension between local issues and regional decision-making?

Mayor Caldwell is the chair of the council (WFRC), so he is the central contact if there is a dispute. WFRC has a 

detailed process for projects to be included in the LRTP, a detailed process ensuring equal opportunity; projects have 

to meet criteria for safety and capacity and the proposed project has to be in the long range plan. WFRC has 27 

staff members, which include urban planners. The smaller cities usually don’t have a full time dedicated planner, so 

they rely on WFRC to scope long range growth needs and address some potential liabilities. There haven’t been any 

issues that required conflict resolution because the criteria for getting a project into the WFRC LRTP is very clear and 

requires a methodical approach. There may be a year where there is a bit of frustration for jurisdictions whose projects 

are not selected, but people understand how projects are scored by WFRC and the project criteria which reduces 

a lot of that frustration. The criteria requires local jurisdictions to present projects that are of value to the region. 

WFRC partners with a lot of the smaller jurisdictions and provides assistance to these communities to ensure that they 
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are able to meet the criteria. Overall, WFRC does not play favorites and they do a lot of early work to eliminate the 

potential for favoritism and take the lobbying and politicking out of the process. There have been very few instances 

where one jurisdiction proposes a project that is not supported or there is a state project that has been supported by 

one jurisdiction, but not another.  The region has a couple of corridors that the MPO has looked at for the LRTP which 

have triggered disagreements related to timing, some jurisdictions want the corridor earlier rather than later. More 

often, WFRC will have a plan that goes before the legislature for funding and the legislature does not follow the raking 

criteria and priorities established by WFRC, but instead makes their own priorities. WFRC does all the planning, but 

the legislature can get off track and act on impulse and become highly political, disregarding the recommendations 

of the organization which causes frustration among local jurisdictions. There’s no territorialism with WFRC, they have 

been really open to talking to and helping any community that they service. The legislature can get very involved 

when it comes to funding and depends on the individual legislator and their position on the transportation committee; 

they tend to work actively for a project they want to get through. The Utah Department of Transportation has a 

Transportation Committee that is made up of regional representatives who vote on and rank the big budget items like 

the transportation investment fund which has a budget of $600 million. They rank that budget on assigned projects 

and timelines, but the legislature can also get involved in some of the smaller projects. For example, the legislature 

put a special fiscal note for $125 million for a major interchange in Utah County that wasn’t a part of the long range 

transportation plan and wasn’t the number one priority of the WFRC or the transportation commission. The legislature 

also funds the umbrella budget for the Utah Department of Transportation. There are members of the legislature 

who are WFRC board members and active participants on the WFRC Board. It is beneficial that they get to see how 

extensive the process is and help educate some of the other legislators. For example, if other legislators want to deny 

or change a project, the legislators who are board members can provide an understating of why a project may be 

important and should be considered. A transportation task force met over the summer to discuss issues with the public 

transportation agency and having people who are familiar with the process and can give perspective was helpful. 

WFRC are the most involved with the legislature because it does serve the majority of the populations, The 

Mountanland Council of Governments (the neighboring MPO) often relies on WFRC to carry important messages to 

the legislature and they work on finding common ground to support each other when discussing legislative funding, 

special projects, etc.

How do you feel about WFRC and the relationship with UDOT?

Both the Executive Director of the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) and his chief deputy attend every board 

meeting, the Executive Director as a voting members and his chief deputy as his alternate. At every meeting, the 

executive directors of the WFRC and UDOT have open conversations where they come together to work through things. 

They appear to be on the same page, but behind the scenes there may be additional discussions to work through any 

possible issues which are not seen in meetings. They know that sometimes legislators may jump into the process and 

there isn’t much they can do about it, but they come up with solutions on how to mitigate issues this may cause and 

present issues to the WFRC Board. Their success in coordination is in part a reflection of both leaders not having a large 

ego, both work well collectively – a function of two leaders and the processes they have to get to a decision.
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What about the relationship between WFRC and other transportation agencies, including the Utah Transit Authority?

The staff level relationship between WFRC and other transit agencies is really good, but the Utah Transit Authority (UTA) 

has had some significant public relations issues in the past. UTA have operated independent of the MPOs and DOT 

which has caused some issues. Issues include funding, priorities, and agency staffing.  Also, the executive directors had 

controversial compensation packages and issues arose with how they justified their actions. They didn’t do a great 

job integrating with the MPO and UDOT processes because they didn’t feel they should get direction from outside 

agencies. The issues between WFRC and UTA were personality driven issues. The UTA Executive Director does attend 

board meetings or sends chief deputies, but the agency is always represented.  

What about the relationship between WFRC and the Mountanland Association of Governments?

WFRC and the Mountanland Association of Governments (MAG) coordinate well. MAG has a non-voting member on 

the WFRC board and attends every meeting. Both agencies work on similar projects, and project and priority updates 

are given on a regular basis. There are projects that cross lines, for example the I-15 corridor runs directly through both 

major counties (Salt Lake County and Utah County) and MPO areas. All the public transportation and most of the 

freeway and infrastructure is shared so they have to coordinate quite a bit.  

Would you care to add any additional observations?

Utah has been considered one of the best performing economies in the US for some time because of their culture of 

working together. With a couple of exceptions, there has been an understating that if they look at long view and all 

get something, they all win. The success or failure of a system that can be put together to organize an organization 

like WFRC or a big board depends on personalities directing the organization. Having great leaders who understand 

that they all need to work together has made the biggest difference when it is necessary to collectively work on 

projects. The WFRC Board has a collaborative mindset as well and they hold the leaders of the agency accountable if 

something isn’t clearly communicated.



Tampa’s Beaches (2017).
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Florida Statutes
Section 339.175, Florida Statutes Metropolitan planning organization.

(1) PURPOSE.—It is the intent of the Legislature to encourage and promote the safe and efficient 
management, operation, and development of surface transportation systems that will serve the mobility 
needs of people and freight and foster economic growth and development within and through urbanized 
areas of this state while minimizing transportation-related fuel consumption, air pollution, and greenhouse 
gas emissions through metropolitan transportation planning processes identified in this section. To accomplish 
these objectives, metropolitan planning organizations, referred to in this section as M.P.O.’s, shall develop, in 
cooperation with the state and public transit operators, transportation plans and programs for metropolitan 
areas. The plans and programs for each metropolitan area must provide for the development and integrated 
management and operation of transportation systems and facilities, including pedestrian walkways and 
bicycle transportation facilities that will function as an intermodal transportation system for the metropolitan 
area, based upon the prevailing principles provided in s. 334.046(1). The process for developing such 
plans and programs shall provide for consideration of all modes of transportation and shall be continuing, 
cooperative, and comprehensive, to the degree appropriate, based on the complexity of the transportation 
problems to be addressed. To ensure that the process is integrated with the statewide planning process, 
M.P.O.’s shall develop plans and programs that identify transportation facilities that should function as an 
integrated metropolitan transportation system, giving emphasis to facilities that serve important national, 
state, and regional transportation functions. For the purposes of this section, those facilities include the 
facilities on the Strategic Intermodal System designated under s. 339.63 and facilities for which projects have 
been identified pursuant to s. 339.2819(4).

(2) DESIGNATION.—

(a)1. An M.P.O. shall be designated for each urbanized area of the state; however, this does not require 
that an individual M.P.O. be designated for each such area. Such designation shall be accomplished by 
agreement between the Governor and units of general-purpose local government representing at least 75 
percent of the population of the urbanized area; however, the unit of general-purpose local government 
that represents the central city or cities within the M.P.O. jurisdiction, as defined by the United States Bureau 
of the Census, must be a party to such agreement.

2. To the extent possible, only one M.P.O. shall be designated for each urbanized area or group of 
contiguous urbanized areas. More than one M.P.O. may be designated within an existing urbanized area 
only if the Governor and the existing M.P.O. determine that the size and complexity of the existing urbanized 
area makes the designation of more than one M.P.O. for the area appropriate.

(b) Each M.P.O. designated in a manner prescribed by Title 23 of the United States Code shall be created 
and operated under the provisions of this section pursuant to an interlocal agreement entered into pursuant 
to s. 163.01. The signatories to the interlocal agreement shall be the department and the governmental 
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entities designated by the Governor for membership on the M.P.O. Each M.P.O. shall be considered separate 
from the state or the governing body of a local government that is represented on the governing board of 
the M.P.O. or that is a signatory to the interlocal agreement creating the M.P.O. and shall have such powers 
and privileges that are provided under s. 163.01. If there is a conflict between this section and s. 163.01, this 
section prevails.

(c) The jurisdictional boundaries of an M.P.O. shall be determined by agreement between the Governor 
and the applicable M.P.O. The boundaries must include at least the metropolitan planning area, which is the 
existing urbanized area and the contiguous area expected to become urbanized within a 20-year forecast 
period, and may encompass the entire metropolitan statistical area or the consolidated metropolitan 
statistical area.

(d) In the case of an urbanized area designated as a nonattainment area for ozone or carbon monoxide 
under the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. ss. 7401 et seq., the boundaries of the metropolitan planning area in 
existence as of the date of enactment of this paragraph shall be retained, except that the boundaries may 
be adjusted by agreement of the Governor and affected metropolitan planning organizations in the manner 
described in this section. If more than one M.P.O. has authority within a metropolitan area or an area that is 
designated as a nonattainment area, each M.P.O. shall consult with other M.P.O.’s designated for such area 
and with the state in the coordination of plans and programs required by this section.

(e) The governing body of the M.P.O. shall designate, at a minimum, a chair, vice chair, and agency clerk. 
The chair and vice chair shall be selected from among the member delegates comprising the governing 
board. The agency clerk shall be charged with the responsibility of preparing meeting minutes and 
maintaining agency records. The clerk shall be a member of the M.P.O. governing board, an employee of 
the M.P.O., or other natural person.

Each M.P.O. required under this section must be fully operative no later than 6 months following its 
designation.

(3) VOTING MEMBERSHIP.—

(a) The voting membership of an M.P.O. shall consist of at least 5 but not more than 25 apportioned 
members, with the exact number determined on an equitable geographic-population ratio basis, based 
on an agreement among the affected units of general-purpose local government and the Governor, as 
required by federal regulations. In accordance with 23 U.S.C. s. 134, the Governor may also allow M.P.O. 
members who represent municipalities to alternate with representatives from other municipalities within the 
metropolitan planning area which do not have members on the M.P.O. With the exception of instances 
in which all of the county commissioners in a single-county M.P.O. are members of the M.P.O. governing 
board, county commissioners shall compose at least one-third of the M.P.O. governing board membership. 
A multicounty M.P.O. may satisfy this requirement by any combination of county commissioners from each 
of the counties constituting the M.P.O. Voting members shall be elected officials of general-purpose local 
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governments, one of whom may represent a group of general-purpose local governments through an 
entity created by an M.P.O. for that purpose. An M.P.O. may include, as part of its apportioned voting 
members, a member of a statutorily authorized planning board, an official of an agency that operates or 
administers a major mode of transportation, or an official of Space Florida. As used in this section, the term 
“elected officials of a general-purpose local government” excludes constitutional officers, including sheriffs, 
tax collectors, supervisors of elections, property appraisers, clerks of the court, and similar types of officials. 
County commissioners shall compose not less than 20 percent of the M.P.O. membership if an official of an 
agency that operates or administers a major mode of transportation has been appointed to an M.P.O.

(b) In metropolitan areas in which authorities or other agencies have been or may be created by law to 
perform transportation functions and are or will be performing transportation functions that are not under 
the jurisdiction of a general-purpose local government represented on the M.P.O., such authorities or other 
agencies may be provided voting membership on the M.P.O. In all other M.P.O.’s in which transportation 
authorities or agencies are to be represented by elected officials from general-purpose local governments, 
the M.P.O. shall establish a process by which the collective interests of such authorities or other agencies are 
expressed and conveyed.

(c) Any other provision of this section to the contrary notwithstanding, a chartered county with over 1 million 
population may elect to reapportion the membership of an M.P.O. whose jurisdiction is wholly within the 
county. The charter county may exercise the provisions of this paragraph if:

1. The M.P.O. approves the reapportionment plan by a three-fourths vote of its membership;

2. The M.P.O. and the charter county determine that the reapportionment plan is needed to fulfill specific 
goals and policies applicable to that metropolitan planning area; and

3. The charter county determines the reapportionment plan otherwise complies with all federal 
requirements pertaining to M.P.O. membership.

Any charter county that elects to exercise the provisions of this paragraph shall notify the Governor in writing.

(d) Any other provision of this section to the contrary notwithstanding, any county chartered under s. 6(e), 
Art. VIII of the State Constitution may elect to have its county commission serve as the M.P.O., if the M.P.O. 
jurisdiction is wholly contained within the county. Any charter county that elects to exercise the provisions of 
this paragraph shall so notify the Governor in writing. Upon receipt of such notification, the Governor must 
designate the county commission as the M.P.O. The Governor must appoint four additional voting members 
to the M.P.O., one of whom must be an elected official representing a municipality within the county, one of 
whom must be an expressway authority member, one of whom must be a person who does not hold elected 
public office and who resides in the unincorporated portion of the county, and one of whom must be a 
school board member.

(4) APPORTIONMENT.—
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(a) Each M.P.O. shall review the composition of its membership in conjunction with the decennial census, as 
prepared by the United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, and with the agreement of 
the Governor and the affected general-purpose local government units that constitute the existing M.P.O., 
reapportion the membership as necessary to comply with subsection (3). At the request of a majority of the 
affected units of general-purpose local government comprising an M.P.O., the Governor and a majority 
of units of general-purpose local government serving on an M.P.O. shall cooperatively agree upon and 
prescribe who may serve as an alternate member and a method for appointing alternate members, who 
may vote at any M.P.O. meeting that he or she attends in place of a regular member. The method must 
be set forth as a part of the interlocal agreement describing the M.P.O. membership or in the operating 
procedures and bylaws of the M.P.O. The governmental entity so designated shall appoint the appropriate 
number of members to the M.P.O. from eligible officials. Representatives of the department shall serve as 
nonvoting advisers to the M.P.O. governing board. Additional nonvoting advisers may be appointed by the 
M.P.O. as deemed necessary; however, to the maximum extent feasible, each M.P.O. shall seek to appoint 
nonvoting representatives of various multimodal forms of transportation not otherwise represented by voting 
members of the M.P.O. An M.P.O. shall appoint nonvoting advisers representing major military installations 
located within the jurisdictional boundaries of the M.P.O. upon the request of the aforesaid major military 
installations and subject to the agreement of the M.P.O. All nonvoting advisers may attend and participate 
fully in governing board meetings but may not vote or be members of the governing board.

(b) Except for members who represent municipalities on the basis of alternating with representatives from 
other municipalities that do not have members on the M.P.O. as provided in paragraph (3)(a), the members 
of an M.P.O. shall serve 4-year terms. Members who represent municipalities on the basis of alternating 
with representatives from other municipalities that do not have members on the M.P.O. as provided in 
paragraph (3)(a) may serve terms of up to 4 years as further provided in the interlocal agreement described 
in paragraph (2)(b). The membership of a member who is a public official automatically terminates upon the 
member’s leaving his or her elective or appointive office for any reason, or may be terminated by a majority 
vote of the total membership of the entity’s governing board represented by the member. A vacancy shall 
be filled by the original appointing entity. A member may be reappointed for one or more additional 4-year 
terms.

(c) If a governmental entity fails to fill an assigned appointment to an M.P.O. within 60 days after notification 
by the Governor of its duty to appoint, that appointment shall be made by the Governor from the eligible 
representatives of that governmental entity.

(5) AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY.—The authority and responsibility of an M.P.O. is to manage a 
continuing, cooperative, and comprehensive transportation planning process that, based upon the 
prevailing principles provided in s. 334.046(1), results in the development of plans and programs which are 
consistent, to the maximum extent feasible, with the approved local government comprehensive plans of the 
units of local government the boundaries of which are within the metropolitan area of the M.P.O. An M.P.O. 
shall be the forum for cooperative decisionmaking by officials of the affected governmental entities in the 
development of the plans and programs required by subsections (6), (7), (8), and (9).
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(6) POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES.—The powers, privileges, and authority of an M.P.O. are those 
specified in this section or incorporated in an interlocal agreement authorized under s. 163.01. Each M.P.O. 
shall perform all acts required by federal or state laws or rules, now and subsequently applicable, which are 
necessary to qualify for federal aid. It is the intent of this section that each M.P.O. shall be involved in the 
planning and programming of transportation facilities, including, but not limited to, airports, intercity and 
high-speed rail lines, seaports, and intermodal facilities, to the extent permitted by state or federal law.

(a) Each M.P.O. shall, in cooperation with the department, develop:

1. A long-range transportation plan pursuant to the requirements of subsection (7);

2. An annually updated transportation improvement program pursuant to the requirements of subsection 
(8); and

3. An annual unified planning work program pursuant to the requirements of subsection (9).

(b) In developing the long-range transportation plan and the transportation improvement program required 
under paragraph (a), each M.P.O. shall provide for consideration of projects and strategies that will:

1. Support the economic vitality of the metropolitan area, especially by enabling global competitiveness, 
productivity, and efficiency;

2. Increase the safety and security of the transportation system for motorized and nonmotorized users;

3. Increase the accessibility and mobility options available to people and for freight;

4. Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy conservation, and improve quality of life;

5. Enhance the integration and connectivity of the transportation system, across and between modes, for 
people and freight;

6. Promote efficient system management and operation; and

7. Emphasize the preservation of the existing transportation system.

(c) In order to provide recommendations to the department and local governmental entities regarding 
transportation plans and programs, each M.P.O. shall:

1. Prepare a congestion management system for the metropolitan area and cooperate with the 
department in the development of all other transportation management systems required by state or federal 
law;

2. Assist the department in mapping transportation planning boundaries required by state or federal law;

3. Assist the department in performing its duties relating to access management, functional classification of 
roads, and data collection;

4. Execute all agreements or certifications necessary to comply with applicable state or federal law;
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5. Represent all the jurisdictional areas within the metropolitan area in the formulation of transportation 
plans and programs required by this section; and

6. Perform all other duties required by state or federal law.

(d) Each M.P.O. shall appoint a technical advisory committee, the members of which shall serve at the 
pleasure of the M.P.O. The membership of the technical advisory committee must include, whenever 
possible, planners; engineers; representatives of local aviation authorities, port authorities, and public transit 
authorities or representatives of aviation departments, seaport departments, and public transit departments 
of municipal or county governments, as applicable; the school superintendent of each county within 
the jurisdiction of the M.P.O. or the superintendent’s designee; and other appropriate representatives of 
affected local governments. In addition to any other duties assigned to it by the M.P.O. or by state or federal 
law, the technical advisory committee is responsible for considering safe access to schools in its review of 
transportation project priorities, long-range transportation plans, and transportation improvement programs, 
and shall advise the M.P.O. on such matters. In addition, the technical advisory committee shall coordinate 
its actions with local school boards and other local programs and organizations within the metropolitan area 
which participate in school safety activities, such as locally established community traffic safety teams. Local 
school boards must provide the appropriate M.P.O. with information concerning future school sites and in the 
coordination of transportation service.

(e)1. Each M.P.O. shall appoint a citizens’ advisory committee, the members of which serve at the pleasure 
of the M.P.O. The membership on the citizens’ advisory committee must reflect a broad cross-section of local 
residents with an interest in the development of an efficient, safe, and cost-effective transportation system. 
Minorities, the elderly, and the handicapped must be adequately represented.

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraph 1., an M.P.O. may, with the approval of the department 
and the applicable federal governmental agency, adopt an alternative program or mechanism to ensure 
citizen involvement in the transportation planning process.

(f) The department shall allocate to each M.P.O., for the purpose of accomplishing its transportation 
planning and programming duties, an appropriate amount of federal transportation planning funds.

(g) Each M.P.O. shall have an executive or staff director who reports directly to the M.P.O. governing board 
for all matters regarding the administration and operation of the M.P.O. and any additional personnel as 
deemed necessary. The executive director and any additional personnel may be employed either by an 
M.P.O. or by another governmental entity, such as a county, city, or regional planning council, that has a 
staff services agreement signed and in effect with the M.P.O. Each M.P.O. may enter into contracts with 
local or state agencies, private planning firms, private engineering firms, or other public or private entities to 
accomplish its transportation planning and programming duties and administrative functions.

(h) In order to enhance their knowledge, effectiveness, and participation in the urbanized area 
transportation planning process, each M.P.O. shall provide training opportunities and training funds 
specifically for local elected officials and others who serve on an M.P.O. The training opportunities may be 
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conducted by an individual M.P.O. or through statewide and federal training programs and initiatives that 
are specifically designed to meet the needs of M.P.O. board members.

(i) The Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority Metropolitan Planning Organization Chairs Coordinating 
Committee is created within the Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority, composed of the M.P.O.’s 
serving Citrus, Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, and Sarasota Counties. The authority 
shall provide administrative support and direction to the committee. The committee must, at a minimum:

1. Coordinate transportation projects deemed to be regionally significant by the committee.

2. Review the impact of regionally significant land use decisions on the region.

3. Review all proposed regionally significant transportation projects in the respective transportation 
improvement programs which affect more than one of the M.P.O.’s represented on the committee.

4. Institute a conflict resolution process to address any conflict that may arise in the planning and 
programming of such regionally significant projects.

(j)1. The Legislature finds that the state’s rapid growth in recent decades has caused many urbanized areas 
subject to M.P.O. jurisdiction to become contiguous to each other. As a result, various transportation projects 
may cross from the jurisdiction of one M.P.O. into the jurisdiction of another M.P.O. To more fully accomplish 
the purposes for which M.P.O.’s have been mandated, M.P.O.’s shall develop coordination mechanisms 
with one another to expand and improve transportation within the state. The appropriate method of 
coordination between M.P.O.’s shall vary depending upon the project involved and given local and regional 
needs. Consequently, it is appropriate to set forth a flexible methodology that can be used by M.P.O.’s to 
coordinate with other M.P.O.’s and appropriate political subdivisions as circumstances demand.

2. Any M.P.O. may join with any other M.P.O. or any individual political subdivision to coordinate activities 
or to achieve any federal or state transportation planning or development goals or purposes consistent with 
federal or state law. When an M.P.O. determines that it is appropriate to join with another M.P.O. or any 
political subdivision to coordinate activities, the M.P.O. or political subdivision shall enter into an interlocal 
agreement pursuant to s. 163.01, which, at a minimum, creates a separate legal or administrative entity to 
coordinate the transportation planning or development activities required to achieve the goal or purpose; 
provides the purpose for which the entity is created; provides the duration of the agreement and the 
entity and specifies how the agreement may be terminated, modified, or rescinded; describes the precise 
organization of the entity, including who has voting rights on the governing board, whether alternative voting 
members are provided for, how voting members are appointed, and what the relative voting strength is for 
each constituent M.P.O. or political subdivision; provides the manner in which the parties to the agreement 
will provide for the financial support of the entity and payment of costs and expenses of the entity; provides 
the manner in which funds may be paid to and disbursed from the entity; and provides how members of the 
entity will resolve disagreements regarding interpretation of the interlocal agreement or disputes relating to 
the operation of the entity. Such interlocal agreement shall become effective upon its recordation in the 
official public records of each county in which a member of the entity created by the interlocal agreement 
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has a voting member. This paragraph does not require any M.P.O.’s to merge, combine, or otherwise join 
together as a single M.P.O.

(7) LONG-RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN.—Each M.P.O. must develop a long-range transportation plan 
that addresses at least a 20-year planning horizon. The plan must include both long-range and short-range 
strategies and must comply with all other state and federal requirements. The prevailing principles to be 
considered in the long-range transportation plan are: preserving the existing transportation infrastructure; 
enhancing Florida’s economic competitiveness; and improving travel choices to ensure mobility. The long-
range transportation plan must be consistent, to the maximum extent feasible, with future land use elements 
and the goals, objectives, and policies of the approved local government comprehensive plans of the units 
of local government located within the jurisdiction of the M.P.O. Each M.P.O. is encouraged to consider 
strategies that integrate transportation and land use planning to provide for sustainable development and 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The approved long-range transportation plan must be considered by local 
governments in the development of the transportation elements in local government comprehensive plans 
and any amendments thereto. The long-range transportation plan must, at a minimum:

(a) Identify transportation facilities, including, but not limited to, major roadways, airports, seaports, 
spaceports, commuter rail systems, transit systems, and intermodal or multimodal terminals that will function 
as an integrated metropolitan transportation system. The long-range transportation plan must give emphasis 
to those transportation facilities that serve national, statewide, or regional functions, and must consider 
the goals and objectives identified in the Florida Transportation Plan as provided in s. 339.155. If a project is 
located within the boundaries of more than one M.P.O., the M.P.O.’s must coordinate plans regarding the 
project in the long-range transportation plan.

(b) Include a financial plan that demonstrates how the plan can be implemented, indicating resources 
from public and private sources which are reasonably expected to be available to carry out the plan, and 
recommends any additional financing strategies for needed projects and programs. The financial plan may 
include, for illustrative purposes, additional projects that would be included in the adopted long-range 
transportation plan if reasonable additional resources beyond those identified in the financial plan were 
available. For the purpose of developing the long-range transportation plan, the M.P.O. and the department 
shall cooperatively develop estimates of funds that will be available to support the plan implementation. 
Innovative financing techniques may be used to fund needed projects and programs. Such techniques may 
include the assessment of tolls, the use of value capture financing, or the use of value pricing.

(c) Assess capital investment and other measures necessary to:

1. Ensure the preservation of the existing metropolitan transportation system including requirements for the 
operation, resurfacing, restoration, and rehabilitation of major roadways and requirements for the operation, 
maintenance, modernization, and rehabilitation of public transportation facilities; and

2. Make the most efficient use of existing transportation facilities to relieve vehicular congestion, improve 
safety, and maximize the mobility of people and goods. Such efforts must include, but are not limited to, 
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consideration of infrastructure and technological improvements necessary to accommodate advances in 
vehicle technology, such as autonomous technology and other developments.

(d) Indicate, as appropriate, proposed transportation enhancement activities, including, but not limited to, 
pedestrian and bicycle facilities, scenic easements, landscaping, historic preservation, mitigation of water 
pollution due to highway runoff, and control of outdoor advertising.

(e) In addition to the requirements of paragraphs (a)-(d), in metropolitan areas that are classified as 
nonattainment areas for ozone or carbon monoxide, the M.P.O. must coordinate the development of the 
long-range transportation plan with the State Implementation Plan developed pursuant to the requirements 
of the federal Clean Air Act.

In the development of its long-range transportation plan, each M.P.O. must provide the public, affected 
public agencies, representatives of transportation agency employees, freight shippers, providers of freight 
transportation services, private providers of transportation, representatives of users of public transit, and other 
interested parties with a reasonable opportunity to comment on the long-range transportation plan. The 
long-range transportation plan must be approved by the M.P.O.

(8) TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM.—Each M.P.O. shall, in cooperation with the state and 
affected public transportation operators, develop a transportation improvement program for the area within 
the jurisdiction of the M.P.O. In the development of the transportation improvement program, each M.P.O. 
must provide the public, affected public agencies, representatives of transportation agency employees, 
freight shippers, providers of freight transportation services, private providers of transportation, representatives 
of users of public transit, and other interested parties with a reasonable opportunity to comment on the 
proposed transportation improvement program.

(a) Each M.P.O. is responsible for developing, annually, a list of project priorities and a transportation 
improvement program. The prevailing principles to be considered by each M.P.O. when developing a list 
of project priorities and a transportation improvement program are: preserving the existing transportation 
infrastructure; enhancing Florida’s economic competitiveness; and improving travel choices to ensure 
mobility. The transportation improvement program will be used to initiate federally aided transportation 
facilities and improvements as well as other transportation facilities and improvements including transit, 
rail, aviation, spaceport, and port facilities to be funded from the State Transportation Trust Fund within 
its metropolitan area in accordance with existing and subsequent federal and state laws and rules and 
regulations related thereto. The transportation improvement program shall be consistent, to the maximum 
extent feasible, with the approved local government comprehensive plans of the units of local government 
whose boundaries are within the metropolitan area of the M.P.O. and include those projects programmed 
pursuant to s. 339.2819(4).

(b) Each M.P.O. annually shall prepare a list of project priorities and shall submit the list to the appropriate 
district of the department by October 1 of each year; however, the department and a metropolitan 
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planning organization may, in writing, agree to vary this submittal date. Where more than one M.P.O. exists in 
an urbanized area, the M.P.O.’s shall coordinate in the development of regionally significant project priorities. 
The list of project priorities must be formally reviewed by the technical and citizens’ advisory committees, and 
approved by the M.P.O., before it is transmitted to the district. The approved list of project priorities must be 
used by the district in developing the district work program and must be used by the M.P.O. in developing 
its transportation improvement program. The annual list of project priorities must be based upon project 
selection criteria that, at a minimum, consider the following:

1. The approved M.P.O. long-range transportation plan;

2. The Strategic Intermodal System Plan developed under s. 339.64.

3. The priorities developed pursuant to s. 339.2819(4).

4. The results of the transportation management systems; and

5. The M.P.O.’s public-involvement procedures.

(c)  The transportation improvement program must, at a minimum:

1. Include projects and project phases to be funded with state or federal funds within the time period of the 
transportation improvement program and which are recommended for advancement during the next fiscal 
year and 4 subsequent fiscal years. Such projects and project phases must be consistent, to the maximum 
extent feasible, with the approved local government comprehensive plans of the units of local government 
located within the jurisdiction of the M.P.O. For informational purposes, the transportation improvement 
program shall also include a list of projects to be funded from local or private revenues.

2. Include projects within the metropolitan area which are proposed for funding under 23 U.S.C. s. 134 of 
the Federal Transit Act and which are consistent with the long-range transportation plan developed under 
subsection (7).

3. Provide a financial plan that demonstrates how the transportation improvement program can be 
implemented; indicates the resources, both public and private, that are reasonably expected to be 
available to accomplish the program; identifies any innovative financing techniques that may be used to 
fund needed projects and programs; and may include, for illustrative purposes, additional projects that 
would be included in the approved transportation improvement program if reasonable additional resources 
beyond those identified in the financial plan were available. Innovative financing techniques may include 
the assessment of tolls, the use of value capture financing, or the use of value pricing. The transportation 
improvement program may include a project or project phase only if full funding can reasonably be 
anticipated to be available for the project or project phase within the time period contemplated for 
completion of the project or project phase.

4. Group projects and project phases of similar urgency and anticipated staging into appropriate staging 
periods.
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5. Indicate how the transportation improvement program relates to the long-range transportation plan 
developed under subsection (7), including providing examples of specific projects or project phases that 
further the goals and policies of the long-range transportation plan.

6. Indicate whether any project or project phase is inconsistent with an approved comprehensive plan 
of a unit of local government located within the jurisdiction of the M.P.O. If a project is inconsistent with 
an affected comprehensive plan, the M.P.O. must provide justification for including the project in the 
transportation improvement program.

7. Indicate how the improvements are consistent, to the maximum extent feasible, with affected seaport, 
airport, and spaceport master plans and with public transit development plans of the units of local 
government located within the jurisdiction of the M.P.O. If a project is located within the boundaries of more 
than one M.P.O., the M.P.O.’s must coordinate plans regarding the project in the transportation improvement 
program.

(d) Projects included in the transportation improvement program and that have advanced to the design 
stage of preliminary engineering may be removed from or rescheduled in a subsequent transportation 
improvement program only by the joint action of the M.P.O. and the department. Except when 
recommended in writing by the district secretary for good cause, any project removed from or rescheduled 
in a subsequent transportation improvement program shall not be rescheduled by the M.P.O. in that 
subsequent program earlier than the 5th year of such program.

(e) During the development of the transportation improvement program, the M.P.O. shall, in cooperation 
with the department and any affected public transit operation, provide citizens, affected public agencies, 
representatives of transportation agency employees, freight shippers, providers of freight transportation 
services, private providers of transportation, representatives of users of public transit, and other interested 
parties with reasonable notice of and an opportunity to comment on the proposed program.

(f) The adopted annual transportation improvement program for M.P.O.’s in nonattainment or maintenance 
areas must be submitted to the district secretary and the Department of Economic Opportunity at least 
90 days before the submission of the state transportation improvement program by the department to the 
appropriate federal agencies. The annual transportation improvement program for M.P.O.’s in attainment 
areas must be submitted to the district secretary and the Department of Economic Opportunity at least 
45 days before the department submits the state transportation improvement program to the appropriate 
federal agencies; however, the department, the Department of Economic Opportunity, and a metropolitan 
planning organization may, in writing, agree to vary this submittal date. The Governor or the Governor’s 
designee shall review and approve each transportation improvement program and any amendments 
thereto.

(g) The Department of Economic Opportunity shall review the annual transportation improvement program 
of each M.P.O. for consistency with the approved local government comprehensive plans of the units of 
local government whose boundaries are within the metropolitan area of each M.P.O. and shall identify those 
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projects that are inconsistent with such comprehensive plans. The Department of Economic Opportunity shall 
notify an M.P.O. of any transportation projects contained in its transportation improvement program which 
are inconsistent with the approved local government comprehensive plans of the units of local government 
whose boundaries are within the metropolitan area of the M.P.O.

(h) The M.P.O. shall annually publish or otherwise make available for public review the annual listing of 
projects for which federal funds have been obligated in the preceding year. Project monitoring systems 
must be maintained by those agencies responsible for obligating federal funds and made accessible to the 
M.P.O.’s.

(9) UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM.—Each M.P.O. shall develop, in cooperation with the department 
and public transportation providers, a unified planning work program that lists all planning tasks to be 
undertaken during the program year. The unified planning work program must provide a complete 
description of each planning task and an estimated budget therefor and must comply with applicable state 
and federal law.

(10) AGREEMENTS.—

(a) Each M.P.O. shall execute the following written agreements, which shall be reviewed, and updated as 
necessary, every 5 years:

1. An agreement with the department clearly establishing the cooperative relationship essential to 
accomplish the transportation planning requirements of state and federal law.

2. An agreement with the metropolitan and regional intergovernmental coordination and review agencies 
serving the metropolitan areas, specifying the means by which activities will be coordinated and how 
transportation planning and programming will be part of the comprehensive planned development of the 
area.

3. An agreement with operators of public transportation systems, including transit systems, commuter rail 
systems, airports, seaports, and spaceports, describing the means by which activities will be coordinated and 
specifying how public transit, commuter rail, aviation, seaport, and aerospace planning and programming 
will be part of the comprehensive planned development of the metropolitan area.

(b) An M.P.O. may execute other agreements required by state or federal law or as necessary to properly 
accomplish its functions.

(11) METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION ADVISORY COUNCIL.—

(a) A Metropolitan Planning Organization Advisory Council is created to augment, and not supplant, the 
role of the individual M.P.O.’s in the cooperative transportation planning process described in this section.

(b) The council shall consist of one representative from each M.P.O. and shall elect a chairperson annually 
from its number. Each M.P.O. shall also elect an alternate representative from each M.P.O. to vote in the 
absence of the representative. Members of the council do not receive any compensation for their services, 
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but may be reimbursed from funds made available to council members for travel and per diem expenses 
incurred in the performance of their council duties as provided in s. 112.061.

(c) The powers and duties of the Metropolitan Planning Organization Advisory Council are to:

1. Enter into contracts with individuals, private corporations, and public agencies.

2. Acquire, own, operate, maintain, sell, or lease personal property essential for the conduct of business.

3. Accept funds, grants, assistance, gifts, or bequests from private, local, state, or federal sources.

4. Establish bylaws by action of its governing board providing procedural rules to guide its proceedings and 
consideration of matters before the council, or, alternatively, adopt rules pursuant to ss. 120.536(1) and 120.54 
to implement provisions of law conferring powers or duties upon it.

5. Assist M.P.O.’s in carrying out the urbanized area transportation planning process by serving as the 
principal forum for collective policy discussion pursuant to law.

6. Serve as a clearinghouse for review and comment by M.P.O.’s on the Florida Transportation Plan and on 
other issues required to comply with federal or state law in carrying out the urbanized area transportation 
and systematic planning processes instituted pursuant to s. 339.155.

7. Employ an executive director and such other staff as necessary to perform adequately the functions 
of the council, within budgetary limitations. The executive director and staff are exempt from part II of 
chapter 110 and serve at the direction and control of the council. The council is assigned to the Office of the 
Secretary of the Department of Transportation for fiscal and accountability purposes, but it shall otherwise 
function independently of the control and direction of the department.

8. Adopt an agency strategic plan that prioritizes steps the agency will take to carry out its mission within 
the context of the state comprehensive plan and any other statutory mandates and directives.

(12) APPLICATION OF FEDERAL LAW.—Upon notification by an agency of the Federal Government that any 
provision of this section conflicts with federal laws or regulations, such federal laws or regulations will take 
precedence to the extent of the conflict until such conflict is resolved. The department or an M.P.O. may 
take any necessary action to comply with such federal laws and regulations or to continue to remain eligible 
to receive federal funds.

(13) VOTING REQUIREMENTS.—Each long-range transportation plan required pursuant to subsection (7), 
each annually updated Transportation Improvement Program required under subsection (8), and each 
amendment that affects projects in the first 3 years of such plans and programs must be approved by each 
M.P.O. on a recorded roll call vote, or hand-counted vote, of a majority of the membership present.

History.—s. 1, ch. 79-219; s. 1, ch. 82-9; s. 219, ch. 84-309; s. 3, ch. 84-332; s. 30, ch. 85-55; ss. 1, 2, ch. 87-61; ss. 
1, 2, ch. 88-86; s. 1, ch. 88-163; s. 6, ch. 89-301; s. 79, ch. 90-136; s. 4, ch. 92-152; s. 60, ch. 93-164; s. 502, ch. 95-
148; s. 54, ch. 95-257; s. 53, ch. 96-323; s. 25, ch. 97-280; s. 70, ch. 98-200; s. 9, ch. 99-256; ss. 33, 103, ch. 99-385; 
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s. 20, ch. 2000-266; s. 23, ch. 2002-183; s. 8, ch. 2003-286; s. 4, ch. 2004-366; s. 6, ch. 2005-281; s. 22, ch. 2005-
290; s. 40, ch. 2007-196; s. 70, ch. 2008-4; s. 30, ch. 2008-227; s. 240, ch. 2011-142; s. 55, ch. 2012-174; s. 17, ch. 
2014-223; s. 17, ch. 2016-181; s. 44, ch. 2016-239; s. 1, ch. 2017-98.

Note.—Former s. 334.215.

339.176 Voting membership for M.P.O. with boundaries including certain counties.—In addition to the voting 
membership established by s. 339.175(3) and notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, 
the voting membership of any Metropolitan Planning Organization whose geographical boundaries include 
any county as defined in s. 125.011(1) must include an additional voting member appointed by that city’s 
governing body for each city with a population of 50,000 or more residents.

History.—s. 56, ch. 99-385; s. 58, ch. 2007-196.
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Werner-Boyce Salt Springs State Park, Port Richey). Four 

miles of protected beach in Pasco County offer visitors kayak-

ing and viewing bald eagles or a gray fox - but no swimming. 

The Salt Springs are a measured 351 feet deep.
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MPO Regional Coordination Structure Research and 
Best Practices for the Tampa Bay Region
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